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A B S T R A C T 
A Comedy of Anguish; A Study of the Plavs of Eugene 
lonescG "by W.P.H. Stokes 
The a n t i t h e t i c a l t i t l e A Comedy of Anguish has been selected 
to represent the i r o n i c manner and tone i n which lonesco has sought. 
•b« release from his subconscious fears , fears common to humanity i n 
every age. His uimitigated anguish serves as a reminder of the 
consequences of that s c i e n t i f i c discovery, made long before 
Nietzsche's cry "God i s dead", that we are confined to the l i m i t s 
of time and hence desperately need to rela t e to a substitute for 
the Almighty, beyond those l i m i t s . Confronted with t h i s dilemma, 
he continues to be suggesting, from La Cantatrice chauve to 
L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , we need to reconsider our concepts of culture 
and r e a l i t y i t s e l f . 
This scepticism i s r e f l e c t e d i n the t h e a t r i c a l experience 
which he conceives of as being therapeutic and non-utilitarian. 
I n h i s choice of themes (chapter l ) , he reduces his material to 
fundamentals, attaching overwhelming significance to personal 
anecdotes, dreams and the i r r a t i o n a l as these alone appear to him 
to be representative of mankind as a whole. He r e j e c t s the forces 
of rationalism as e s s e n t i a l l y perverted. "Marionettes" for the most 
part replace conventional characters (chapter 3), whilst causal 
n e c e s s i t i e s of plot are abandoned i n favottr of a rhythm of 
p r o l i f e r a t i o n (chapter 4) and language based on rational logic i s 
dismissed as the prerogative of concierges and corrupt p o l i t i c i a n s 
(chapter 5). Moreover, f a r from being dependent on any l i t e r a r y 
text, these plays have evocatively exploited a l l the resoiirces of 
stagecraft (chapter 6). 
Long after the iconoclasm of the early 1950*s, his plays 
continue to enjoy success. His pessimism, t r a d i t i o n a l l y associated 
with humorists, has not wained, nor has the consistency of his 
thought. Within a concise thematic framework he has retained a 
c h i l d - l i k e s i m p l i c i t y and sense of exaggeration, best suited to 
express the latent paradoxes and aspirations of the contemporary 
age. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
A cursory glance at an up-to-date "bibliography of lonesco's 
work w i l l reveal both a c r i t i c a l and p r o l i f i c writer, whose work 
f i r s t appeared i n various Rumanian l i t e r a r y reviews i n the early 
1930* s, as well as an active man of the theatre with a wide range 
of c u l t u r a l i n t e r e s t s encompassing the world of b a l l e t , cinema 
and t e l e v i s i o n . Though t h i s survey w i l l be r e s t r i c t e d to his 
t h e a t r i c a l output over almost the l a s t three decades from La 
Cantatrice chauve to L'Homme aux v a l i s e s ^ on no account can we 
remain indifferent to the wealth of experience gained beyond the 
four walls of a theatre and at f i r s t sight appearing scarcely 
r e l a t e d to i t . This i s not just a question of common interest i n 
an author's background, appropriate to any worthwhile study, but 
one which possesses sp e c i a l v a l i d i t y for one who started writing 
for the stage f a r l a t e r than the average playwright. 
Our p r i n c i p a l task i n i t i a l l y i s to discover a leitmotiv, a 
point of consistency, a common denominator running through his 
l i f e and works. To locate i t we must return to a colle c t i o n of 
a r t i c l e s e n t i t l e d Nu - Traite de l a fusion des contraires 
published i n 1934. I n the aforementioned he begins by launching 
a systematic attack on three leaders of the Rumanian avant-garde, 
accusing them of hidebound provincialism and lack of o r i g i n a l i t y , 
and then l a t e r on proceeds to r e t r a c t a l l c r i t i c a l remarks i n a 
grandiose eulogy of the self-same writers. Besides t h i s , however, 
Nu provides for the f i r s t time evidence of lonesco's constant fear 
of death. That the young writer's contempt and r i d i c u l e of c r i t i c s 
and l i t e r a t u r e i n general gave r i s e to r e l e n t l e s s scandal i s only 
of i n t e r e s t to us today i n so f a r as h i s name acquired sudden fame 
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overnight. What remains si g n i f i c a n t i s not the details of the 
case, soon to pale into oblivion, but the general s p i r i t and 
tone of ambiguity i n which Nu was written, for these were to 
germinate i n the theatre. His many well-known plays as well 
as other writings including the novel La Solitude and diaries 
i n the st y l e of Present passe passe pre^'sent a l l betray a note 
of anxiety linked with a r e s t l e s s s p i r i t of contradiction. We 
are attracted to these works by the writer's ambivalent frame 
of mind; i n the lonig term the playwright's achievements as one 
of the p r i n c i p a l exponents of the avant-garde or h i s election 
to the Academie Prangaise can be judged on a par with his 
Rumanian experiences as of comparatively minor importance. I t 
i s i n order to elucidate t h i s particular attitude that the 
present a n t i t h e t i c a l t i t l e "lonesco, a Comedy of Anguish" iias 
been selected. 
Though these two terms are for the purposes of the following 
t h e s i s designed to form an inseparable whole, each needs to be 
examined b r i e f l y on i t s own i f a broad understanding of the 
complexity involved i s to be gained. I n an i n i t i a l consider-
ation of the concept of anguish or 'angoisse', we should refer 
to the following dictionary definitions: 
'severe suffering ( e s p e c i a l l y of mind)' 
(Oxford Advanced Learner's ^ 
Dictionary of Ctirrent English) 
'Malaise psychique et physique, ne du 
sentiment de 1'imminence d'un danger, 
V.Anxi^t^ inquietude, peur. L'angoisse 
de l a mart'. 
(Micro Robert Dictionnaire 
du fran^ais primordial) 
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For lonesco, such mental suffering has c l e a r l y accompanied 
him since esirly childhood, reinforced by the memory of a 
dark autumn evening i n a street near the Square de Vaugirard 
when, as a sensitive youth out shopping with his mother, he 
cast a frightened look at the f l e e t i n g shadows of pedestrians 
s t r o l l i n g along the pavement. Those figures of people shopping, 
he soon r e a l i z e d , would swift l y disappear never to be seen 
again. Such an experience amounting to a painful awareness 
of contingency and transience was, as we s h a l l note l a t e r , to 
occur i n a variety of forms elsewhere, i t i s both extremely 
personal and, as a quality he shares with several intellectxials 
of h i s generation, universal i n i t s implications. Not only 
i s i t the fear of personal annihilation experienced by every 
mortal being but also a sensation of angst, that i s , to use 
the precise dictionary term again and not one bandied about i n 
popular jargon, "a fe e l i n g of anxiety caused by considering the 
state of world a f f a i r s " . - (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary), 
From day to day, the thinking individual i n a modern technological 
society, cut off from former cherished values and c i v i l i z a t i o n i n 
the broadest sense, contemplates h i s every action as devoid of 
purpose. 
Even i f there i s no prescribed remedy for t h i s deep-rooted 
pessimism and fear, the very act of putting pen to paper and 
writing plays as a r e f l e c t i o n of the meaninglessness of the times 
affords cursory a l l e v i a t i o n . Whilst writers throughout the 
centuries have been driven by similar motives, a greater urgency 
to do so has been discernible i n our own age. I n practice, i n 
the realm of comic writing, much of lonesco*s work endorses 
Freudian b e l i e f i n laughter as a form of release from subconscious 
a n x i e t i e s : 
Consid^rons alors que tout est comique, 
prenons l e p a r t i d'en r i r e . Ce s e r a i t 
f a i r e offense k Dieu ou au monde. Nous 
ne pouvons planer, nous ne pouvons pas 
etre sup^rieurs a l a d i v i n i t e , nous ne 
pouvons dorainer l e cr^ateur, nous ne 
pouvons etre plus f o r t s que l u i . C'est 
una abb^ration. Ayons 1'humour. Nous ne 
pouvons pas r e j e t e r l e monde. Alors 
prendre tout au s^rieux: c'est r i d i c u l e 
egalement."^ 
Yet judging man's situation i n i t s e l f as hilarious need not 
necessarily e l i c i t uninhibited mirth. Modern comedy i n particular 
i s often concerned with serious material r a i s i n g few to no laughs, 
at the most an i r o n i c smile. Unlike anguish, comedy possesses 
several facets eind defies any categorizing. I n our endeavours to 
appreciate lonesco's work we should r e c a l l the observation 
Anouilh made with respect to Beckett's En Attendant G-odot; 'sketch 
des Pens^es de Pascal joue par l e s F r a t e l l i n i . ' 
I m p l i c i t i n Anouilh's statement i s the dual existence of thinker 
and a r t i s t or entertainer. Comedy, l i k e a l l drama, acts as a means of 
1» Eugene lonesco. Journal en miettes (Paris, 196?). Further references 
to t h i s edition are given after quotations i n the text. 
2. Emmanuel Jacquart, Le Theatre de l a derision (Pa r i s , 1974), p.92. 
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d i s c i p l i n i n g the thinker into making his views and thoughts 
tangible to a r e a l audience: 'Pour d^couvrir l e probleme 
fondamental commun ^ tous l e s hommes, i l faut que je me demande 
quel e s t mon probleme fondamental, quelle est ma peur l a plus 
ind^racinable, C'est alors que j e decouvrirai quels sont l e s 
peurs et l e s problemes de chacun.'^ Not u n t i l lonesco had 
rel u c t a n t l y taken up sin acting part himself and then sett l e d 
down to sc r u t i n i z i n g the reactions of his audience to a 
performance of his f i r s t play was he able to shed an introvert's 
i n h i b i t i o n s and r e a l i s e to what extent h i s own personal problems 
were shared. Hence any academic study of dramatic works w i l l 
lose a l l sense of perspective i f we overlook the playwright's 
preoccupation above a l l with a physically multi-dimensional 
experience, writing for the stage and therefore ceaselessly 
exposed to a group of spectators. For th i s reason, emphasis 
has been l a i d here on studying each work within the pr a c t i c a l 
context of a l i v e performance. After an examination of the 
major sources, themes and influences upon the playwright's 
work i n chapter one, an attempt w i l l be made i n chapter two to 
situate i t within a general context of comedy. Chapters three 
and four w i l l point to the i n t r i c a c i e s of character and structure 
respectively with examples of the iconoclastic nature of certain 
plays. I n conclusion, chapters f i v e and s i x w i l l centre upon the 
questions of language and stage e f f e c t s , the prominence of which 
cannot be overestimated i n arry appreciation of lonesco's work. 
3. Eugfene lonesco, Notes et contre-notes (Paris, 1966), pp,143-4. 
Further reference to t h i s edition are given after quotations 
i n the text. 
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Chapter One 
Sources, Influences and Themes 
Like those of most modern French playwrights, lonesco's 
i n t e l l e c t u a l and l i t e r a r y roots can be traced to a pronounced 
a n t i - r a t i o n a l i s t current i n the second half of the nineteenth 
century which reached a crescendo i n the prose of Lautreamont 
and Rimbaud's ',. .un long, immense et raisonne dereglement de 
tous l e s sens.'"'' A reaction against positivism and bourgeois 
conventions i n general and u t i l i t a r i a n forms of art i n particular 
also prevailed i n the works of the Dadaists, of Andre Breton and 
the S u r r e a l i s t movement. The philosophical definition of 
surrealism given i n the Manifeste du siirre^alisme i n 1924 i s akin 
to lonesco's outlook on l i f e , his readiness to question and 
i n a b i l i t y to answer or f i n d solutions: 
ENCYCL. Philos. Le surr^alisme repose sur 
l a croyance a l a r e a l i t y superieure de 
certaines formes d'associations n^glige'es 
jusqu'a l u i , a l a toute-puissance du reve, 
au jeu de'sinteresse de l a pensee. I I tend a 
ruiner definitivement tous l e s autres mecanismes 
psychiques et a se substituer a eux dans l a 
2 
re'solution des principaux problemes de l a v i e . 
1. L e t t r e k Paul Demeny (Lettre du Voyant) dated May 15th, 1871. 
2. Andre Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme (Paris 1924, text 
reprinted i n 1972), pp.37-38. 
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I n h i s r e l e n t l e s s attacks on the norms established by rational 
l o g i c , Andre Breton has remgdned for lonesco a father figure 
of l i t e r a t u r e as well as a mystic. I n Present passe passe 
present, the leading S u r r e a l i s t figure i s referred to as 
follows: 'Ce theoricien de I ' i r r a t i o n n e l e'largissait, 
approfondissait, augmentait l a raison, I ' i r r a t i o n a l i t e 
apparaissait a i n s i comme la,face cachee de l a raison que le^ 
conscience pouvait explorer, integrer,'^ lonesco shares Breton's 
credo that the subconscious i s able to provide us with that much 
needed s t a b i l i t y denied to us i n our working state: 'Le reve est 
naturel, i l n'est pas fou, C'est l a Logique qui risque de devenir 
f o l l e j l e reve etant I'expression meme de l a vie dans sa complexite 
et ses incoherences, ne peut pas etre fou. La logique, oui.'^ 
There , i s no hint of escapism i n the dream process, rather of a much 
needed extra dimension which Surrealism had been able to evoke: 
'Imaginer, c'est construire, c'est f a i r e creer un monde,..A force 
de creer des mondes on peut "recreer" l e monde a I'image des 
mondes invente's, imaginaires. On ne redresse pas l e monde, on 
en "dresse" un. ( i b i d , , p,129). Though i t w i l l not be tiie object »^ HJS 
survey to develop the case either for or against an apology of 
the dream process, a b r i e f note of c l a r i f i c a t i o n on t h i s issue 
i s r e q u i s i t e , lonesco's aforementioned observations imply some 
kind of positive construction, indeed of co-operation, i n the 
everyday business of the theatre. With the notable exceptions 
3, lonesco, Present passe pass^ present (Pa r i s , 1968), p,274. 
Further references to t h i s edition are given after 
quotations i n the text, 
4. Claude Bonnefoy, Entretiens avec Eugene lonesco (Paris, 1966), 
p.106. Further references to this edition are given af t e r 
quotations i n the text. 
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of Apollinaire' s Les Mamelles de Tire^sias and Vitrac^s^Les 
Enfants au pouvoir, the S u r r e a l i s t s and before them, the 
Dadaists i n Zurich and P a r i s , had f a i l e d to f i n d a coherent, 
longstanding form of expression suitable for stage present-
ation. Breton and Peret had to wait u n t i l 1951 before admiring 
a genuine S u r r e a l i s t play. La Cantatrice chauve, to be closely 
, followed by others which Doubrovsky has qualified as 'a genuine 
expression of the i r r a t i o n a l . ' ^ 
At t h i s juncture we should not overlook the dramatic 
achievements of Strindberg viho had largely anticipated much of 
what was to preoccupy the works of Expressionism and Surrealism, 
not to mention post-war theatre. His preface to A Dream Play 
i s a seminal text: 
Anything can happenj everything i s possible 
and probable. Time and space do not e x i s t ; 
against axi unimportant background of r e a l i t y , 
the imagination spins and weaves new patterns: 
a blend of memories, experiences, free ideas, 
absurdities, improvisations. The characters 
s p l i t , double, milltiply;' they evaporate, 
c r y s t a l l i z e , scatter and converge. But a 
single consciousness holds dominion over them 
a l l ; that of the dreamer.^ 
5. 'lonesco and the Comic^Absurdity', i n lonesco, edited by Rosette C. 
Lament (Englewood C l i f f e , New Jersey, 1973), p.12. 
6. Modernism, Pelican Guide to European Literature, edited by Malcolm 
Bradbury and James McFarlane (Harmondsworth, 1976), p.524. 
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lonesco i s unable to explain from the onset what his plays are 
about, Coe points out the absence of a rationsile of any given 
play's origin: ' I t i s , i n nine cases out of ten, the resul t 
of a "vision" - that i s , of an instantaneous experience i n 
which thought plays no part whatsoever save i n retrospect -
and t h i s "vision" i s b a s i c a l l y of something which has a r e a l 
existence i n another dimension, whether of time or space,''^ 
A play thus remains a revelation of the subconscious: 
'revelation de choses monstrueuses, ou d'etats monstrueux, 
sans figures, ou de figures monstrueuses que nous portons en 
nous,' (Notes et contre-notes, p,254). Conversely, i n many 
plays i t i s the passion for "understanding" or "rationalizing" 
that makes the encounter with the I r r a t i o n a l , the Int u i t i v e or 
the Absurd a l l the more bewildering. This i s what caused the 
indignation of many i n f l u e n t i a l theatre c r i t i c s and diale c t i c i a n s 
at the close of the premiere of La Cantatrice chauve i n May, 
1950, The t o t a l l y gratuitous, nonsensiceil t i t l e t y p i f i e s his 
approach to the writing of those early plays;"L'Hetire anglaise" 
would have served as a useful signpost, but La Cantatrice chauve 
was adopted f i n a l l y as a deliberate means of provocation. The 
encoiinter with the I r r a t i o n a l can be observed with respect to 
themes and characters' attitudes as well as play t i t l e s . I n 
Victimes du devoir, the detective asserts: 'Je ne crois pas a 
I'absxirde, tout est cohe'rent, tout devient comprehensible.,, 
g 
grace a 1'effort de l a pensee hijmaine et de l a science,...' 
7. lonesco (London, 197l)> p.118. Further references to t h i s edition 
are given after quotations i n the text, 
8. Theatre &allimard, V o l . i , p.227. Further references to plays are 
given a f t e r quotations i n the text. 
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Yet the whole play, and many others l a t e r , makes utter nonsense 
of his words. There i s no more obvious assertion of the 
Inexplicable or the I r r a t i o n a l , as Artaud and Thomas Mann 
amongst others well knew, than i n the presence of an epidemic 
or plague; Rhinoceros and Jeux de massacre are cases i n point. 
Nothing b e l i e s l o g i c a l thought so much as the f u t i l i t y of 
Berenger's arguments face to face with the K i l l e r at the end 
of Tueur sans gages, the protagonist's deep shame and ugliness 
i n contrast to the v i s u a l beauty of the pachyderms shortly 
before the end of Rhinoceros of Macol's opening speech as king 
i n the l a s t scene of Macbett. Continuously, from La Cantatrice 
chauve to L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , the bastions of coherence and 
rationalism come under f i r e . 
Moreover, t h i s non-Aristotelian theatre makes active use 
of metaphor, myth and allegory as vehicles of expression. Claude 
Bonnefoy has described lonesco's l i t e r a r y works as a search for 
' l a mystique ou l a philosophie des grands mythes archetypiques' 
(Entretiens, p.5l)» Thoughts, obsessions and "phantasmes" are 
very often interpreted i n terms of the v i s u a l metaphor. A 
b e l i e f i n archetypal images and the evocation of primordial 
emotions as a r e f l e c t i o n of a c o l l e c t i v e psyche, transcending 
the individual and finding a universal appeal, would seem to 
reaffirm Jung and the Greeks. Pierre-Aime Touchard observes: 
'lonesco aime cr^er des mythes parce que precisement l e mythe 
s'^chappe du re'alisme quotidien et en d^passe l e s contradictions, 
parce q u ' i l donne une dimension m^taphysique a l a psychologie. 
-11-
Q 
parce q u ' i l pennet l e retour a 1'insoutenable,' A strong force 
of suggestion permeates h i s theatre by means of symbols and 
"correspondances," Murky waters and mud, on the one hand, and 
l i g h t , on the other, are recurring images i n h i s autobiographical 
writings and plays. Mud expresses anguish before decrepitude and 
death, whilst l i g h t , as we s h a l l examine l a t e r , has mystical 
connotations. The physical or concrete i s interconnected with 
the metaphysical or abstract, Les Chaises i s fundamentally a 
metaphor of metaphysical Angst; the old couple's tale serves 
merely as a pretext to reinforce the strength of the symbol. 
At the time i t was f i r s t performed, the play represented a 
conscious e f f o r t to go beyond the limitations of contemporary 
theatre. Writing of the symbolism i n the play, E s s l i n notes: 
'A play l i k e The Chairs i s a poetic image brought to l i f e -
complex, ambiguous, multi-dimensional. The beauty and depth of 
the image, as symbol and myth, transcends any search for 
interpretations,'"^^fiji i n i t i a l image, that i s of chairs and 
people bringing chairs onto the stage as quickly as possible, 
preceded any fiarther consideration. The same i s true of the 
powerful v i s u a l metaphor of the corpse i n Arndd^e ou comment 
3*en debarrasser; Delay asks: 'Que symbolise done I'hote 
macabre? Est-c e 1'amour defunt, l e r ^ e moisi, l e .destin 
manque, l e regret grandissant de ce qui aurait pu etre, l e 
vieux remords d'une faute ou d'un crime inexpiable? Est-ce un 
spectre, est-ce l e Commandeur? Not without much premeditation 
was lonesco inspired to write Tueur sans gages, after the short 
9. ' L ' I t i n e r a i r e d'Eugene lonesco'. La Revue de Paris, 67^""^ annee No. 7, 
j u i l l e t 1960, pp.91-102. 
10. The Theatre of the Absurd (Harmondsworth, 1968), p.l48. 
11. Discours de reception d^ Eugene lonesco ^ I'Academie Francaise 
( P a r i s , 1971), p.65. 
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story c a l l e d La Photo du Colonel; the photograph i n question has 
been interpreted as a symbol of men's existence, potentially 
harmonious and beautiful yet so often marred by h i s sheer 
c u r i o s i t y culminating i n violence. I n Le Roi se meurt, 
cnimbling palace walls and meteorological disturbances assume 
the same kind of significance as the aforementioned corpse and 
photo respectively; a poetic image symbolises the psychological 
climate. Disintegrating matter evidently suggests death and 
moreover i n Le Roi se meurt, i t evokes a series of metaphorical 
deaths suffered by King B^renger before his actual physical 
obliteration from the planet. The encroachment of matter upon 
human v i t a l i t y i s constant - the eggs i n L'Avenir est dans l e s 
oeufs and the furniture i n Le Nouveau Locataire are two st r i k i n g 
manifestations of "lourdeur". 
A tension between the presence of matter and evanescence 
i s discernable i n every play: 'Deux etats de conscience 
fondamentaux sont a I'origine de toutes mes pieces; tantot I'un, 
tantot 1'autre predomine, tantot i l s s'entremelent. Ces deux 
prises de conscience o r i g i n e l l e s sont c e l l e s de 1'evanescence ou 
de l a lourdeiir, du vide et du trop de presence, de l a transparence 
i r r ^ e l l e du monde et de son opacity, de l a I m i e r e et des tenebres 
epaisses..•.'(Notes et contre-notes, pp.230-31). I n considering 
one aspect of this polarization, namely "lourdeur", we have already 
pointed to certain examples. But "lourdeur" i s not j u s t accountable 
i n terms of a c t i v i t y , such as the devouring of a hard crust of 
bread (Victimes du devoir) or the f r a n t i c serving of hungry monks 
(La Soif et l a faim), for i t largely r e f l e c t s a s i n i s t e r frame of 
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mind. The genesis of Rhinoceros m i l be useful i n t h i s respect. 
Not only had lonesco as a young man i n pre-war Rumania been 
an eye-witness to a young of f i c e r ' s b r u t a l i t y towards a 
defenceless c i t i z e n , but he had also read Denis de Rougemont's 
convincing description of fanaticism at the Nurnberg Rally. 
The adaptation of an anecdote and given material i n t o a stage 
play, and above a l l i t s ensuing international success, has 
greatly puzzled i t s creator. Rhinoceros, su b t i t l e d "nature 
against mind", has often been interpreted as an attack on 
Nazi ideology. This i s to confine the play's scope to narrow 
l i m i t s - p o l i t i c a l allusions to t o t a l i t a r i a n regimes are force-
f u l l y presented, but "lourdeur" i s not simply p o l i t i c a l i n 
nature: 'Les gens l a comprennent-ils comme i l faut? Y v o i e n t - i l s 
l e phenomene monstrueux de l a "massification"? En meme temps 
qu'ils sont "massifiables", sont-ils aussi, et essentiellement 
au fond d'eux-memes, tous des individualistes, des ames uniques?' 
( i b i d . , p.292). A similar expression of opacity i s the 
subject-matter of Jeux de massacre, drawn largely from Daniel 
Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year w r i t t e n i n 1722, much of 
which i s founded on h i s t o r i c a l f a c t . Defoe's description of 
the Lord Mayor of London's regulations during the Plague i s 
h o r r i f i c ; b i t t e r irony l i e s i n the power of real l i f e horror to 
confirm the revelations of one's nightmares. Similar themes 
predominate i n parts of La Soif et l a faim, Macbett and Ce 
Formidable Bordell respectively. Tripp and Brechtoll are 
compelled i n t o accepting the opposite of their beliefs without 
too much d i f f i c u l t y , because they are already said to have 
ideological tendencies as p o l i t i c a l extremists. A fascination 
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with paranoiac p o l i t i c a l power, i . e . l i b i d o dominandi, already 
referred t o i n Present passe pass^ present, finds expression 
i r i Macbett, Even the revolutionary forces' appearsince i n 
scene X of Ce Formidable Bordell alludes to the ubiquitous 
presence of "the forces of opacity. Lourdeur, as we shall 
observe l a t e r , i s i n a sense a by-product of language and 
bourgeois family l i f e . To understand f u l l y the meaning of 
t h i s heaviness and i t s antithesis i n a theatre rebounding 
with poetic images, we need to consider the genesis of other 
plays. 
I n most cases, lonesco's plays can be found to originate 
i n either his dreams or personal anecdotes. Every play of 
significance he has w r i t t e n i s to a certain degree auto-
biographical. As the short stories i n La Photo du Colonel 
were w r i t t e n i n the f i r s t person, t h e i r dramatic adaptations 
were to become "first-person" plays. Such a deeply personal 
note i s elucidated by the actor assuming the part of lonesco 
i n L'Impromptu de I'Alma, words which have now become almost 
proverbial: 'Le theatre est po\ir moi l a projection sur scene 
du monde du dedans: c'est, dans mes reves, dans mes angoisses, 
dans mes desirs obscurs, dans mes contradictions interieures, 
que, pour ma part, je me re'serve l e d r o i t de prendre l a matiere 
theatrale.' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p.57). This sense of 
empathy i s associated with numerous visions. Many plays are 
transcriptions of these visions, that i s of either dreams or 
quasi-mystical illuminations, or a combination of both. 
Choubert's uneasiness and anguish i n Victimes du devoir i s based 
on a dream about Ijring down i n an open railway truck as i t runs 
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i n t o a dark tunnel. I n Jacques ou l a soumission, an i n i t i a l 
dream about a galloping horse that caught f i r e becomes the 
dream about the l i t t l e Indian pig. The nightmare features 
of an invading corpse i n Am^ d^ e ou comment s'en debarrasser 
spring from an imaginary corpse found to be l y i n g i n the long 
corridor of a house the playwright used to inhabit; as f o r 
the story i t s e l f , i t has dismissed i n Notes et contre-notes 
as banal. A dream about f l y i n g , interpreted as an act of 
l i b e r a t i o n , provides the starting-point to Le Pieton de I ' a l r . 
Apart from the B i b l i c a l connotations of hunger and t h i r s t , 
La Soif et l a faim exploits three d i f f e r e n t dreams; the f i r s t 
concerns a woman i n flames, the second a deceased r e l a t i v e 
who turns up as a v i s i t o r i n strange clothes and the t h i r d 
i s the v i s i o n of a ce l l a r i n a house which mjay at any moment 
collapse, and this i s strongly i d e n t i f i e d i n the author's 
mind with a tomb and his mother. Again and again, i t i s as 
the r e s u l t of an emotional i f not s p i r i t u a l shock that lonesco 
finds himself motivated to w r i t e . The experience of illumination 
described i n Notes et contre-notes, together with a heightened 
awareness of language, led him to communicate fundamental truths 
i n La Cantatrice chauve. Similar quasi-spiritual experiences, 
at the age of eighteen i n a street of a provincial town and 
l a t e r impressions of solace and euphoria i n the commonly drab 
surroundings of "rue Claude Terrasse" i n Paris serve as the 
centreil image fo r Tueur sans gages. The contrast between visions 
of l i g h t , evoked by the memory of the two aforementioned events 
and t h e i r antitheses, anguish and death, i s not only central t o 
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an understanding of Tueur sans gages but to the whole of 
lonesco's theatre and w i l l be examined l a t e r . 
The significance he attached from an early date to events 
i n the world of the imagination, combined with a readiness to 
relate these i n semi-autobiographical writings, partly explains 
why lonesco, a born i n t r o v e r t , began w r i t i n g plays at a comparatively 
l a t e date. Added to t h i s was a basic mood of dissatisfaction vis-a-vis 
the French c u l t u r a l scene. He had condemned outright most of what 
twentieth century French theatre had presented i n the period up to 
the Second World War as being either commercial theatre or smacking 
of the school of social realism. (Notes et contre-notes, p.89). 
Besides the aforementioned Surrealist plays, his mean sources of 
in s p i r a t i o n i n modern drama were Jarry and Artaud; a common interest 
i n dramatic form and a strong desire to reform the theatre and i t s 
r e l a t i o n t o public l i f e may account f o r his a f f i n i t y to them. 
Artaud had expounded i n Le Theatre et son double that a thick 
layer of a r t i f i c i a l i t y obscured the i n t r i n s i c quality of human 
nature. A r t , euid i n particular drama, had to expose the core of 
r e a l i t y again which was pure emotion, freed of the hypocrisy of 
social norms. Vociferous protests against realism and the 
discursive psychology of middle-class theatre had been made by 
Jarry, and the founding of "Le Theatre A l f r e d Jarry" i n 1926 was 
meant as an attack on the s u p e r f i c i a l i t i e s of those conventions 
he so abhorred. Behind the iconoclasm lay a s p i r i t of renewal. 
Artaud wanted the stage to enjoy the freedom of innovation taken 
f o r granted i n music and painting; his thoughts are echoed i n 
Notes e t contre-notes; 'Mais je veux, moi, f a i r e paraitre sur 
scene une tortue, l a transformer en chapeau, en chanson, en 
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cuirassier, en eau de source. On peut tout oser au theatre, c'est 
l e l i e u ou on ose l e moins.' ( i b i d . , p.84). lonesco goes on to 
draw analogies between plays and cathedrals i n a manner reminiscent 
of the Symbolist I ' a r t pour I ' a r t and Jarry's De I ' i n u t i l i t e du 
theatre. Both Jarry and Artaud contested u t i l i t a r i a n attitudes 
steeped i n the s p i r i t of m a t e r i a l i s t i c determinism. lonesco's 
r e v o l t , i n many ways an inheritsince of the poetes maudits, i s 
orientated towards those self-same aspects of modernity which have 
today become even more pronounced. 
Yet propagating an a r t form of t o t a l spontaneity and 
condemning much of Western culture as inauthentic are i n s u f f i c i e n t 
i n themselves to bring about anything even approaching reform, 
lonesco shares Artaud's b e l i e f i n a metaphysical theatre. The 
concept of theatre as a secular church, a theatre of cruelty 
which awakens us to the problem of e v i l and the mystery of l i f e 
has influenced and continues to influence modern plajrwrights. 
Fundamental questions of l i f e and death, and not s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l 
problems l i m i t e d to a h i s t o r i c a l context, formed the essence of 
Artaud's view; t h i s became a subject of controversy between 
lonesco and Kenneth Tynan. lonesco put forward the proposition 
of 'un theatre extra-social' ( i b i d . , p.155) unrepresentational of 
social and p o l i t i c a l problems. What we ought to remember of t h i s 
argument i s not Tynan's unwarrantedly accusing lonesco of solipsism 
but the following: 'No ideology has yet abolished fear, pain or 
sadness. Nor has any work of a r t . But both are i n the business of 
t r y i n g . What other business i s there?' ( i b i d . , p . l 6 l ) . Fears of 
death and g u i l t are common to both Artaud and lonesco; the t i t l e 
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of the l a t t e r ' s unfinished thesis The Themes of Sin and Death i n 
French Poetry since Baudelaire i s self-explanatory. For Artaud, 
the revelation of 'latent g u i l t ' became a bond between the theatre 
and the plague. I f , apart from Jeux de massacre, plagues as such 
do not feature i n lonesco's plays, there are numerous images of 
l a t e n t g u i l t . He has w r i t t e n of Kafka's Metamorphosis as rep-
resenting f o r him an image of l a t e n t g u i l t and monstrosity; 
Kafka's influence on the w r i t i n g of Rhinoceros i s well-known 
(Claude Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p.45). Again, what more v i v i d 
expression of death and g u i l t than the corpse i n Amld^e ou 
comment s'en dibarrasser. A l l of t h i s i s closely linked with his 
main objective, i . e . ' e x t l r i o r i s e r I'angoisse'. (Notes et contre-
notes, p.159). Deep-rooted and repressed fears and anxieties 
i n any pa r t i c u l a r audience must be released i f they are to come 
int o contact to any extent with metaphysical truths. According 
to Artaud's theory, the cruelty or violent forces present both 
i n the universe and the individual must discharge themselves 
i n t o the audience so that audience s e n s i b i l i t i e s can i n turn be 
discharged: 'Le plus urgent ne me parait pas de defendre une 
culture dont 1'existence n'a jamais sauve un homme du souci de 
mieux vivre et d'avoir faim que d'extraire de ce que I'on 
appelle l a culture des id^es dont l a force vivante est identique 
12 
\ celle de l a faim.' lonesco's views are not dissimilar f o r 
he i s of the opinion that humanity w i l l be saved i f hatred i s i n 
some way exorcised and the energies released by aggressive action 
be rechannelled i n a positive direction (journal en miettes, pp.156-7). 
12. Antonin Artaud, Le Theatre et son double (Paris, 1938 reprinted 
1964), p.9. 
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He admired Brendan Behan's The Quare Fellow as creating a "communion 
i n anguish". Whether or not audiences are purged of late n t 
aggression and hatred, as we shall observe l a t e r , i s open to 
question. Yet i n the l i g h t of the plays of the 1950's i n 
p a r t i c u l a r , we can appreciate the reluctance lonesco and many 
genuine playwights f e l t at making any concessions i n t h e i r a r t 
of provocation. 
The evocation of anguish on the stage i s however not confined 
to Artaud and the playwrights he influenced. lonesco i s after a l l 
the c h i l d of an age which produced La Nausee and I'Etranger. His 
relationship with Existentialism i s not without disharmony on 
certain issues. He i s f o r instance f a r from shgiring the 
E x i s t e n t i a l i s t abhorrence of science; he acknowledges the 
complementary roles of science and f i c t i o n and would endorse 
Raymond Queneau's view: ' . . . a l l of science, i n i t s completed 
fonn, might be conceived both as a technique and as gratuitous 
a c t i v i t y , i n other words quite simply i n the same way as the 
"other" human a c t i v i t y , a r t , i s conceived.'^^ What he i s attacking 
i s the unquestionable b e l i e f i n material progress i n i t i a t e d i n the 
I n d u s t r i a l Revolution and not the revelations of modern science 
which point to inherent contradictions i n i t s assumptions, as 
expounded i n Lupasco's Logique et contradiction, a work which 
exercised great influence upon him. A deep-rooted fear of 
sophisticated machines, of the encroachment of inorganic matter 
i n whatever form, gave r i s e i n the 1930's and 40's to the 
13. David Mendelson, 'Science and F i c t i o n i n lonesco's'Experimental 
Theatre', i n lonesco, edited by Rosette C. Lament. (See Note 
N0.5), P.75. 
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phenomenon of "chosisme"; Roquentin's awareness of a pebble 
i s amongst the best known i l l u s t r a t i o n s of t h i s . Sartre's 
qu a l i t a t i v e representation of chosisme i n the sensation of 
viscos i t y was to correspond to a quantitative impression i n 
lonesco's theatre i n the p r o l i f e r a t i o n of matter on the stage. 
What l i e s behind the supremacy of Matter, as expressed i n 
Sartre's L'Etre et l e n^smt, i s the nothingness at the centre 
of our being. Describing lonesco's theatre as ontological, 
Doubrovsk7 remarks, 'L'auteur semble I'un des premiers 
dramaturges a prendre au s^rieux 1'affirmation que l a pens^e 
n'est pas une region de I'etre mais qu'elle est, au contraire, 
A 14 non-etre dans l e plein du monde.' Whether i t be i n the 
detective's e f f o r t s to f i l l the void i n Choubert's mind i n 
Victimes du devoir or elsewhere, we are continually reminded 
of Man's incapacity to lend substance to thought. V i t a l energy 
and spontaneity are overwhelmed by the ubiquity of objects. I n 
his interview with the dramatist, Claude Bonnefoy has commented 
on the theme of Les Chaises: 'Par l a p r o l i f e r a t i o n des chaises, 
vous ^tendez I'absence a tout I'espace scenique qui est l a 
repre'sentation de tout I'espace du monde.' (Entretiens, p.84). 
This commenct i s applicable to Am^dee ou comment s'en debarrasser, 
L'avenir est dans lesgeufs, Le Nouveau Locataire, La Colere sind 
every episode i n any of the plays which underlines brute materieil 
force. For the f i r s t time, i n Jeux de massacre, the p r o l i f e r a t i o n 
of matter and death are successfully united. I n t r y i n g to come 1»© 
14. 'Le Rire de lonesco', i n NRF, 1 February I96O. 
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to terms with t h i s cycle of abundance and void, Sartre i n his 
plays, novels and essays adopted a philosophical, r a t i o n a l i s t i c 
approach. His encounters with absurdity d i f f e r from those 
i n the works of the so-called a - l i t e r a t e s : 
The a-literates r e j e c t reason and t r y to 
express, as i t were d i r e c t l y , the experience 
of t h i s meeting with nothingness. They try-
to express the primeval relationship (or 
non-relationship) of Man, with an i r r a t i o n a l 
universe before the invention, of G-od or of 
reason I t i s l i f e i n the present with 
no past and no future. But t h i s present i s 
quite d i f f e r e n t from our present....vrfiich 
i s a minute t r a n s i t i o n from past to future, 
a continuous f l u x i n the broad current of a 
known, i n t e n t i o n a l l i f e . But the present of 
the animal i s an overwhelming, all-comprising 
present, cupped i n darkness, a present where 
there i s no consciousness of either b i r t h or 
death. I t i s a present so stable, so immobile 
that i t i s a l l but i d e n t i c a l with permanence, 
with eternity.'''^ 
Becket and lonesco express t h i s perennial divorce between 
human consciousness and inanimate object. 
15. G-reshoff, C.J. : 'A Note on Eugene lonesco', i n French Studies XV, 
No.l, January 196I, pp.30-40. 
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We should remember that these a-literates are f i r s t and 
foremost playwrights who think i n terms of images, and not 
philosophers or thinkers. Like Beckett and Genet, lonesco 
i s preoccupied by the i n t u i t i o n and not the i n t e l l e c t u a l 
concept of the absurdity of existence. His anguish at times 
assumes quasi rel i g i o u s overtones. For Weightman,"*"^  he 
represents a common latter-day type, a religious temperament 
divorced from any reli g i o u s conviction. A dramatist, he feels, 
should attempt to unfold the mystery of l i f e and evoke the 
dreams absent from a godless society. He i s a follower of 
Job, one of the f i r s t to grieve over the absurdity of exis t -
ence (a p a r a l l e l i s drawn i n Notes et contre-notes (p.96) 
between The Book of Job and Beckett's Fin de p a r t i e ) . Continual 
e f f o r t s are made on his part to escape the dilemma of "perpetuiaAu 
mobile" and f i n d some ersatz f o r &od. The innumerable references 
made to La Chapelle Anthenaise i n Journal en miettes, which he 
once depicts i n another context as 'un l i e u desangoissant' (Claude 
Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p.45) remind us of the sense of timelessness 
t h i s earthly paradise exuded. Like the house of Pere de Fournier 
i n Le Grand Meaulnes, a work he greatly admired. La Chapelle 
Anthenaise became synonymous with the nest and the security of 
the Ptolemaic universe. Sequestration from the immobility of 
that cosmic v i l l a g e i s reminiscent of Pascal's conclusion at the 
end of the f i r s t part of Pens^es;' 'Le silence eternal de ces 
espaces i n f i n i s m'effraie. •"''^  The disappearance of the medieval, 
16. John Weightman: 'Death and the Dream', Observer, 24 March I968. 
17. Pascal, Pensees, (Paris, 1962), p.60. 
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geocentric outlook had been a prerequisite f o r s c i e n t i f i c evolutionism, 
the implications of which were already being f e l t i n the Engfligh-
tenment long before Nietzsche's outcry "&od i s dead". lonesco's 
problem i s close to that of most modern "thinkers" - to come to 
terms w i t h the notion of human l i f e as a process i n time 
unrelated t o anything that might exist outside i t s confines 
such as G-od. Sensations of angst are a l l too common i n his 
w r i t i n g s , aroused by less than by Borge^s La Biblioth^que de 
Babel, Chirico's image of the labyrinth and the demoniac 
features of Kafka's universe. Forces of habit or speed are thus 
repudiated as leading towards a holocaust: 'Des que nous sommes 
dans l a dimension ou dans l a dur^e, c'est I'enfer' (Claude 
Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p.45). The search f o r a f i r m identity-
has preoccupied him ever since those i d y l l i c childhood days. 
A fe e l i n g of ontological insecurity became p a r t i c u l a r l y 
acute i n his work before 1956; Richard Schechner has explained 
i t as follows: 'Ontological insecurity i s the r e a l i s a t i o n by 
the i n d i v i d u a l that he does not know who he i s and, lacking 
t h i s central f i r m sense of i d e n t i t y , the world around him 
crumbles, becomes i n s e l i t e , and his relationship with others 
18 
i s only a means of survival, not g r a t i f i c a t i o n , ' 
This experience of insecurity finds expression on the stage f o r 
the f i r s t time i n Les Chsdses, which introduces a metaphysical 
18. Richard Schechner, 'Inner and Outer Reality', i n Tulane Drama 
Review V i i No.3, spring I963, p,202. 
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dimension i n t o his drama. I n Victimes du devoir, Choubert, i n 
his desperate search f o r Mallot without a " t " , undergoes a 
quasi-mystical trance. A loss of innocence, or the F a l l , and 
a s p i r i t u a l longing to return to a paradisiac state, act as a 
source of c o n f l i c t : the timi d Choubert and the "omniscient" 
detective i n Victimes du devoir, Berenger's f l i g h t and his 
family's bewilderment i n Le Piston de I ' a i r ; Jean's restlessness 
and Madeleine's sense of w i l l i n g acceptance i n the f i r s t episode 
of La Soif et l a faim. Jean's search f o r absolute freedom from 
fears and passions has been called: 'la vaine recherche d'un 
aliment pour l e coeur.'"''^ 
That the search should turn out to be f u t i l e i s of minor 
importance. What matters i s not the i s o l a t i o n of Jean, or 
the two Berenger figures i n Tueur sans gages and Rhinoceros 
respectively, but t h e i r sense of basic insecurity, t h e i r 
"classicism" as lonesco has called i t , t h e i r "profound 
20 
i d e n t i t y " to quote Schechner. Apart from union with the 
Mystical One and ontological insecurity, a metaphysical and 
i r r a t i o n a l dimension i s a subconscious need of the citizens of 
"a brave new world". With the plague i n Jeux de massacre i n 
mind, Coe has written of i t as being: '...the re-intrusion of 
a force of Divine or Sstanic Destiny i n t o a world from vfhich 
such unassimilable forces had been a l l too rigorously excluded.' 
(lonesco, p.l40). What i s w r i t t e n of the plague i n Jeux de 
19, Robert Kanters, 'Interview avec Eugbne lonesco', L'Express, 
3 October 1970, 
20. Richard Schechner, 'Inner and Outer Reality', i n Tulane Drama 
Review V i i No.3, Spring I963, p.202. 
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massacre i s v a l i d f o r the r a t i o n a l l y inexplicable i n every play, 
where the gulf be-fcween the earthbound and the ethereal i s 
pronounced. 
I n Prof Qoo to Riohegi. Wagner, Niet^he wrote that a r t 
and not ethics was man's proper metaphysical a c t i v i t y . lonesco 
shares t h i s view; i n his thematic analysis of the plays, Paul 
Vernois draws our attention to the emphasis attached to 
22 
metaphysical questions. 
We can refer to the aforementioned meaning he attaches 
to realism, quite opposed to Tynan's interpretation (Notes et 
contre-notes, p.274)» His b e l i e f i n a pre-existing ideal has 
patently Platonic overtones. At the same time though, he i s 
closely indebted to By2antium and the East as well as the Greeks. 
Byzantine manuscripts held a great a t t r a c t i o n f o r him i n so f a r 
as they evoked a powerful l i g h t , a quasi mystical l i ^ t which was 
to f i n d expression i n many plays. He was attracted by the 
reluctant acceptance i f not outright rejection of the world of 
the senses f o r the Beyond i n the figures of Dionysius the 
Areopagite and St. John of the Cross. The Philokalia took thought 
one step farther than conventional philosophy. His interest i n 
these thinkers and t h e i r work can be explained i n terms of a 
rudimentary form of psychoanalysis they had conceived and not 
i n any s-tarictly theological sense. Yet i r o n i c a l l y the innumerable 
references througjiout his works to "etonnement", " i n s o l i t e " or 
21. Friedrich Nietzsche, Werke i n drei Banden (MiSnchen, I96O) 
pp.19-21. 
22. Paul Vernois. La Dynamique the^trale d'Eug^ne lonesco 
(Paris, 1972), p.128. 
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"solitude" appear to relate to modern epistemological thinking: 
Bachelard's main prerequisite f o r the 
discovery of t r u t h i s a state of innocence 
and r e c e p t i v i t y which implies a kind of 
continuously newly-born consciousness, and 
whether i t works i n the l i g h t of reason or 
i n the night of dreams or "reverie" from 
which i n t u i t i o n or imagination shapes i t s 
formulations i n a r t , consciousness i s what 
23 
patters. 
Light, as opposed t o water and mud, reveals a hidden layer 
of consciousness. The observation that the most t r i v i a l of 
conversations can make f o r an extraordinary, indeed amazing 
experience motivated him to write La Cantatrice chauve; 
•c'et a i t une mise en lumiere de I ' e t r e , de I ' i n s o l i t e de I'etre 
en bloc dans mon etonnement devant 1'existence' (Claude Bonnefoy, 
Entretiens, p.133). This sense of wonder i n a transfigured world 
( i b i d . , p . l33)> t h i s mystic l i g h t symbolic of freedom, had 
fascinated him i n a Soviet f i l m version of the Pinnochio story. 
The revelation which i s at the source of the " c i t ^ radieuse" 
of Tueur sans gages, subsequently to be quali f i e d as "1' attitude 
fondamentale" ( i b i d . , p.146) assumes greater importance as the 
i n i t i a l impression of wonder i n the play than the remainder of 
the p l o t . Though more f o r c e f u l l y expressed i n Tueur sans gages 
23. J. Chiari, Twentieth Century French Thought (London, 1975), 
p.158. 
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than i n other plays, attempts to evoke t h i s so-called "atti-fcude 
fondamentale" l i e at the heart of his vocation as a dramatist: 
C'est ai n s i que je passais de I'etonnement 
a I'angoisse, de 1 'ennui a I'eblouissement, 
de decouvertes en decouvertes, de lumieres 
en lumieres dans un raonde ruisselant de 
I m i e r e C'est pour parler de cette 1-umiere, 
c'est pour parler de cet ^ tonnement, d'une 
lumiere, d'un c i e l , d'un e'tonnement plus f o r t 
que I'angoisse, dominant I'angoisse, que j ' a i 
/ 24 f a i t de l a l i t t e r a t u r e . 
Hence the short scene of calmness and joy i n the cafe' i n Ce 
Formidable Bordell and the reason why so often stage l i g h t i n g i s 
of greater consequence than the stage sets. Moreover, a sensation 
of weightlessness accompanies the discovery of euphoria i n many 
plays; Choubert's tendency to l e v i t a t e , Amedee!s f l i g h t and 
Be'renger's yearning to be airborne i n Le Pie ton de I ' a i r serve 
as examples of t h i s . Weightlessness, as w e l l as luminosity, 
suggests a s p i r i t u a l p o t e n t i a l i t y i n Man and retains a certain 
ambivalence: 'La legerete, c'est I'eVanescence euphorique qui 
peut devenir tragique ou douloureuse quand i l y a angoisse. 
Quand i l n'y a pas angoisse, c'est l a f a c i l i t e d'etre'. (Claude 
Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p . 4 l ) « 
24. Eugene lonesco, Decouvertes (Paris, 1970), p.70. 
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These aforementioned allusions to freedom and s p i r i t u a l 
solace i n in d i v i d u a l plays r e c a l l Zen Buddhism. I n t h i s 
Zen 8i.uiiliask 
respect, we can refer to the goni&t whose mind, once liberated 
and illuminated by treinscendental wisdom, can a t t a i n mental 
t r a n q u i l l i t y . 'Je m'enfichisme m^taphysique' (journal en miettes, 
p.84) i s f o r him synonjnnous with Zen, as a means of facing up to 
the absurdities of material existence. Revelations such as those 
which l e d to the w r i t i n g of La Cantatrice chauve, or the trance-
l i k e states of dissocation from material r e a l i t y experienced by 
Choubert and Berenger, have strong Zenist overtones. Of La Soif et 
25 
l a faim, he remarked i n one interview that he thought he had 
w r i t t e n a Zen play. We may note that he/too embedded i n the 
Western post-Renaissance t r a d i t i o n to be actually converted 
to Buddhism; the point i s largely i r r e l e v a n t , since Buddhism 
represents f o r him no more than a confirmation of certain i n t u i t i v e 
experiences i n childhood. A child's freedom remains amongst his 
most previous attributes. Zen Buddhism and Freud i n his l a t e r 
years were concerned to break down a l l barriers set up between 
the Self and freedom. The f i v e major obstacles to freedom are 
l i s t e d i n Journal en miettes - anguish, sjnnpathy, disgust, hatred 
and aggression. Not simply by chance do a l l f i v e obstacles appear 
i n one form or another i n his plays. 
Buddhism of course affirms the presence of the i n s t i n c t of 
Nirvana or death. lonesco's preoccupation with the death theme 
25. Interview with Jean-Marie Serreau, Nouvel Observateur, 
February, I966. 
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i s extreme; nonetheless an equivocation characteristic of 
i t s author i s retained. As early as 1934 i n Nu, he wrote: 
'J'ai peur de l a mort. J'ai peur de mourir. J'ai peur done 
du d^sir que j ' a i de mourir' (Clause Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p.84). 
He has always been fascinated by what may l i e beyond the Wall 
separating him from his true Self. I n contemplating death he 
can reach a state of s p i r i t u a l exaltation. Primarily s e l f -
abhorreaice and i n s t i n c t i v e fears of death i n c i t e people to k i l l 
themselves i n others; his plays show us creatures caught i n the 
wheel of Time, yet bent on annihilation - 'des animaux malades 
26 
de l a mort.' Predominant i n his theatre i s the death theme, 
stripped of any sociological or p o l i t i c a l colouring. A marriage, 
only made tolerable on the basis of self-delusion, ends i n a 
double suicide i n Les Chaises. As for Tueur sans gages, i t has 
been called ' l a piece de l a mort cach^e dans l a c i t e radieuse 
comme l e ver dans l e f r u i t ' ( i b i d . ) By the end of the play, 
Berenger has l o s t a l l strength of inner conviction and seriously 
begins to question his basic r i g h t s t o exist. Disillusionment 
i s the keynote at the end of Macbett, when the power-drunk 
tyrant i s tormented by a vision of Duncan, he says: 'L'histoire 
est rusee. Tout vous echappe. Nous ne sommes pas les ma^tres de 
ce que I'on a declenche. Les choses se retournent centre vous. 
Tout ce qui se passe est l e contraire de ce que vous vouliex q u ' i l 
a r r i v a t . Eegner, regner, ce sont les ev^nements qui regnent sur 
I'homme, non point I'homme sur les evenements.' (Macbett, p.89) 
26, Robert Kanters, 'lonesco, cot^ mort, L'Express, 2§it(»teuJ»«e,-
k Octobre 1970. f>P U2-3. 
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These l i n e s speak f o r every protagonist i n the l a t e r plays. 
Our l i v e s are somehow unreal on our "island of s t a b i l i t y and 
happiness"; we are reminded of t h i s i n Le Pieton de I ' a i r 
where h e l l and death, i n the shape of a daily apocalypse 
somewhere on the glohe, are never distant. Of La Soif et l a 
faim, the unreal i t y of Jean's existence and the subsequent 
process of disintoxication, lonesco has w r i t t e n : 'The subject 
of my play i s the destruction of chimeras through multiple 
27 
demystification.' As f o r the demystification process i t s e l f , 
we are t o l d i t takes place i n h e l l : '....c'est encore de I'enfer 
q u ' i l s'agit, Ou peut-etre du purgatoire. Le purgatoire est l e 
l i e u ou I'on souffre parce qu'on est p r i v ^ d'amour. I.'enfer est 
28 
l e l i e u ou I'on ne sent meme plus l a privation de 1'amour'. 
Visions of h e l l are common in lonesco's theatre. 
At the same time, many plays concern themselves with the 
question of facing up to the absurdity of l i f e i n the loiowledge 
of imminent death. Emphasis l i e s i n the affirmation of l i f e 
and not i n a morbid i n t e r e s t i n death f o r i t s own sake. 
Occasional hints are found i n his works as to the evasion of 
death - from the child's conviction that people need not die 
i f they j u s t took s u f f i c i e n t care to Roi Berenger's declaration 
of would-be omnipotence: 'Je pourrais decider de ne pas mourir' 
27. Rosette C, Lament, 'An interview w i t h Eugene lonesco', i n 
The Massachusetts Review X no.l, winter 1969, pp.128-48, 
28. Eugene lonesco'ji, 'Ma cage, c'est I'enfer, On ne I'a pas 
compris', i n Arts et L o i s i r s , No,23, 9-15 March I 966 . 
(Th^atre G-allimard, Vol.iv., p . 5 4 ) . I n parenthesis, we may be 
29 
drawn to Duckworth's study , where he points to one of the 
essential differences between lonesco and Beckett concerning 
t h i s iiieme; whilst the former i s preoccupied with "the v a l i d i t y 
of selfhood at the moment of death" the l a t t e r ' s attention i s 
drawn t o the endlessness of eternity subsequent to that moment. 
Written i n i t i a l l y as an attempt to free himself from the fear 
of death which had haunted him a l l his l i f e , i t was the occasion 
of his serious i l l n e s s and actual physical closeness to death 
that prompted him to develop Le Roi se meurt as a potentially 
"therapeutic" play about learning how to die. I t may have proved 
a source of r e l i e f to Ion Vinea, i t s Rumanian translator, shortly 
before his death, i n the same way that Montaigne's Que philosopher, 
c'est apprendre a mourir may have been consoling to some. The 
deterioration and death of King Berenger fprra, the nucleus of the 
play; a l l we are l e f t w ith i n conclusion i s a note of acceptance,-
namely "on ne peut esp^rer une mort exemplaire" (Theatre G-allimard, 
v o l . i v , p . 5 2 ) . As we have already suggested, there i s an intense 
involvement with the notion of time and a state analogous to 
immortality. In^^Journal en miettes, he puts forward the impossible 
proposition of the a b o l i t i o n of death as the sole pre-condition f o r 
universal love. He i s obsessed by the concept of immortality and 
the i r r e v e r s i b i l i t y of time. Perhaps the most outstanding 
i l l u s t r a t i o n i n the theatre i s to be found i n Le Pieton de I ' a i r 
i n the representation of two d i s t i n c t worlds; much of the play 
bears the influence of Jarry's Book Eight of Dr. Eaustroll, 
2 9 . Colin Duckworth, Angels of Darkness (London, 1972), pp.26-27. 
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Commentaire pour servir a l a construction pratique de l a machine 
a explorer l e temps, where the present i s interpreted as a point 
i n the past or the future, extending i n three d i f f e r e n t directions. 
Wo other play reaches such a l e v e l of abstraction, so close to 
the universe of Beckett. One of his more recent plays, Jeux de 
massacre, deals l i k e the majority of his plays with problems 
facing l i f e i n the present. Jeux de massacre i s exceptional 
too i n reversing the usual pattern and, as Coe observes, asking 
the f o l l o w i n g : 'How can I explain the i n e v i t a b i l i t y of Death 
i n terms of the e v i l , the mystery and the absurd-indescribable 
miracle of Life?' (lonesco, p.li ^ 2 ) . Perhaps a love of l i f e i n 
the broadest sense may act as a guarantee of death without anguish. 
What we are shown i n Jeux de massacre, as an interview with Ossia 
T r i l l i n g brought out, i s a central i n t e r e s t i n humanity and nothing 
beyond i t s l i m i t s : ' I want people t o laugh at death the way Zen 
Buddhists laugh at the sight of a corpf". I show people meeting 
death i n a l l sorts of ways: bravely, i n self-hate, i n anguish, 
i n love. Of course death i s h o r r i f y i n g but i t i s the end to which 
we a l l must come. Vanity of vanities, as King Solomon said'^^. 
30 . Interview with Ossia T r i l l i n g , quoted by Tom Bishop i n 
'lonesco on Olympus', Saturday Review, 16 May 1970. 
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Ghapter Two 
The Meaning of Comedy and the Comic 
Despite growing int e r e s t ( i n the West of l a t e ) i n Eastern 
t r a d i t i o n s and theology the subject of death s t i l l remains 
taboo i n societies dedicated to technological progress and 
material growth. I n his plays, lonesco has sought to reverse 
t h i s state of a f f a i r s by drawing attention to the problem of 
the ultimate means and ends of human existence. On the surface, 
his digs at bourgeois society would suggest a s a t i r i c a l touch, 
and such an argument gains strength i f we think of L'lmpronfeu de 
A 
I'Alma or the f i e r c e objections the Marxist Left took to the 
f i n a l episode i n La Soif et l a faim, or a t y p i c a l l y French 
primary school teacher incorporated i n the figure of SotordBftteLrd. 
i n Rhinoceros. Ce Formidable Bordelt i s not without i t s a l b e i t 
i n d i r e c t allusions to the events of May 1968 on the Parisian 
boulevards. But these examples act as an exception to the *ule, 
f o r a backdrop revealing a society with a r i g i d , balanced set of 
norms as a precondition f o r pungent satire i s clearly absent from 
most plays. There i s nothing exclusively French about the 'petite 
bourgeoisie': 'Bourgeoisie i s that aspect of humanity which accepts 
and c u l t i v a t e s the i l l u s i o n of material realism as being the 
equivalent of the whole of r e a l i t y , which renounces the perception 
of " t o t a l r e a l i t y " (inner l i f e ) and prefers the s u p e r f i c i a l comfort 
of r a t i o n a l logic as displayed i n the forms of social order'. 
(Richard Coe, lonesco, pp.65-66.) 
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When p o l i t i c i a n s and administrators are r i d i c u l e d as i s 
often the case, i t i s owing to t h e i r presumption that they 
alone are capable of di s p e l l i n g the greatest scandal of a l l , 
death i t s e l f : 'Je ne promets pas l a disparition du mal mais 
je promets que l a s i g n i f i c a t i o n en sera differente' (jeux de 
massacre, p . 7 5 ) . Though i n actually attacking people's beliefs 
i n ideology and propaganda the playwright i s putting across his 
own p o l i t i c a l point of view, i t i s not his deliberate intention. 
Besides, the argument about committed and non-committed drama has 
been shown to be f a l s e . ' ^ n Attendant G-odot*^  holds as many 
p o l i t i c a l implications f o r the prisoners of San Quentin as f o r 
the people of Poland, to mention but tviro isolated groups, as 
any example of overtly committed theatre i n Adamov's l a t e r plays 
or Brecht i n his middle years. From the optional swastika band 
on Marie's sleeve i n La Legon by way of Rhinoceros, long recognized 
to be one of the easiest plays to understand, to Macbett and i t s 
unwritten s u b t i t l e , absolute power corrupts absolutely, a cogent 
case can be put forward as to p o l i t i c a l colouring i n lonesco's 
theatre. There i s no stronger condemnation of p o l i t i c a l oppression 
than i n these plays. His sympathy i s extended, i n a t r u l y 
Christian sense, to his enemies emd oppressors: 'Les vrais prisonniers 
* 
ce sont les juges, prisonniers de leur code, de leurs dogmes. l i s n'ont 
meme pas l a l i b e r t y de leur subjectivite puisqu'ils sont soumis aux 
cr i t e r e s jioridiques* (Notes et contre-notes, p . l 6 9 ) 
1 . Martin Esslin, An Anatomy of Drama (London, 197^) , pp.116-7. 
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Far from remaining i n d i f f e r e n t to p o l i t i c s , his i s a socially 
conscious theatre. The r e a l revolution i n his view however 
can only take place i n the mind and not on the streets. His 
plays i n d i r e c t l y condemn overt p o l i t i c a l a c t i v i t y and the 
current use i n many coiintries of theatre as a propaganda 
machine. Instead, he i s by implication pleading f o r a new 
social order orientated towards n o n - u t i l i t a r i a n values, 
s i m p l i c i t y and bonds of close fellowship. His social c r i t i c i s m 
and attention to the problem of means and ends i s meaningful 
and positive i f i t induces us to question the importance of 
what p o l i t i c i a n s and reformers of a l l shades t e l l us i s 
important. I n view of the i n e v i t a b i l i t y of human extinction, 
lonesco seems to be saying, we should be rethinking our whole 
standard of values and not b l i n d l y condoning a system which 
sooner or l a t e r w i l l transform us i n t o the yokes of some 
paranoiac leader. Much so-called committed l i t e r a t u r e w i l l 
i n his view pale i n t o insignificance. 
I f the cuirent notion of p o l i t i c a l l y committed theatre 
scarcely appeals to the Rumanian born playwright who at the 
same time claims i n Notes et contre-notes to i d e n t i f y himself 
with few contemporary w r i t e r s , his attitude to l i f e and work 
r e f l e c t s a long comic t r a d i t i o n i n France. What he ca l l s 
"anti-theatre"; spectacularly put i n t o practice throughout 
the plays of the early 1950 's and s t i l l largely i n f l u e n t i a l 
i n longer works since Tueur sans gages,is paradoxically based 
on a f i r m understanding of what constitutes a genuine t h e a t r i c a l 
performance; hence his admiration for Pirandello: 'son i n s t i n c t 
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purement t h ^ a t r a l qui f a i t que Pirandello est aujourd'hui encore 
vivant' ( i b i d , , p . 5 6 ) . The astonishing success of La Cantatrice chauve 
i s p a r t l y due to t h e a t r i c a l "jeu" for i t s own sake and a negation 
of anything approaching "good l i t e r a t u r e " or didacticism. Unfortunately, 
such expressions of pore theatre are l a t e r marred at times i n a trend 
towards verbosity gind interpolations on stage theory. With his f i r s t 
play however he made an impact comparable to that of the young 
Moli^re and the "commedia de l l ' a r t e " i n an assault on the canons 
of c l a s s i c a l French drama who introduced a note of youthful 
ebullience, accompanied by the precedence of gesture and motions 
over words. Several features of those seventeenth-century farces 
have survived to the present day. For the purposes of t h i s survey 
we can r e s t r i c t these t o a f i x i t y of character and quickness of 
rhythm. The emergence of stereotyped individuals promoted by both 
Moliere and the I t a l i a n finds a p a r a l l e l i n the recurring figures 
i n lonesco's theatre: the nagging wife; the garrulous concierge; 
the sharp-witted maidservant prone to repartee; tiie policeman 
fig u r e as a constant reminder of impersonal Authority; the 
Romantic a r t i s t unable to complete his " l i t e r a r y work" and 
misunderstood by those around him. B^renger f o r his part i n 
assiiming the centre of a t t r a c t i o n i n no less than four plays, 
performs a similar function to Sganarelle, Closely associated 
with t h i s i s a r e j e c t i o n of v e r i s i m i l i t u d e i n favour of portredts 
bordering on caricai:ure and the frequent use of stage masks: a l l 
the figures i n Jacques ou l a soumission except the protagonist 
can wear them; an enormous judge wearing crimson and a doll's 
head appears i n Le Pieton de I ' a i r ; stage directions at the 
beginning of the f i r s t scene of Jeux de massacre read as follows: 
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• S ' i l n'y a pas suffisamment de figurants, on peut tout aussi bien et 
ce s e r a i t mime mieux l e s remplacer par des marionnettes ou de grandes 
poup^es (manneqtdns).' (Jeux de massacre, p.7 ) . The legacy of the 
I t a l i a n players i s evident. At the same time here are the beginnings 
of what was to be developed and perfected i n the works of Labiche 
and Feydeau. 
lonesco's absence of character delineation with respect to 
the majority of the figvires i n his plays as well as a bias towards 
brevity and acceleration for i t s own sake are the same qualities 
Labiche adopted i n writing for the stage: 
Le comique nalt d'abord des coups de 
t h e a ^ e , de l a r ^ o n t r e imprevue de 
s e r i e s d'eve'nements jusque - l a d i s j o i n t s 
de quiproquos savamment ^prepares qui nfc , 
cherchent ni a etre vraisemblables ni a 
etre profends, mais d'abord a etre droles. 
Le miracle, dans l e s bonnes pieces de 
Labiche, c'est que cette "drolerie" n'est 
Pas gratuite: s i e l l e n'est pas, comme 
dans l e theatre classique, subordonne a 
l a peinture des personnages. s i e l l e 
commande au contraire 1 'invention et l e 
rythme des pieces, du moins Labiche evite-
t - i l qu'elle detruise l e minimum de v i e 
s t y l i s ^ e q u ' i l prSte a ses heros Labiche 
place, en principe fondamental de son thes^tre 
I'exigeiffie de rythme. et ce rythme est d'abord 
2 
c e l u i de 1*invention comique. 
2. Pierre Voltz, La Come'die ( P a r i s , lS6k-) p.149. 
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An exploitation of stage movement therefore takes 
precedence over a l l else. Attention i s focussed on the 
mechanics of farce, not i t s subject-matter which, i n the 
long term i s dismissed as irrele v a n t . Besides Labiche, 
Feydeau's La Puce a I ' o r e i l l e w i t h i t s hectic pace and the 
u t t e r madness of stage action represents,for lonesco the 
quintessence of comedy. A t r a d i t i o n a l element of farce i s 
recaptured i n lonesco's plays i n the accumulation of chairs 
and teacups and the introduction of more and more matter onto 
the stage. Feydeau's s p i r i t i s reborn i n the hilarious chases 
involving the Keystone Cops and the chactic onrush of more and 
more passengers int o a t i n y cabin on an ocean l i n e r i n the Marx 
Brothers' A Night at the Opera. When Chaplin appears i n Modern 
Times, we are made aware of the ridiculous p l i g h t of twentieth-
century man, no less puny and vulnerable than his predecessors, 
and i n addition unable to keep i n step with the demands of a 
technological age. Whether we refer to robots,i.e. unthinking 
individuals i n lonesco's one-act plays or to such figures i n 
the world of farce before him, either on stage or on screen, we 
are constantly reminded of Bergson's 'Du m^canique plaqu^ sur du 
vivant,'^ Comic automatism, i n i t s s i m i l a r i t y to the automatism 
of dreams and leanings towards caricature, has considerably 
influenced twentieth-century Absurdists,^ Guicharnaud without 
doubt took t h i s i n t o consideration on selecting such an 
appropriate t i t l e to his study of lonesco's plays: 
3 . Henri Bergson, Le Rire (Paris, 1969) , p . 2 9 . 
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'Un Monde hors de controle'.^ 
Though Bergson's theories have been proved thoroughly 
inadequate as an overall d e f i n i t i o n of comedy, they are 
central t o an understanding of lonesco's theatre. Like a l l 
children he had been fascinated by Punch and Judy shows; 
what d i f f e r e n t i a t e s him. from others i s the i n t e n s i t y of the 
i n i t i a l f e e l i n g of wonder he experienced which was never 
quite to leave him: 'C'etait le spectacle meme du monde, qui, 
i n s o l i t e , invraisemblable, mais plus v r a i se presentait a moi 
sous une forme infiniraent s i m p l i f i ^ e et caricaturale, comme 
pour en souligner l a grotesque et brutale v ^ r i t ^ ' (Notes et 
contre-notes, p . 53 )» The phrase "brutale v d r i t ^ " i s echoed 
l a t e r d\iring a newspaper interview i n America i n which he 
asserts his conviction that cruelty and hatred are dominant 
factors i n humsin a f f a i r s . Nowhere else does t h i s r i n g so 
true as i n Chaplin's s i l e n t f i l m s . Whilst laughing at the 
p l i g h t of the L i t t l e Man i n Modern Times as he revolves around 
the cogs of giant machines, i t i s easily forgotten that such 
time-saving gadgets can ultimately k i l l those whose time they 
are designed to save. lonesco's attitude towards such objects 
and t h e i r p r o l i f e r a t i o n , whether i n films . or i n his own plays 
remains c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y ambivalent: '....the objects are 
the concretization of solitude, of the victory of the a n t i -
s p i r i t u a l forces, of a l l that against which we f i g h t . 
4« Jacques Guicharnaud, Cahiers de l a Compagnie Renaud-Barrault. 
f e v r i e r I963. 
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But I do not give up.....If I succeed i n introducing the 
element of humour happy symptom of the other presence... 
i n t o t h i s anguish, and i n spite of t h i s anguish, then, humour 
5 
i s my r e l i e f , my l i b e r a t i o n , my salvation.' Twentieth-
century theatre as well as cinema has been affected by the 
notion of r e l a t i v i t y as much as any other branch of a r t i s t i c 
or l i t e r a r y l i f e ; I . L. Styan has elucidated t h i s i n his study 
"Types of Comedy": 
As a psychologist ,^ R.H. Thouless, general 
and Social Psychology (London, 2nd ed., 1937) 
has wr i t t e n , " I f members of a social group 
(p.209) observe that t h e i r own objects of 
laughter do not produce laughter i n another 
social group they are inclined to express 
t h i s f a c t by saying that the second group 
has "no sense of humour". From the world of 
the theatre we might add that what w i l l seem 
laughable on Monday inay be damned on Tuesday. 
I t i s , moreover, a nuisance that what i s 
comic to one age i s not to another 
Fashions i n laughter change too readily, and 
we are i n some doubt today whether to laugh 
at or sympathize with a F a l s t a f f or Tartuffe 
6 
or a Sir Peter Teazle. 
Modern audiences can no longer laugh as h e a r t i l y as t h e i r ancestors 
either i n Vi c t o r i a n England or Second Empire France for they are 
5. R. Coe, 'Eugene lonesco and the Tragic Farce', Proceedings of the Leeds 
a n i o s o p h i c a l and L i t e r a r y Society, v o l . i x , March 1962, p.233. 
6. I . L . Styan, 'Types of Comedy', i n B.W. Corrigan 'ed.), Comedy; Meaning 
and Form. (Scranton, I965), p,231. ^^"^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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only too aware of being on the receiving end of the laughter 
aroused on the stage. I n L'Umorismo, Pirandello reveals the 
thought patterns behind t h i s mood of &ctoinooc. There are no 
longer any i n t e l l e c t u a l or moral nooks and crannies to take 
refuge i n , but instead j u s t a vague feeling of " r i g h t you are 
i f you think you are I " There i s always a two-way process. 
Concealed behind the laughter i s a staunch b e l i e f i n man's 
inhumanity to man and i n the business of farce as essentially 
serious: 
La farce est une methode quasi m^canique 
d'obtenir l e r i r e , abstraction f a i t e de 
toutes autres donnees. De toutes les 
formes l i t t e r a i r e s , l a farce est l a moins 
sentimentale. Par d e f i n i t i o n , e l l e est 
impitoyable Dans un sens, c'est une 
sorte de soupape de securite; l a violence 
et l a haine refoul^es en chacun et l a 
b r u t a l i t ^ d'une imagination impitoyable. 
C'est 1'interpretation du r i r e par Freud, 
int e r p r e t a t i o n que reprend l e c r i t i q u e 
americain Eric Bentley: Dans l a farce, 
comme dans les reves, 1'offense est permise 
sans qu'on a i t a craindre les consequences.^ 
7 . Richard N. Coe, 'La Farce tragique', Cahiers Renaud-Barrault. 
No .42, f e v r i e r I963 (traduction de Claude Clerge). 
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But t h i s acute sense of o b j e c t i v i t y remains f o r lonesco 
i n no way peculiar to the w r i t i n g of farces. Besides finding 
his own deep-rooted fears and pre-occupations confirmed i n 
readings of Hamlet and Othello, Shakespeare's plays i n 
general r e c a l l f o r him King Solomon's clairvoyance: 
•Tous les hommes meurent dans l a solitude, toutes lesvaleurs 
se d^gradent dans l e mepris: vWla ce que me d i t Shakespeare, 
(Notes et contre-notes, p.67), Amongst the few other writers 
who have appealed to him i n t h i s respect he l i s t s Chekhov, 
Proust and also Flaubert i n r e l a t i o n to Bouvard et Pecuchet 
and L'Education sentimentale. A ciirsory glance at the 
l i t e r a r y output of the aforementioned figures and others 
lonesco admires, i n particular that of dramatists, w i l l reveal 
a shared i n t e r e s t i n common humanity and enable us to discern 
an immediate l i n k w i t h the modern playwright i n our attempts 
to situate him w i t h i n a broader context of comedy, i . e . an 
expression of t o t a l freedom and naturalness. This i s what 
he refers t o as "le f l o t imaginatif" ( i b i d , , p.l82), which i n 
his view distinguishes the greater part of the l i t e r a t u r e of 
the l a s t two centuries from Elizabethan times: 'Cette l i b e r t ^ 
absolue d'imaginer, les esprits t r i s t e s de notre temps l a nomment 
f u i t e , Evasion alors qu'elle est creation,....L'homme est peut-etre 
I'animal qui r i t , comme on I ' a d i t . Ou i l n'y a pas d'humour 
(cette l i b e r t e prise, ce d^tachement vis-a-vis de soi-meme) i l 
y a l e camp de concentration' ( i b i d . , p.182), What many writers 
lack as a precondition f o r comic w r i t i n g i s a certain l u c i d i t y 
and sense of comic detachment: 'Quand j'arr i v e a me detacher du 
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monde et a pouvoir l e regarder, i l me paraat comique dans 
son invraiserablance....Et je crois que c'est a cette 
faculte non pas seulement d'observation, mais de detachement, 
et de dedoublement vis-a-vis de moi-meme, que je dois d'etre 
auteur comique' ( i b i d . , p . l 7 9 ) . This i s perhaps curiously 
r e f l e c t e d i n the following passage taken from the novel 
Le S o l i t a i r e which finds i t s dramatization i n the Ivuninous 
restaurant scene i n Ce Formidable Bordell 
Je voulais retrouver cette ^itrangete 
du monde q u ' i l m'arrive parfois d'obtenir. 
C'est comme s i on se tr o u v a i t a un spectacle, 
c'est-a-dire comme s i j ' ^ t a i s a I'ecart, distance, 
ne. prenant plus part, n'^tant plus cet actexir ou 
ce figur a n t que je suis, que nous sommes d'habitude, 
par **habitude. Entour^ par l e monde mais pas 
au monde, Quelquefois cela accroissait mon angoisse 
mais l e plus souvent cela l a f a i s a i t disparaltre, 
au contraire.^ 
I n attempting to realize his aim of o b j e c t i v i t y lonesco has had 
to develop that sense of exaggeration, or enlargement of effects, 
peculiar to any theatricsil experience, as f a r as physically 
possible. Renouncing the Brechtian alienation e f f e c t as not 
taking matters f a r enough, he could only draw spectators to the 
absurdity of l i f e by subjecting them t o t a l l y to i t s various 
8 . Eugene lonesco, Le S o l i t a i r e (Paris, 1973), p . 59 . 
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manifestations. Some of these manifestations, as we shall note 
i n the next chapter, can be traced to a lack of i d e n t i t y between 
audiences and figures on the stage. Equally s i g n i f i c a n t and often 
inter-connected i s the resort to parody as a means of coming to 
terms with l i f e ' s absurdities: 'Rien ne venge mieux un i d ^ a l i s t e 
degu que l a parodie de ses mesaventxires et qu'est-ce que le 
theatre de I'absurde sinon une riposte au desespoir metaphysique 
par l e r i r e du clown'. I n his early plays lonesco has made 
conspicuous use of sub-titles which serve to r i d i c u l e any 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n between conventional genres whilst permitting 
us to fol l o w events on the stage at a number of di f f e r e n t 
l e v e l s , 'Une comedie de l a comedie' (Notes et contre-notes, 
p.252). La Cantatrice chauve together with Vitrac's Victor ou l e 
pouvoir sax enf ants probably s t i l l remains the best example of 
parody of the boulevard theatre i n post-war French drama. I n 
his second play, s u b t i t l e d 'drame comique' (Theatre Sallimard, 
Vol, i , , p«57), straightforward comic as well as disturbing 
material has caused a great deal of unease i n audiences who 
would rather have turned a b l i n d eye; the playwright's intentions 
being the following: 'pousser l e burlesque jusqu'a son extreme 
l i m i t e ' (Notes et contre-note^, p.256). Conventional bourgeois 
values are systematically devalued i n Jacques ou l a soumission 
9, Discours de reception d^ Eugene lonesco a I'Academie Frangaise e t 
riyonse de Jean Delay (Paris, 197U P.53 
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where the playwright has moulded the stock plot pattern of 
t 
vaudeville, the return of the prodiga^son sind ensuing marriage, 
to s u i t h i s own needs. Here as elsewhere something familisir 
i s changed into a strange, disturbing experience. To make the 
impact even more fo r c e f u l , shock techniques i n the form of 
Roherte's mask, reaching a climax i n the "chat" orgy, are 
applied as an attempt to e l i c i t a negative, disconcerting 
response i n the audience: 'Tout c e l a doit provoquer chez l e s 
spectateurs un sentiment penible, un malaise, une honte' 
(Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i , p.l27). A l l t h i s adheres to the 
p r i n c i p a l aim of establishing as great a distance as possible 
between stage and audience by arousing disgust; 11 n'y a pas 
de plus parfaite separation que par l e degout' (Notes et contre-
notes, p.284). How far-reaching an effect t h i s has on playgoers 
brought up on Genet and Arrabal i s a moot point. Physical 
obnoxiousness, when a l l i s said and done, i s not s u f f i c i e n t i n 
i t s e l f i n t h i s day and age to s t i r us out of mental sloth. I t 
i s only when the imagination gets to work that we can r e a l l y be 
s t i r r e d by a t h e a t r i c a l performance. Few would contest lonesco's 
basic design: 'Pour etre egale a l a v i e , l a l i t t e r a t u r e devrait etre 
m i l l e f o i s plus atroce, plus t e r r i b l e . S i atroce qu'elle puisse 
etre, l a l i t t e r a t u r e ne peut presenter qu'une image tres attenule, 
t r e s amoindrie de I ' a t r o c i t I v e r i t a b l e ' (Theatre &allimard. Vol. 
i i i , p.127). The crux of the matter l i e s moreover i n the question 
of method and degree. Such i s the difference between Rhinoceros 
and Les Chaises that w h i l s t the weakness of the symbol (due to 
obvious man-beast analogy) largely explains a tendency to melodrama. 
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the a i r of i s o l a t i o n at the end of the l a t t e r evokes an 
unprecedented sense of f a i l u r e without p a r a l l e l i n any-
other workj 'Nous aurons notre rue' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.1, 
p.177). This phrase alone possesses a greater force of suggestion 
than any number of material objects. As a grim parody of the 
Philemon and Baucis legend i t i s quite bereft of any sympathy 
or sentimentality. Such a l e v e l of estrangement i s d i f f i c u l t 
to match i n l a t e r plays. V i c times du devoir and Tueur sans 
gages can be singled out as Agatha C h r i s t i e t h r i l l e r s i n reverse. 
Whilst i n the former the detective makes a l l the t y p i c a l movements 
and gestures required of his r o l e , there i s no Mallot to be found 
but only Nicolas, the fam i l i a r "radsonneur" figure of bourgeois 
drama. Furthermore, the police interrogation scene resulting i n 
the 'Avalel Mastiquel' ( i b i d . , p.229) torture scene, reminiscent 
of mathematics and toothache i n La Leg on, i s to be repeated i n 
one form or another i n l a t e r plays ( i . e . the brainwashing or 
" l e spectacle didactique" i n La Soif e t l a faim and the comic 
cynicism of Philippe and Paul towards the protagonist i n 
L*Homme aux v a l i s e s ) . Torture as a revelation of sado-masochism 
i s c losely linked to the arousal of disgust i n an audience. 
I n a theatre orientated towards the comic deflation of 
death nothing can be taken at face value any more. As the 
c\irtain r i s e s on a play heralding the imminence of death, the 
stage directions read; 'Avant l e rideau, pendant que l e rideau 
se ihve et quelques instants encore, on entend une musique 
dirisoirement royale, imit^e d'apres l e s Levers du Hoi du 
XVII s i e c l e ' (Theatre G-allimard, vol. i v , p.9). I n the f i r s t 
scene of Macbett, no apology needs to be made for mistaking the 
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opening gambit by G-lamiss and Candor as a l i g h t entertainment 
feature. Increasingly the question ar i s e s as to what kind of 
theatre we are watching. (Grotesque juxtapositions such as 
executions taking place against a background of tea and 
cakes i n Macbett, the death of an old woman being followed 
by a funeral hearse drawn by two clowns i n what amounts to 
a pantomime act, or Choubert's c h i l d i s h : 'ga sent mauvais,.,. 
(AU p o l i c i e r . ) Ce n'est pas beau de f a i r e dans ses culottes! 
(Thl^tre &allimard, Vol.1, p.233) j u s t before being stabbed, 
have become a l l too f a m i l i a r . Again and again i n lonesco's case, 
a sardonic, macabre sense of humour i s prevalent, that i s macabre 
with i t s o r i g i n a l meaning of "pertaining to death" as well as i t s 
modern connotation of gruesome fun. When lonesco defines bfeck 
humour i n Notes et contre-notes (p.206) as the only true form of 
"demystification" he i s following i n the footsteps of a long 
t r a d i t i o n of writers including Swift, i n particular A Tale of a 
Tub and continuing i n Beckett's Comment c'est and En Attendant 
Godot. Jewish jokes are c a l l e d to mind as well as David Rousset's 
description of l i f e i n a concentration camp: 'Les camps sont 
d'inspiration ubuesque. Buchenwald v i t sous l e signe d'un ^norme 
humour, d'une bouffonnerle tragique'.'''^ Sick humour i n i t s 
alienating e f f e c t bears a close a f f i n i t y to the world of parody 
and farce; you are never the prisoner of even the most horrible 
subject you laugh at. Bonds between stage and audiences are 
d i f f i c u l t to e s t a b l i s h partly as a r e s u l t of a general a i r of 
imperviousness marking the relationship between different figures 
on the stage: Madeleine i n Amed^e ou comment^ s'en d^!j3arrasser 
10. David Rousset, 'L'Univers concentrationnaire'referred to by D.J.G-reshoff, 
French Studies, January 1961, pp.JO-iifO. 
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regrets above a l l that the miirder had to happen i n their f l a t 
of a l l places; the architect-detective i s reluctant to come 
to the rescue of the beggar's fresh victims, though he can 
hear t h e i r c r i e s (Tueur sans gages) and i n the same play the 
stunted, sickly-looking Edouard l e a f s through a diary of 
horror with t o t a l nonchalence; the reaction of the waitress 
to "post-revolutionary" carnage i n Ce Formidable Bordell i s 
symptomatic: 'La Serveuse, au Personnage: Aliens viens, on 
peut passer, l e s blesses et l e s mourants ne sont pas dangereux. 
I I y a des flaques de sang sur l e s paves, ne t'en f a i s pas, tu 
ne s a l i r a s pas tes chaussures, j e te guiderai. La ou i l y a du 
sang, des f l e u r s vont pousser' (p.92)l As for the soldier who 
threatens the lemonade s e l l e r i n Macbett, (p.18) he i s even more 
e x p l i c i t . Whether we r e f e r to Bobby Watson as the best looking 
corpse i n B r i t a i n (La Cantatrice chauve - (Theatre G-allimard, 
Vol.1, p.22), the undertaker's "sad" news of Josephine's father's 
resurrection i n Le P i l t o n de I ' a i r (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i i , pp. 
129-31), John Bull's preventive euthanasia 'Mieux vaut trente ans 
plus tot que deux secondes trop tard' ( i b i d . , pp.187-8), taken up 
again i n L'Homme aux v a l i s e s 'une euthanasie a I'envers' (p.58) 
or Duncan's address to those who have f a l l e n for his cause 
'....muets mais vivants que vous ^tes ' (MacbettI p.33)j 
comic •lipliiaifttn.on of what had for so long remained taboq^ i s 
i»s#e I n these plays. Getting r i d of a corpse i s synonymous with 
removing a nuisance, "une t u i l e " (Th4atre Gallimard, V o l . i , p.264), 
and nothing e l s e - i t could have been selected from Joe Orton's 
Loot or T.S. E l i o t ' s The B u r i a l of the Dead: 'That corpse you 
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planted l a s t year i n the garden. Has i t begun to sprout? 
W i l l i t bloom th i s year?'. That corpses should be carted off 
i n "fournees" sind "paquets" (jeux de massacre, p.37) i s not 
s u f f i c i e n t - a sober, quasi philosophical discussion about 
the merits of eating one's next of kin l a t e r takes place i n 
the same play ( i b i d . , pp.l03-4)» With the Siege of Leningrad 
i n World War Two i n mind, " l a necessite objective" here i n i t s 
most l i t e r a l sense csuinot be dismissed as pure fantasy or simply 
bad t a s t e . I n his f i l m s , Bunuel also depicts carnivorous 
tendencies beneath middle-class r e s p e c t a b i l i t y . Gone i s the 
optimism which gave r i s e to a powerful expression of human 
s o l i d a r i t y i n Camus's La Peste and i n i t s place a "cartoon film" 
on death. Originally intending to e n t i t l e the play The Plague 
i n the City, he abandoned i t i n favour of Jeux de massacre, 
deriving the name from a game practised at a .funfair where a l l 
the s k i t t l e s i n a pa r t i c u l a r shy have to be knocked down; here 
was the r i g h t blend of the playful and the h o r r i f i c he had been 
seeking so much to convey, 
Jeux de massacre could e a s i l y be dismissed as a kind of 
automatic death machine were i t not for the moving scene 
involving the elder l y couple, where the Old Woman's words 
st r i k e a note of hope i n adversity and peaceful resignation 
to one's l o t . Here l i e s the dilemma to be found i n much of 
lonesco's work. Despite the frequency of various estrangement 
eff e c t s there i s no doubt that a l l these plays represent a very 
personal kind of theatre, a form of therapy and self-knowledge. 
Anyone doubting the playwright's s i n c e r i t y should consult his 
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d i a r i e s or, to take one specific example, consider his ideas 
on writing Victimes du devoir, which i s something more than 
j u s t a parody of psychological inquiry as c r i t i c s have been 
only too quick to acclaim: '...ne pas e c r i r e une comedie, n i 
un drame, n i une tragedie, mais simplement un texte Ijrrique, 
du "v^cu", j e projetai sur scene mes doutes, mes angoisses 
profondes, l e s dialoguai; incarnai mes antagonismes; e'crivis 
avec l a plus grginde s i n c e r i t e ; girrachai mes e n t r a i l l e s ; 
j ' i n t i t u l a i c e l a Victimes du devoir. On me t r a i t a de fumiste, 
de p e t i t p l a i s a n t i n ' (Notes e t contre-notes, p.l32). This 
sense of antagonism, the essence of any drama, by extension 
applies noticeably to Le Roi se meurt. La Soif et l a faim and 
L'Homme aux v a l i s e s . Whilst the c r i t i c ' s task centres on motives 
and unhappily a l l too often i n the l a b e l l i n g or bracketing of 
genres, an audience at a l i v e performance faces the familiar 
but acute c o n f l i c t between involvement and "chose vue". 
Paradoxically, the playwright finds himself i n the same 
situation as those watching the play. I n a world where the 
machinery of cause and e f f e c t has collapsed, anything can 
happen; hence the playwright's fondness of the term " i n s o l i t e " . 
Hence also an i r o n i s i n g , tongue-in-the-cheek attitude to everything 
as a means of retaining one's sanity. Translated i n terms of writing 
a play, t h i s means a permanent state of tension between what we 
s h a l l c a l l parody, which we have already observed, and genuine 
hxman f e e l i n g . No sooner have we formed a certain relationship 
with one character on the stage than we are addressed d i r e c t l y 
as an audience, thereby reminding us of the i l l u s i o n of i t a l l 
(e.g. the interplay between the G-uard & Roi B^renger i n Le Roi se meurt). 
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Much depends on the stage t e c h n i c a l i t i e s exploited during any 
one performance: 'Sur un texte burlesque, un jeu dramatique 
sur un texte dramatique, un jeu burlesque' ( i b i d , , p,256). 
We are shocked or disorientated as we are meant to be by a 
succession of non-sequiturs, by verbal irony of the kind i n 
Rhinoceros, where a drunkard asserts what i s close to the 
playvrright's own b e l i e f s , by an airborne pedestrian, by the 
appearance of lonesco i n person on stage at a most unexpected 
moment towards the end of Maobett and not l e a s t by the in j e c t i o n 
of cosmic d e t a i l s into a l o c a l situation i n the opening scene 
of Le Roi se meurt. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n between us and the plays i s 
non-existent. But a sense of f r u s t r a t i o n mounts once a certain 
relationship with the p r i n c i p a l characters i n a play has been 
established (and there can be l i t t l e doubt of a definite 
s i f f i l i a t i o n between lonesco and the protagonists of his plays) 
only to be soundly mocked and destroyed, as for example at the 
end of Le Roi se meurt. Rhinoceros and Tueur sans gages 
respectively; more than enough evidence can be found to support 
Duckworth's argument: 'lonesco i s absolutely r i g h t to stress 
the importance of empathic transmission of anguish, but his 
dependence on destructive parody and inconsequential fajitasy 
12 
frequently works against complete audience involvement' • 
L i t t l e comfort i s provided by lonesco himself who i s extremely 
fond of i r o n i e s ; speaking of American c r i t i c s ' reception of 
12. Colin Duckworth, Angels of Darkness. Dramatic E f f e c t i n the 
Plays of Samuel Beckett with Special Reference to lonesco. 
London, 1972), p.4l7 
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Rhinoce^ros he said of i t : 'Or e l l e n'est pas drole; bien qu'elle 
so i t une farce, e l l e e s t surtout une trage'die' (Notes et contre-
notes, p.289). We should not f a l l into the trap of taking him or 
hi s works too seriously. Yet t h i s i s to be expected from one who 
accepts the truth of f i c t i o n to be superior to r e a l i t y and questions 
the v a l i d i t y of a l l out^^ard appearances. Any situation or any 
incident i n a particular play can e l i c i t a number of different 
reactions, depending on the manner i n which i t i s treated. 
His insistence on "un antagonisme dynamique"^'^ bears close 
resemblance to P h i l i p Thomson's definition of the grotesque: 
'....the unresolved clash of compatibles i n work and response'"^ 
as well as Thomas Cramer's interpretation of the same term: 
'the grotesque i s the feeling of anxiety aroused by means of the 
comic pushed to an extreme', ( i b i d . , p.6o) 
This dilemma i s very r e a l and subconsciously preoccupies 
most modern dramatists i n their adherence to or reject i o n of 
various genres. I f farce i s by definition without pity, comedy 
has i n recent decades gained a deeper perspective and i n the 
process provided a vehicle of expression for t r u l y tragic 
experience. Tragedy, i n the sense of being able to u p l i f t and 
transfigure both observer and observed, i s no longer with us. 
There are no incarnations of pure w i l l or immortal beings i n any 
of lonesco's plays. To an author of an essay on the principle of 
identity, (NU), di f f e r e n t i a t i o n between the genres has always been 
13. See note 7. 
14, P h i l i p Thomson, The G-rotescpie (London, 1977)» p.22, 
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an enigma: 
Je n'ai jamais compris, pour ma part, l a 
difference que I'on f a i t entre comique et 
tragique. Le comique ^tant 1'intuition de 
I'absurde, i l me semble plus d^sesp^rant que 
l e tragique. Le comique n'offre pas d'issue, 
Je dis "d^sesperant" mais en r e a l i t e i l est 
au-dela ou en deja du desespoir ou de I'espoir. 
(Motes et contre-notes, p,6l) 
I n our acceptance of universal absurdity, no feasible alternative 
e x i s t s any longer: 'le ccanique est seul en mesure de nous donner 
l a force de supporter l a trajedie de 1*existence...*(ibid,, p,206). 
A l l t h i s confirms the writings of Lionel Abel (Meta-theatre/. 
A New View of Dramatic Form), George Steiner's The Death of 
Tragedy and Shaw's estimate of the grimace of tragicomedy as 
being much "deeper and grimmer" than tragedy. lonesco l i k e Beckett 
adheres to a generation of writers whose experience i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
tragic but who have deliberately chosen to express themselves i n 
comic terms. Anouilh wrote of Les Chaises: 'Je c r o i s bien que 
c'est mieux que Strindberg, parce que c'est noir "a l a Moliere", 
d'une fagon parfois follement drole, que c'est affreux et cocasse, 
poignant et toujo\irs v r a i , , , , ' ^ ^ lonesco has been at pains to 
c l a r i f y the issue of the overlapping of the genres, as for instance 
i n accounting for the po l a r i t y present i n two early plays: 
l6, Claude Abastado, lonesco (Pa r i s , 1971), p.260. 
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J ' a i tent^, dans Victimes du devoir, de noyer l e 
comique dans l e tragique; dans Les Chaises, l e 
tragique dans l e comique ou, s i I'on veut, d'opposer 
l e comique au tragique pour l e s reunir dans une 
synthese theatrale nouvelle. Mais ce n'est pas 
une veritable synthase, car ces deux Elements ne 
fondent pas I'un dans 1'autre, i l s coexistent, se 
repoussent I'un I'autre en permanence.... (Notes et 
contre-notes, p.6l)« 
This also applies to Rhinoceros, judged by many to be his most "human" 
play, where few of us would f i n d i t d i f f i c u l t to forge l i n k s with 
B^renger i n h i s torment and ultimate i s o l a t i o n . As for his namesake 
i n Le Roi se meurt, Kierkegaard, who to a large extent anticipated 
much of the mood of post-war theatre, has provided him with a 
suitable epitaph: 
Pathos that i s not reinforced by the comic i s 
i l l u s i o n ; the comic that i s not reinforced by 
pathos i s immaturity...Existence i t s e l f , the act 
of existing, i s a s t r i v i n g as pathetic as i t i s 
comic; pathetic because the s t r i v i n g i s i n f i n i t e , 
i . e . directed towards i n f i n i t y , an act of making 
i t s e l f i n f i n i t e which i s the summit of the pathetic; 
comic because such s t r i v i n g i s self-contradictory. 
Seen pathetically a second has i n f i n i t e value; 
seen comically, ten thousand years are a mere flas h 
of foolery l i k e yesterday; and yet time, i n which 
the e x i s t i n g individual finds himself, i s made up 
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of sucb part3,,,,^^ 
Jacques Lemarchand summarizes the equivocal response to Le Roi 
se meurt experienced by many audiences: 'On r i t beaucoup au 
Roi se meurt et d'un r i r e qui ne parvient jamais a tuer, n i 
meme a amoindrir I'angoissante impression d'effroi personnel 
18 
que donne l a descente vers sa f i n du vieux r o i , ' Most of 
the time our relationship with stage events functions at a deep 
l e v e l below the conscious i n t e l l e c t . Perhaps "a sense of 
identity with characters i n a play" or "complete audience 
involvement" i s not what i s c a l l e d for, though intense contact 
as i n Rhinoceros i s unavoidable. What takes i t s place i s a 
quality surpassing an awareness of the "fun" and i l l u s i o n of 
i t a l l , that makes i t s impact perceptible long after our leaving 
the theatre. I t i s after a l l lonesco's conviction that the 
"monstrous" (See Note 12, p.86) unites us a l l . When Choubert 
i n Victimes du devoir t a l k s to h i s father after a long period 
of absence, or "Le Premier Homme" i n L'Homme aux v a l i s e s t r i e s 
to recapture the past i n h i s native Chapelle Anthenaise, or Jean 
i n La Soif e t l a faim i s much too eager to leave both his wife and 
ch i l d i n a musty groundfloor f l a t , we are confronted with 
creatures cut off from themselves and feeding on i l l u s i o n s . This 
predicament i s i n the f i n a l aneilysis known as much to the 
observer as to the observed; i t acts as a source of common 
identity. No neat solutions are forthcoming but at best a 
17. Kierkegaard, 'Concluding Unscientific Postscript', quoted by 
M, Robinson i n The Long Sonata of the Dead (London, I967) p,46. 
18, Jacques Lemarchand, a r t i c l e i n Figaro L i t t e r a i r e dated 3rd 
January 1963, i n Le Roi se meurt (Par i s , 19b8) edited by 
Colette Audry, 
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temporary f e e l i n g of r e l i e f . Any hint of superiority on 





Bearing i n mind the genesis of lonesco's theatre and 
his profound distaste of what was being performed on 
"boulevard" stages, we cein appreciate his scepticism 
towards the whole "raison d'etre" of dramatic cheiracters. 
He endorsed Brecht's view of actor as demonstrator, as 
opposed to subject, but f e l t the l a t t e r had not carried 
the abandonment of a simulation of r e a l i t y far enough. Such 
d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n was to surface i n the "impossible situation" 
which i s La Cantatrice chauve. I f characters were to have any 
v a l i d i t y , i t was to be a threefold issue: f i r s t as a means of 
what he has called " j e t e r l e trouble""^; secondly through the 
requirement of physical i d e n t i t i e s to clothe ideas and images; 
t h i r d l y to show language to be more powerful than character. 
On considering the plays i n retrospect, we can rar e l y point to 
individuals i n their own ri g h t . 
Doubrovsky's observations pertaining to the majority of 
figures i n the play, made as early as 1959 are s t i l l very 
relevant: 
Within the t o t a l impersonality of 
consciousness i t i s now possible, as 
Rimbaud says, that " I " be another. I n 
1. Ala i n Bosquet, 'Comment se d^barrasser du personnage', 
Cahiers des Saisons No.15, winter 1959* 
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t h i s respect, the comments of the 
Belgian scholar A. de Waelhens on "the 
One" i n Heidegger's philosophy could 
apply word for word to lonesco's 
characters. The r e a l "subject" i n 
daily l i f e i s that Impersonal Man, since 
at a l l times and i n a l l occasions i t 
dictates to me what I must do or be. 
2 
I become l o s t i n i t . 
The aforementioned and c o r o l l a r i e s , namely "comique de non-
caractere" and "comedy of c i r c u l a r i t y " ( ibid) epitomize the 
reverse of psychological drama. I n the modern era of mass 
production, few playwrights have so vehemently expressed the 
notion of impersonality and interchangeability of character. 
A b r i e f glance at the very t i t l e s of the plays provides a 
clear pointer; Les Chaises, L'Avenir est dans l e s oeufs. 
Rhinoceros, Am^dee ou comment s'en debarrasser, Jeux de massacre. 
Nor do the "landscapes" at the end of -feho oforomontionod augur 
well for the future of mankind. There i s moreover a persistent 
confrontation with the facelessness of what may broadly be 
c a l l e d "the human crowd". lonesco systematically exploits the 
t r a d i t i o n a l comic device of numerical extension, as i n the 
Bobby Watson episode i n La Cantatrice chauve, i n the case of 
Am^d^e Buccioni i n Am^d^e ou comment s'en debarrasser (where one 
t h i r d of a l l Parisians are s a i d to bear that name) and the 
2. J.S. Doubrovsky, 'lonesco and the Comic of Absurdity', 
Yale French Studies No.23. summer 1959, pp.3-10. * 
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population of L'Avenir est dans l e s oeufs, i n no way distant 
from the world of test-tube babies. There are interesting 
variants on thi s a.fei'ismontionod device. A fondness for the 
duplication of characters i s found i n La Legon (Marie acting 
as servant, wife and mother), Victimes du devoir (Madeleine 
and detective) and L'Homme aux v a l i s e s (Femme - p.6l), whilst 
i n Jeux de massacre, sixteen actors share between them one 
hundred r o l e s . Very often the machinery of proliferation 
can be traced to the family unit; a comparatively recent 
appearance i s the Banco dynasty i n Macbett. Families and 
crowds, owing to th e i r uniform character, evoke a fal s e sense 
of security, thereby robbing the individual of any genuine 
thought or feeling, of what has been ca l l e d ; 'sa troisieme 
dimension' (journal en miettes, p.56). Opposed to this i s 
the f a r c i c a l yet uncanny anonymity of group behaviour. The 
families i n Jacques ou l a soumission and i t s sequel hardly 
d i f f e r i n thei r moods and reactions from that i n Le Jeune 
Homme a marier. L i t t l e d i fferentiates the cheering of the 
onlookers i n the closing act of Am^dle ou comment s'en 
de^barrasser from the spectators at the pseudo press conference 
given ostensibly i n B^renger's honour on his return to earth 
i n Le Piston de I ' a i r . The mood at the beginning of the second 
act of Tueur sans gages i s never allowed to fade completely i n 
subsequent plays, with the exception of La Soif et l a faim and 
L'Homme aux v a l i s e s . No attempt i s made to lend any individuality 
to characters i n a scene of potential l o c a l colour, a market 
place, i n Jeux de massacre; responses to revolutionary c r i e s 
evoke i n Ce Formidable Bordell a strong sense of "d^ja vu". 
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Every group i s interchangeable and betrays the sheeplike 
mentality waiting to be tapped by a tyrant's paranoia. 
I f groups and crowds are interchangeable, so are 
individuals. What i s usually understood to be "character", 
i . e . a personality e l i c i t i n g psychological i n t e r e s t , turns 
out to be a misnomer i n most cases i n lonesco's theatre, for 
the stage abounds with automata or physical e n t i t i e s who 
have l o s t a l l power to think and to f e e l . Like the 
t r a d i t i o n a l writers of farce, lonesco's comic sense owes 
much to h i s a b i l i t y to confront us with a mechanical world 
which has somehow got out of control, inhabited by zombies 
and "workers" or a combination of both. I n parenthesis, we 
may note that the term "workers", inspired by Kafka, denotes 
the individual whose personality has become t o t a l l y dominated 
by h i s s o c i a l and vocational function; references (Claude 
Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p.17) made to the adjutant who f a l l s 
asleep i n h i s uniform are i n t h i s respect illuminating. 
Philippe and Paul i n scene X of L'Homme aux v a l i s e s are the 
l a t e s t i n a long l i n e of representatives of bureaucratic 
paraphernalia, consistently trying to outwit the individual. 
The "Premier Homme" or wandering Jew i n L'Homme aux v a l i s e s 
i s a non-being i n h i s native country, an un c l a s s i f i e d individual 
bereft of any hope of identity: 
Le Consul: Je l u i a i donn^ des papiers 
de fortune. I I n'a pas voulu nous dire 
son identity v e r i t a b l e . 
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L ' I n f i n n i e r e : I I ne connait pas son 
i d e n t i t e . 
Le Consul: Connaissons-nous l a notre? 
Nous l a connaissons, en gros, grace a 
nos f o n c t i o n s . (L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , p.6?) 
Policemen and " f o n c t i o n n a i r e s " are prominent amongst the 
secondary characters of lonesco's t h e a t r e . Many of these 
ty^es a c t as a sheer source of amusement; the second 
policeman i n Tueur sans gages stands out as a Bergsonian 
"homme mecanique": 
Tandis que l e Deuxieme Agent d i t de 
plus en plus v i t e , d'une maniere de 
plus en plus automatique: "Tout d r o i t ! 
a gauche! a d r o i t e l t o u t d r o i t ! en 
a r r i e r e ! en avant!, e t c . " e t que l e 
Second Agent repete l e s ordres de l a 
meme maniere, en tournant l a t e t e a 
d r o i t e , a gauche e t c . , comme une 
marionnette. (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i 
p.153). 
Likewise the Maatre's over-confidence i n Jeux de massacre (p . 3 l ) , 
• j e suis impenetrahle', and subsequent collapse, reminds us of 
a Moliere f a r c e . I n Le Tableau, "Le Gros Monsieur" i s cast as 
a mixture of Joseph Prudhomme and G-roucho Marx. Guignolesque 
e f f e c t s can so o f t e n be a t t r i b u t e d t o mental intransigence. 
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Pantoraime e f f e c t s can however assume s i n i s t e r overtones. 
Those who t r y t o respect the law and enforce i t are more 
than anyone else imprisoned hy society's pressures and 
d r i l l e d t o conformity. I n Victimes du devoir, the young 
policeman, a t f i r s t excessively t i m i d , turns i n t o a t y r a n n i c a l 
i n v e s t i g a t o r . P o l ice b r u t a l i t y i s the order of the day i n 
par t s of Tueur sans gages, Jeux de massacre and Ce Formidable 
B o r d e l l . "A wizard of Oz" f i g u r e , the Doctor, i n Le Hoi se 
meurt changes i n t o an executioner, John B u l l ends up as an 
assassin i n La So i f e t l a faim and tiie r e presentative of 
A u t h o r i t y i n the same play, Prere Tarahas, i s described as 
"un Genie machinal e t malin".'^ I n t e r r o g a t i o n s and brainwashing, 
against a p o l i c e s t a t e backcloth, are never f a r away. I t comes 
as no sxirprise t h a t several- c i t i z e n s from t o t a l i t a r i a n s t a t e s 
have been able t o draw p a r a l l e l s between the events i n these 
plays and t h e i r own b i t t e r experiences. 
Much of the cause of the t r o u b l e l i e s i n one h a l f of 
humanity not wanting t o understand the other, and i n p a r t i c i i l a r 
the d i f f e r e n t sexes. There i s nothing a r b i t r a r y about Madeleine's 
t u r n i n g out t o be an accomplice t o her husband's t o r t u r e i n 
Victimes du devoir, nor the strong physical resemblance between 
3, P. S^nart, 'La Revue t h e a t r a l e . Eugene lonesco: La Soif e t l a 
faim a l a Com^die Frangaise, La Revue des deux mondes. No.12, 
15 June 1967, pp.599-604. 
4. Eugene lonesco, Entre La Vie e t l e reve ( P a r i s , 1977), p.174-. 
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the concierge and Mere Pipe i n Tueur sans gages. A mood of 
ennui and lovelessness, h a l f way between bedroom farces and the 
vehemence of S t r i n d b e r g , characterises many marriages i n the 
plays, a l l set i n bourgeois d o m e s t i c i t y . T h i r t e e n out of 
eighteen plays depict f a m i l i a r domestic qu a r r e l s . Not only 
do women f r e q u e n t l y bear the same name (Marie or Madeleine) 
b u t most of them are typecast as b i c k e r i n g , a u t h o r i t a t i v e 
creatures of h a b i t (e.g. Madeleine i n Amedee ou comment s'en 
d^barrasser) or chained t o b i o l o g i c a l drives (e.g. Roberte i n 
Jacques ou l a soumission and Daisy i n Rhinoceros). Female 
l o q u a c i t y , i s f u l l y e x p l o i t e d f o r i t s comic p o t e n t i a l . Apart 
from t h e absence of anything remotely resembling mutual l o v e , 
another source of ennui i s i s o l a t i o n from the r e s t of society, 
whether i t be i n a lighthouse (Les Chaises) or tenement f l a t 
(Am^dee ou comment s'en debarrasser. Rhinoceros, La S o i f et l a 
faim - f i r s t episode, Ce Formidable Bordell-^ - c l o s i n g scenes). 
A f t e r the t o t a l l a c k of f e e l i n g and general pandemonium of La 
Cantatrice chauve, an i n i t i a l impression of welcome sanity i s 
conveyed i n Les Chaises, but tov/ards the end of the play the 
i l l u s o r y nature of the couple's common existence breaks through: 
' i l s ont I ' a i r de g l i s s e r sur des r o u l e t t e s . . . , l e s deux vieux 
devront t o u j o u r s donner I'impression de ne pas s' a r r e t e r , t o u t 
en r e s t a n t a peu pres sur place; l e u r s mains, l e u r buste, l e u r s 
yeux s ' a g i t e r o n t en dessinant peut-etre des p e t i t s cercles' 
( T h l ^ t r e Gallimard, V o l . i . , p.l6o) Two s e l f - i n d u l g e n t , egocentric 
i n d i v i d u a l s have become no more than "des objets r o u l a n t s " . And y e t 
t o dismiss couples t o t a l l y , or j u s t women i n lonesco's theatre as 
mere automata l i m i t e d t o a claustrophobic s h e l l , or t o accuse the 
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playwright of o u t r i g h t misogyny, i s erroneous. I n c r e a s i n g l y 
i n the longer plays, the source of the dilemma has been 
s p o t l i g h t e d . The couple's r e l a t i o n s h i p i s s i t u a t e d w i t h i n 
the " t r u e community of f e a r " . Rebellious wanderlust and 
r e v e r i e ^ o s t e n s i b l y male q u a l i t i e s , c o n f l i c t w i t h p r a c t i c a l 
conserTratism and hiomble r e s i g n a t i o n ^ associated w i t h the 
opposite sex. To take Le Pieton de I ' a i r as an i l l u s t r a t i o n , 
on the one hand, Josephine i s u n l i k e her husband and daughter 
unable t o see "Le passant de 1'antimonde", t r u s t i n g wholly i n 
the powers of technology and, on the other, she awakens p i t y 
as an a l b e i t courageous scapegoat f o r -the whole of humanity: 
' j e s u is miniecule dans ce monde enorme... Je suis une fourmi 
^garee, a f f o l ^ e , q u i cherche ses compagnes' (Theatre Gallimard, 
V o l . i i i , p.180). Woman, not man, i s subject t o harsh, psychological 
persecution (Cf. L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , p.17). No less moving i s the 
r o l e of Marie-Madeleine, the "pr o t e c t r e s s " i n La Soi f e t l a faim, 
where man i s seen t o be a t f a u l t f o r not r e c o g n i z i n g t h a t 
s a l v a t i o n and love are t o be found so close t o him. S i m i l a r l y , 
i n the moving scene i n Jeux de massacre between the o l d couple, 
the o l d woman apart from her s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y stands f o r an 
a f f i r m a t i o n of l i f e , l i g h t and joy, w h i l s t her husband echoes 
the f a m i l i a r sentiments of worl d weariness: 'La V i e i l l e : I I ne 
f a u t pas c o u r i r , I I f a u t a peine se baisser pour c u e i l l i r . Tout 
e s t a no t r e p o r t ^ e . I I ne f a u t pas te n t e r de s a i s i r l e s reves. 
l i s nous s a i s i s s e n t . Nous-memes nous sommes t e l s qu'en reve.' 
( j e u x de massacre, p.93)« Even the nagging, shrew-like 
Madeleine i n Victimes du devoir grieves over her s i t u a t i o n , 
when Choubert decides t o f l y away, a n t i c i p a t i n g the problem of 
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s o l i t u d e brought t o l i g h t i n l a t e r plays: 'Pense a nous. 
La s o l i t u d e n'est pas bonne. Tu ne peux pas nous l a i s s e r . . . . 
Aie p i t i ^ l ( E l l e e s t une mendiante). Je n'ai pas de pain a 
donner a mes enfants. J ' a i quatre enfants. Mon mari en 
p r i s o n . Je sors de I ' h S p i t a l ' (Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i , 
p.216), A possible s o l u t i o n t o the dilemma i s suggested i n 
scene XVTII of L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , where the Premier Homme 
meets h i s w i f e again a f t e r a long absence; i t could have been 
Jean r e t u r n i n g t o Marie-Madeleine and the " s e c u r i t y " of the 
f a m i l y nest a f t e r t h e o r e t i c a l l y being discharged from h i s 
tasks a t the "Bonne Auberge". However complex r e l a t i o n s 
between the sexes are or may become, the f i n a l i r o n y l i e s i n 
the couple standing f o r a microcosm of humanity: 
Le couple c'est l e monde lui-meme, 
c'est 1'homme e t l a femme, c'est Adam 
e t Evejfr, ce sont l e s deux m o i t i e s , de 
I'humanite q u i s'aiment, q u i se re t r o u v e n t , 
qu i n'en peuvent plus de s'aimer, q u i ne 
peuvent e t r e I'un sans 1 'autre. Le couple 
i c i , ce n'est pas seulement un homme e t 
une femme, c'est peut-etre aussi I'humanite 
d i v i s e e e t q u i essaie de se r ^ u n i r , de s ' u n i f i e r . 
(Claude Bonnefoy, E n t r e t i e n s , p.97) 
But i f d i f f i c u l t i e s of communication do indeed e x i s t i n such 
a w o r l d , where character and conscience c a r r y l i t t l e t o no significance> 
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the normal f u n c t i o n i n g of sense perceptions i s also impaired. 
Like the Symbolists before him, lonesco shows us a universe 
where a f u s i o n of past, present and f u t u r e i s s u b s t i t u t e d 
f o r any st a b l e c h r o n o l o g i c a l and l i n e a r order. Most of the 
aforementioned "robots", l a c k i n g any k i n d of s o c i a l i d e n t i t y , 
appear t o l i v e i n a limbo, coming from nowhere and heading 
nowhere. Although they have been l i v i n g under the same r o o f 
f o r the l a s t twenty years, not u n t i l t h e i r a r r i v a l a t the 
Smiths' house do the Martins discover themselves t o be husband 
and w i f e . We know as much about the background, of the couples 
i n La Ca n t a t r i c e chauve as we do of Am^dee and Madeleine; 
t h i s i s seen t o be i r r e l e v a n t t o the i r o n y of the presence 
of a l i v i n g corpse i n the f l a t . A t the same time, t h e i r 
i n a b i l i t y t o r e l a t e the circumstances of how a corpse came 
to l i e i n t h e i r bedroom i n the f i r s t place provides us w i t h 
another example of a f a i l i n g f a c u l t y , t h i s time memory. 
Am^dee's amnesia i s a wesikness he shares w i t h many others: 
Choubert munches breadcrusts t o f i l l i n the gaps i n h i s memory; 
Roi Berenger's f a i l i n g memory plays i t s p a r t i n h i s downfall; 
Jean i n La S o i f e t l a faim v a i n l y attempts t o r e c a l l the 
d e t a i l s of h i s long journey; the "Personnage" i n Ce 
Formidable B o r d e l l e v e n t u a l l y f o r g e t s the name of the only 
being who took any sincere i n t e r e s t i n him, Agnes; the 
"Premier Homme's" i d e n t i t y c r i s i s i n L'Homme aux v a l i s e s i s 
l a r g e l y brought on by h i s i n a b i l i t y t o remember the basics of 
l i f e . So much i s made of t h i s issue of amnesia since i t forms 
an important p a r t of lonesco's o v e r a l l comic e x p l o i t a t i o n of a 
d i s r u p t e d sense of time. 
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A c t u a l time i s of as much consequence as the n o t i o n 
of p h y s i c a l age. The a c c e l e r a t i o n or slowing down of the 
passage of time a t w i l l p a r a l l e l s the p r o l i f e r a t i o n of 
objects and "robots". We f i n d an e a r l y i l l u s t r a t i o n of 
t h i s a t the; beginning of Les Chaises where the Old Man s i t s 
on h i s w i f e ' s knees as i f i t were the most n a t u r a l t h i n g 
p o s s i b l e . The audience remains bewildered as t o the man's 
r e a l age; the p l a y w r i g h t i s i n s i s t e n t on the actors' not 
g i v i n g us an impression of decrepitude i n r o l e s which, 
other considerations excepted, r e q u i r e a la r g e degree of 
a t h l e t i c prowess from the actor and actress p l a y i n g them. 
No l e s s p u z z l i n g i s the p r o t a g o n i s t ' s r e a l age i n Jacques 
ou l a soumission. According t o Jacques, the age of reason 
dawns a t t h i r t e e n and he was born a year l a t e r , c o i n c i d i n g 
w i t h the age lonesco himself l e f t France f o r Rumania. 
Jacques Pere i n L'Avenir est dans l e s oeufs t a l k s of h i s 
son's descendants as i f they were s t i l l a l i v e . I n L'Homme 
aux v a l i s e s (p.14) c o n f i r m a t i o n comes from Jean t h a t h i s 
grandmother was not present a t h i s own baptism. Though 
Victimes du devoir stands out i n r e l a t i o n t o the "anti-pieces" 
before i t , i n concentrating on the p l i g h t of one f i g v i r e , 
Choubert f o l l o w s a strange l i n e of development by adopting 
the a t t i t u d e s of a c h i l d f o r most of the play so t h a t by the 
end he has acquired the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a two year o l d . 
A s i m i l a r process takes place i n reverse i n Le Roi se meurt. 
La S o i f e t l a faim and Ce Formidable Bordell I n h i s l a t e s t play, 
L'Homme aux v a l i s e s , there i s one scene which might be q u a l i f i e d 
as a " p r o d i g a l daughter" scene, where an o l d and a young woman 
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exchange the r o l e s of mother and daughter. Nor does the 
seemingly i n t e g r a t e d i n d i v i d u a l , B^renger, escape phrenology: 
'Je suis aussi jeune q u ' i l y a cent ans' (Theatre &allimard. V o l . 
i i , p . 8 l ) . 
This apparent absence of precise concepts of age gind other 
v i t a l e m p i r i c a l data i s f u r t h e r evidence of the l a c k of i d e n t i t y 
and u n i t y of character i n lonesco's t h e a t r e . According t o Coe, 
humanity i n these plays i s defined i n terms of subconscious 
r a t h e r than conscious c r i t e r i a . Frequently, we receive an 
i n d i r e c t reminder of Lupasco's dynamic s e l f , as i n Jacques ou 
l a soumission, where the i n t r o d u c t i o n of Robert I I allows the 
a c t i o n t o s h i f t from what seems a s o c i o l o g i c a l l e v e l t o a r i t u a l 
evoking subconscious f e a r s and sexual desires. S i m i l a r l y i n 
Les Chgiises, the double p e r s o n a l i t i e s of the o l d couple ( s o l d i e r / 
photo-engraver and provocative female/Mme Be l l e r e s p e c t i v e l y ) 
manifest b o t h the e r o t i c i s m and aggression l a t e n t i n repressed 
p e r s o n a l i t i e s . As f o r Choubert's half-comic, half-savage search 
f o r M a l l o t , i t marks a voyage of s e l f - d i s c every and an attempt 
by the d e t e c t i v e t o create coherence out of c o n t r a d i c t o r y 
f o r c e s : 'This notion-psychological determinism-attempts t o 
f i l l the v o i d which e n c i r c l e s us, t o r e - e s t a b l i s h l i n k s between 
past and present, between present and f u t u r e . I t provides us 
w i t h a nature productive of our acts. I t i s a matter of envisaging 
the s e l f as a l i t t l e god ( i n t h i s case M a l l o t ) which i n h a b i t s me.'^ 
5. Richard Schechner, 'The Inner and the Outer R e a l i t y ' , 
Tulane Drama Review v i i , no.3, spring I963, pp.l87-217. 
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The outcome i n a play t h a t makes active use of the language 
of c l a s s i c a l psychoanalysis, proves t o be f r u i t l e s s . Another 
i d e n t i t y c r i s i s a r i s e s i n L'Homme aux v a l i s e s . What i s 
important i s the tenuous d i v i d i n g l i n e between what appears 
t o be r e a l and what i s h a l l u c i n a t o r y or f a n t a s t i c . I n the 
stage d i r e c t i o n s t o Am^d^e ou comment s'en debarrasser, f o r 
example, lonesco i s a t great pains t o shov/ Am^dee I I and 
Madeleine I I t o be qu i t e normal: ' I I f a u t encore signaler 
que I'on d o i t e v i t e r , dans toute l a mesure du possible, que 
Madeleine I I e t Am^d^e I I a i e n t I'aspect d'ectoplasmes; pour 
c e c i , pas d ' a p p a r i t i o n dans une lumiere fantomatique, mais 
dans c e l l e normale de l a sc^ne; l e jeu de Madeleine I I e t 
Araeclee I I d o i t e t r e n a t u r e l dans I ' i r r ^ e l ' (Theatre Gallimard 
V o l . i . , p.285). Scene XV of Ce Formidable Bordel! (p . l 3 l ) has 
the same k i n d of d i r e c t i o n s . I n Les Chaises, every character 
f u n c t i o n s i n accordance w i t h the play's c e n t r a l image of 
nothingness: 
une conversation i n a u d i b l e s'engage 
entre l e s deux personnages i n v i s i b l e s 
assis I'un pres de 1 'autre (Theatre 
Gallimard, V o l . i . , p.l46) 
l e s vieiox f o n t a t t e n t i o n poxir ne pas 
heurter l e s gens ( i b i d . , p.151) 
Simply because the Orator appears on the stage, t h i s does not 
make him any more r e a l than the i n v i s i b l e throng. By the end 
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of the p l a y , t h i r t y - t w o "characters" have been created, 
c a l l i n g i n t o question the existence of the o l d couple and 
rendering the o l d man's message i l l u s o r y . Elsewhere, 
ghost l y , grotesque f i g u r e s perform the same f u n c t i o n : a 
maid c l a i m i n g t o be Sherlock Holmes (La Cantatrice Chauve); 
"Le Passant de I'anti-monde" (Le Pieton de l ' a i r ) ; T a n t e 
Adelaide i n La S o i f e t l a fai m ; the monk dressed i n black i n 
Jeux de massacre; the dumb lady i n Victimes du devoir who, 
though i n d i f f e r e n t t o the a c t i o n , remains through her very 
presence no l e s s a v i c t i m of duty than the r e s t of the cast. 
A l l these f i g u r e s c a l l i n t o question the v a l i d i t y of those 
others we presume t o be normal. 
A p r o c l i v i t y t o "automatisme" i n the broadest sense, the 
breakdown of sense perceptions and the l a c k of an i n t e g r a t e d 
p e r s o n a l i t y are ^ features common t o winn-h Vo^«Tinn n i n n n ,nj ,n i.fi 
•^poroonnagoo pivoto'' og lonesco's p r o t a g o n i s t s , as w e l l as bo 
the m a j o r i t y of the f i g u r e s i n the plays. The former adhere 
t o the post-war l i t e r a r y convention of debunking the hero. 
An amusing naivete and helplessness are combined w i t h a 
reluctance i f not dovmright r e f u s a l t o be ass i m i l a t e d i n t o 
the norms of bourgeois s o c i e t y : 
Je suis d^sarme dans l a v i e . Je suis 
un inadapt^. Je ne suis pas f a i t pour 
v i v r e dans ce s i e c l e (Theatre G-allimard 
V o l . i , p.269) 
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Moi, j e ne m'y f a i s pas a l a v i e 
(Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i i i , p.24) 
Je ne suis pas xm e s p r i t s c i e n t i f i q u e 
(Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i i , p,7l) 
Sharply contrasted w i t h the a r c h i t e c t and the " c i t e radieuse", 
Berenger i n Tueur sans gages resembles the main f i g u r e i n 
Dostoievsky's The I d i o t i n h i s assumption t h a t a l l members 
of the hvunan race deeply care f o r each other. Very o f t e n , 
our f i r s t impression i s of a host of l a t t e r - d a y Romantic 
heroes: a young r e b e l s t r u g g l i n g against the tenets of the 
a d u l t w o r l d i n Jacques ou l a soumission; a s t u p i d l y o p t i m i s t i c 
o l d man i n Les Chaises convinced by h i s own sense of s u p e r i o r i t y 
and c o n s i d e r i n g himself t o have been misunderstood by the r e s t 
of mankind; the contagious 'grande f a t i g u e ' of the 'poete manque' 
p e c u l i a r t o Am^dee, Berenger i n Le Pie ton de I ' a i - r , Alexandre i n 
Jeux de massacre; a d i s t i n c t l a c k of i n t e l l e c t u a l i s m even i n the 
f i g u r e of Berenger i n Le Pie^ton de I ' a i r despite h i s t h e o r i z i n g 
about entropy and an t i - w o r l d s ; a r e s o r t t o a l c o h o l as a means of 
poetic l i b e r a t i o n (Berenger i n Rhinoceros and the "Personnage" 
i n Ce Formidable B o r d e l l ) ; a weakness of m o r a l - f i b r e (jean i n 
La S o i f e t l a f a i m ) ; an impulsive streak i n the toughest of 
w a r r i o r s , as Candor s a i d of Macbett on our f i r s t glimpse of 
him: 
c'est un croyant 
c'est un i n c o r r u p t i b l e 
c'est un n a i f (Macbett, pp,14-15) 
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These "heroes^in-spite-of-themselves' remain fundamentally very 
modest and ordinary; what they evoke i s not concepts but the 
f e e l i n g of the absurdity of existence: 'Le personnage du 
nouveau t h e a t r e sera done a l a f o i s un i n d i v i d u asociable 
e t confessant publiquement - e t p a r f o i s indecemment - ses 
peurs ou ses extases naives e t I'homme q u i v i t en chacun de 
nous. Corame Ramuz, lonesco a t r a v e r s I ' i n d i v i d u e l r e j o i n t 
I ' ^ l e m e n t a i r e - ou 1'archetypal proche parent de I ' u n i v e r s e l ' 
(Paul Vernois, Le Dynamique t h e a t r a l e d'Eugene lonesco, pp.32-33). 
Rronko makes an apology f o r "the dreamer who v i n d i c a t e s the 
r i g h t s of the imagination, the v a l i d i t y of the a r t i s t and the 
v i s i o n a r y " . ^ Protagonists speak less of what they know and 
do than of what they seek. I n the end though, a paradox ensues, 
f o r r e l i a n c e on i n t u i t i o n i s as i l l u s o r y as a b e l i e f i n the 
forces of r a t i o n a l i s m . As f a r as the e l d e r l y couple i n Les 
Chaises i s concerned, an imaginary, i n v i s i b l e audience r e a l l y 
e x i s t s , so t h a t the r e a l audience i n the auditorium i s a l i e n a t e d 
by the events on the stage. I n Tueur sans gages (Theatre &allimard, 
V o l . i i , p.65-66), the hypersensitive being of Act &ie ('J'y croyais 
sans y c r o i r e . Je l e savais sans l e sa v o i r ' ) gathers inner strength 
as the play proceeds, becomes the Ci t y ' s "defender" only t o be 
a n n i h i l a t e d h e l p l e s s l y i n the l a s t a c t . S i m i l a r l y , the defender 
of mankind i n Rhinoceros, the only one t o be t r u l y shocked by 
the events, i s overwhelmed by the f o r c e s of i n d i f f e r e n c e and 
hatred embodied by Edouard. Again and again, the p a t h e t i c a l l y 
6. Leonard Pronko: Eugene lonesco (New York, I965), p.39. 
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bewildered " l i t t l e man", i n remaining honest and t r u e t o 
hims e l f , i s seen t o be simply used as a pawn. Nor i s there 
any h i n t of t r a g i c grandeur; human f a t e i s simply i r r a t i o n a l 
and g r a t u i t o u s and must be accepted as such. Chronic 
d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n and moral f a t i g u e are c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of 
B^renger i n Le Pie ton de I ' a i r and of Jean i n La Soi f e t l a 
fa i m : 'Je ne peiix pas v i v r e que dans I' e s p o i r que 1'extraordinaire 
va n a i t r e ' (Theatre Gallimard, V o l , i v , pp.81-82), seem t o lead 
nowhere. The f r u i t l e s s outcome of a b i d t o acquire n a t i o n a l i t y 
on l i i e p a r t of "Le Premier Homme" seems t o have been predestined: 
Deuxieme Homme: Vous avez un e s p r i t 
aventureux. Vous n'avez pas l e courage 
de vos aventures. Vous vous prenez pour 
un audacieiix, un r i s q u e - t o u t . Vous n'avez 
pas l a p o s s i b i l i t e psychologique d'assumer 
vos aventures. Le matin vous avez peur... 
Premier Homme: A I'aube, o u i , j ' a i peur. 
La n u i t a u s s i , dans mes insomnies 
Je vous avoue, j ' a i t r e s peiir dans ce pays 
dangereux. S i j e n'etgds qu'un t o u r i s t e , 
Les t o u r i s t e s ne r i s q u e n t r i e n , Je n ' a i 
jamais r ^ u s s i a e t r e un v r a i t o u r i s t e . Je 
me suis mis t o u t seul dans l a gueule du 
loup, Dans I ' a n t r e du d i a b l e , Dans l e ventre 
de l a b a l e i n e , Aux portes de I ' e n f e r . Dans 
I ' e n f e r m^me. 
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Deuxieme Homme: C'est a cause de v o t r e 
s o t t i s e . De 1'ignorance que vous avez de 
vous-meme e t de vos p o s s i b i l i t e s . Vous v i v i e z 
dans une oasis, entouree par I ' e n f e r . (L'Homme 
aux v a l i s e s , pp.47-48) 
L i f e has robbed man of h i s f a i t h t h a t he can understand h i s f e l l o w 
men, f o r , l i k e Berenger, the " r o i non-metaphysique", we a l l die 
uxiknown. Dying unknown r e f l e c t s a l a c k of i d e n t i t y accompanying 
everyone through l i f e : 'Au fond, tous ces personnages sont des 
s o l i t a i r e s . ' ^ The o l d man i n Les Chaises speaks f o r a l l when 
he a f f i r m s : 'Je suis o r p h e l i n dans l a v i e ' (Theatre G-allimard 
V o l . i , p.136). 
Even t y r a n t s , or p o t e n t i a l t r a g i c heroes, are l a c k i n g i n 
i n d i v i d u a l i s m and r u l e d by events. Macbett i s l i k e Candor, 
or Glamiss or Banco: 'un example de ce q u ' i l ne f a u t pas f a i r e ' 
(Macbett, p.36). I n being sincere t o t h e i r own natures or 
conversely evading t h e t r u t h , the m a j o r i t y of the p r i n c i p a l 
characters are no l e s s trapped w i t h i n a complex system, t h e i r 
s i t u a t i o n being no d i f f e r e n t from t h a t of the b l i n d f o l l o w e r s 
of "Law and Order" or the advocates of s c i e n t i f i c progress as 
the key t o c i v i l i z a t i o n . A l l we can do i s t r y and laugh l i f e 
o f f , as the "Personnage" does a t the end of Ce Formidable Bor d e l l 
as one b i g metaphysical joke. 
I f we stand back and laugh too, i t r e s u l t s from a balance 
e s t a b l i s h e d between sympathy and detachment, the quintessence of 
7. Faust Bradesco,, 'Indetermination du personnage', i n Les C r i t i q u e s 
de notre temps e t lonesco, e d i t e d by Raymond Laubreaux (Paris 1973), 
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dramatic i r o n y . To take j u s t two examples, we know next t o 
nothing about Choubert and Roi Berenger, y e t they are both 
able t o f o r g e l i n k s between the stage and the audience 
p r e v i o u s l y unknown t o the automata of the a n t i pioooo**'. 
A l i e n a t i o n , sind i n p a r t i c u l a r t h a t k i n d i n s p i r e d by f a r c e , 
only f u n c t i o n s t o a c e r t a i n degree. I n c r e a s i n g l y thrisughout 
h i s dramatic career lonesco has discovered a greater 
complexity w i t h i n characters, a phenomenon which i s t o 
a f f e c t the e n t i r e s t r u c t u r e of h i s plays. 
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Chapter Four 
P L O T 
Une piece de theatre e s t une co n s t r u c t i o n 
c o n s t i t u t e d'une serie d'etats de conscience, 
ou de s i t u a t i o n s , q u i s ' i n t e n s i f i e n t , se 
d e n s i f i e n t , puis se nouent,.soit pour se 
dtnouer, s o i t pour f i n i r dans un i n e x t r i c a b l e 
insoutenable. (Notes e t contre-notes, p.329) 
A f t e r the absence of character d e l i n e a t i o n i n the conventional 
sense, lonesco develops Maeterlinck's i n i t i a t i v e , i n r e j e c t i n g 
what had long been the "sine qua non" of drama, i . e . the 
t r a d i t i o n a l p l o t , as a coating concealing the r e a l a c t i o n of 
a pl a y . Two p r i n c i p a l l i n e s of thought may accoiint f o r t h i s . 
F i r s t l y , as an aforementioned d i s c i p l e of Croce de f a c t o , he 
has always b e l i e v e d i n content and form as c o n s t i t u t i n g an 
inseparable whole. Drawing a p a r a l l e l between a play and a 
work of a r c h i t e c t u r e , he resembles the advocators of " I ' a r t 
pour I ' a r t " ; i t was a f t e r a l l no accident t h a t L a v e l l i once 
spoke of Jeux de massacre as a f r e s c o , (Claude Abastado, 
lonesco, p.190), I n L'Impromptu de I'Alma, the f i g u r e assuming 
the p l a y w r i g h t ' s name, recounts: 'Je ne sais jamais reconter 
mes pieces' (Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i i . p , l 3 ) A play remains 
f o r lonesco fundamentally a three-dimensional w o r l d closed 
i n upon i t s e l f and l i k e a score of music, r e f e r r i n g t o nothing 
beyond i t s own l i m i t s . 
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Secondly though, lonesco had l i k e Pinter, at the beginning 
of h i s career as a dramatist, been thoroughly disillusioned 
by certain aspects of the theatre of the day, not l e a s t by 
the causative n e c e s s i t i e s of plot: •Le theatre n'a jamais 
^te que r e a l i s t e et p o l i c i e r . Toute piece est une enquete 
menee a bonne f i n , I I y a une e'nigme, qui nous est r^velee 
a l a derniere scene* (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i , p , l85). 
To counteract t h i s , a notion of rhythm and a tension 
r e s u l t i n g from two opposing t o n a l i t i e s were introduced, G-one 
i s the s t o r y - t e l l i n g element and i n i t s place a structure 
attempting to promote what Jirtaud had considered to be the 
essence of theatre: 'An immediate gratuitousness provoking 
acts without use or p r o f i t ' . ^ Of even greater i n t e r e s t , i n 
lonesco's case, i s the source of the c o n f l i c t of opposites, 
i . e . the interplay between comedy and tragedy which replaces 
the familiar pattern of plot: 
Le comique, dans mes pieces, n'est souvent 
qu'une etape de l a construction dramatique, 
et meme un moyen de construire l a piece, 
Tragique et farce, prosaisme et poetique, 
realisme e t fantastique, quotidien et i n s o l i t e , 
v o i l a peut-etre l e s principes contradictoires ( i l 
n'y a de theatre que s ' i l y a des antagonismes) 
qui constituent l e s bases d'une construction 
theatrale possible, (Notes et contre-notes, pp,175-6) 
1. The Theory of iiie Modern Stage, edited by E r i c Bentley, 
(Harmondsworth, 1968, reprinted 1976) p.77. 
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One of the most conspicuous ways i n which tension or 
suspense without plot i s sustained can be traced to the 
device of pr o l i f e r a t i o n : 
. . . . l e theatre c'est pour moi I'exposition 
de quelque chose d'assez rare, d'assez etrange, 
d'assez monstrueux. C'est quelque chose de 
t e r r i b l e qui se revele p e t i t a p e t i t a mesure 
que progresse non pas 1 'action, ou alors i l 
faut mettre ce terme d'action entre parentheses, 
mais une serie d'evenements ou d'etats plus ou 
moins complexes. Le theatre e s t une sorte de 
succession d'etats et de situations a l l a n t vers 
une densification de plus en plus grande. (Claude 
Bonnefoy, Entretiens, pp.166-7) 
This corresponds to hi s apocalyptic view of world history ( i h i d . , 
p . l68). I f we consider the f i r s t of the two most frequently 
performed plays to date. La Cantatrice chauve, much of i t s 
undeniable success i s due to i t s negation of plot, considered 
2 
by A l a i n Bosquet i n his study to be the e s s e n t i a l c r i t e r i o n 
i n assessing the ccmic quality of the play, and Mie substitution 
of rhythm as unifying factor. I r o n i c a l l y , such an antithesis 
of the well-made play possesses a r i g i d structure where logic 
2. A l a i n Bosquet, 'Le Theatre de'Eugene lonesco ou l e s 
36 recettes du comique*, C omb at, 15 February 1955* 
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i s stretched to i t s utmost l i m i t s ; i n Notes et contre-notes, (p.254), 
he writes of i t : 'tentatives de fonctionnement a vide de l a 
mecanique theatrale'. 
La Cantatrice chauve i s an attempt to rediscover the hectic 
stage movement of La Puce a I ' o r e i l l e which had for him so 
emphatically evoked a sense of individual i s o l a t i o n and anguish. 
Not before actually witnessing a rehearsal did he become aware 
of the play's abstract progression, consisting of much varied 
movement. The f u l l significance of dramatic structure f i r s t 
became c l e a r to him on writing h i s second play which, l i k e 
La Cantatrioe chauve, adopts a rhythm of progressive exaltation, 
the quintessence of "1'anti-piece". Here a situation i s stretched 
to the utmost thus dispensing with the need for a division into 
scenes; the Maid's entries alone provide breathing space i n an 
otherwise hectic onnish of movement. We o u ^ t to remember, i n 
parenthesis, that an absence of scene changes and ostensibly 
haphazard comings and goings had been very f a m i l i a r to vaudeville 
audiences. lonesco's s k i l l l i e s i n adopting a well-worn pattern, 
be i t the salon comedy i n La Cantatrice chauve or l a t e r i n 
Jacques ou l a soumission the "return of the prodigal son" story 
as a mere pretext for h i s main purpose of parody, A rhythm, 
made up of i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n and r e p i t i t i o n of moods, characterises 
La Le^on, I n h i s analysis, Schechner has recognized a seven«beat 
pattern as constituting a rhythmic leitmotiv and has singled out 
th i s p a r t i c u l a r play as an example of an incremental as opposed to 
a ciolminant work, i n h i s view common to a l l of lonesco's theatre: 
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I n The Lesson, for example, iiie f i n a l 
"scalp dance" between the Professor and 
Pupil would be pointlessly shocking i f i t 
were not for the several analoguous dances 
between them which precede the rape-murder,... 
The e a r l i e r moments do not "prepare" us for 
the ultimate dance; they are early sjnnphonic 
motifs which w i l l f i n a l l y be consummated 
and musically resolved i n the rape-murder. 
The tensions and contradictions so blatant 
at the end are subtly present at the beginning: 
there i s no "development", but here i s 
orchestration: variations on a theme, 
amplification, and then modal resolution, 
Coe has drawn a p a r a l l e l with a Rossini overture i n h i s study 
of Jeux de massacre (lonesco, pp,735-6). 
Acceleration and brevity are not only cha r a c t e r i s t i c of 
those f i r s t "anti-pieces" but feature prominently i n much of 
his dramatic output since. Such an economy of s t y l e , dependent 
on rhythm, represents the medium lonesco can come to terms with 
best. There i s nothing arbitrary about Mie p a r a l l e l s drawn 
between La Le^on, Rhinoceros and Le Nouveau Locataire 
respectively: ' E l l e s ont un theme i n i t i a l , une progression 
simple. Done l a construction e s t simple, c'est l a transposition, 
peut-etre d'une respiration, l a transposition d'un rhythme, d'un 
mouvement' (claude Bonnefoy, Entretiens, p . l O l ) , I n other words, 
here we have lonesco's interpretation of "classicisme". Compared 
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to La Le^on, Rhinoceros possesses a story-line, but this remains 
subordinate to the mechanism of proliferation: 'Pour La Ley on je 
voulais i n s c r i r e une coiirbe ascendante, p a r t i r doucement pour 
a r r i v e r a 1'exaltation du professeur, puis a une chute brutale. 
Le Rhinoceros, c ' e t a i t l a construction d'tm r e c i t transposee 
sceniquement; mais aussi une progression dramatique, une 
pro l i f e r a t i o n ; un piege qui se resserre sur quelqu'un' ( i b i d . , 
p.102). 
Remorselessly re p e t i t i v e processes are triggered off on the 
one hand by the ringing of the front door b e l l and on the other, 
by Mme Boeuf's jumping down to ground floor l e v e l to j o i n her 
husband turned pachyderm. Whether i t be an arithmetic lesson as 
i n La Legon, the entry of a guest to be provided with a chair 
(an event that takes place no l e s s than t h i r t y - f i v e times making 
for a frenzied performance) as i n Les Chaises, the carrying of 
teacups as i n Victimes du devoir, eating and drinking as i n La 
Soif et l a faim or j u s t drinking as i n Ce Formidable Bordelt, the 
spread of an epidemic (Rhinoceros and Jeux de massacre)or 
g u i l l o t i n i n g en masse i n Macbett, the same rhythm derived from the 
snowball e f f e c t of t r a d i t i o n a l farce creates suspense and prevails 
as the determining factor of structure, A clockwork mechanism 
also predominates i n Le Roi se meurt, o r i g i n a l l y e n t i t l e d La 
Ceremonie; i n opening at a moment of imminent c r i s i s , i t 
resembles a c l a s s i c a l tragedy and then follows a swift, downward 
curve, gradually wasting away. The situation i n the longer 
play Ajaedie ou comment s'en debarrasser however i s i n a sense a 
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r e v e r s a l of that i n the shorter play. I n the f i r s t act, a 
mood of suspense i s evoked i n which the corpse whilst lying 
i n the adjoining bedroom remains i n v i s i b l e to the audience. 
Despite the "who-done-it" atmosphere and the subsequent 
revelation of the corpse's probable identity, the corpse 
i n i t s e l f i s used as a c a t a l y s t to the main action, i n the 
same way as the search for Mallot per se i n Victimes du 
devoir. I f , as Abastado has acknowledged, vfe must await 
the l a s t act to receive c l a r i f i c a t i o n of the play's t i t l e , 
the search for a s a t i s f a c t o r y ending, quite the reverse of 
Les Chaises, was to prove a major obstacle: 
Dans l a logique et l a ve'rite des 
personnages, tout aurait du continuer 
de grandir bien q u ' i l ne l e puisse plus 
par manque de place, Les personnages 
auraient du r e s t e r l a alors qu'ils ne l e 
pouvaient plus, I I f a l l a i t absolument ne 
pas trouver de solution, alors q u ' i l e t a i t 
absolument indispensable d'en trouver une, 
E t c'est dans cette contradiction que l a 
piece aurait du se poursuivre, de plus en 
plus etouffante (Claude Abastado, lonesco, 
p.109). 
We are faced with an impossible, s t i f l i n g situation i n 
keeping with the whole s p i r i t of the theatre of contradiction 
and paroxysm. Commentators have been quick to dismiss the l a s t 
act as escape drama vdth i t s laughable deus ex machina b e f i t t i n g 
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a meiodrama. Whilst undeniably Amed^e ou comment s*en debarrasser 
includes much incoherent and superfluous material ( i n an 
interview, the playwright himself admitted i t had been altogether 
fun to make), i t would be short-sighted to forget the almost 
insurmountable technical problems a r i s i n g from the use of an 
extremely forceful symbol. So perplexing was the issue that 
two versions of ending the play were envisaged. 
The f i n a l act or scene has proved to be a d i f f i c u l t hurdle 
i n much of lonesco's theatre. This i s hovrever partly to be 
expected i n the aforementioned plays which, notwithstanding a 
few exceptions l i k e Rhinoceros, disregard l i n e a r development 
and show harsh contempt towards the u n i t i e s of time and place. 
Scenes fourteen and f i f t e e n of Ce Formidable Bordell or the 
following example from the beginning of L'Komme aux v a l i s e s 
are symptomatic of lonesco's object of derision: 
Le Peintre: "Nous sommes en 1938, vous 
vous imaginez, c'est encore l a revolution, 
Le grand souffle de 1789 passe encore a 
travers l e s gens Heur^usement que nous 
sommes en 1938 et 19W- n'est pas encore 
arrive," Premier Homme: "Regardez-les ces 
Frangais de 1940-42 comme i l s sont petits 
et comme i l s sont vaincusl Ces Frangais de 
42 " Le Peintre: "Nous sommes en 1938, 
un Paris vivant, Ou 42, ou 50," (L'Homme 
aux v a l i s e s , p,10) 
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With the incessant s t r i k i n g of the clock i n La Cantatrice 
chauve and the anticipation of mushrooms' growth i n the early 
stages of Madeleine's and Amedee's relationship, a l l chronology 
becomes blurred. The p r i n c i p a l comic method of mingling allegory 
and r e a l i t y i s developed i n Tueur sans gages, Le Roi se meurt 
and Jeux de massacre respectively, Edouard t o t a l l y ignores 
any passage of time since leaving Berenger's f l a t . No l e s s 
than f i v e references are made to the movements of a clock i n 
the remorseless ceremony i n Le Roi se meurt, i n an attempt to 
fuse actual time with the timing of the events on the stage. 
Robert Postec's production i n Brussels allowed for an i n t e r v a l 
at the point where the king says: 'et s i je d^cidais de ne pas 
vouloir, s i j e decidais de ne pas me decider' (Theatre G-allimard 
Yol . i v , p,57) to emphasise two different rhythms present i n the 
play. But i f we consider lonesco's predilection for brevity, 
and h i s symmetrical s k i l l (e,g. Tueur sans gages and Rhinoceros 
are approximately of the same length), then we ought to advocate 
a performance without interruption, l i k e Jeux de massacre, l a s t i n g 
one hour for t y minutes. I n the frenzy which i s Jeux de massacre, 
a tragic farce i n i t s own r i g h t , chronological absence i s taken 
to new l i m i t s : •.,.comme s i , tout simplement, l a condition mortelle 
des hommes subis s a i t une acceleration tout a f a i t f o l l e . 
Repetition veut dire immobility, Imprevisible, incomprehensible, 
i n g u l r i s s a b l e , l e monde est fige dans sa glace',^ 
3. Robert Abirached: 'La Mort mise en scene - lonesco et 
Genet', NRP,November 1970, 
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Allegory determines the dramatic structure as i t did i n Tueur 
sans gages. Apparent anarchy i s i n keeping with the death theme: 
'cette "anarchie" apparente de composition se j u s t i f i e pleinement 
puisque l a Mort frappe par surprise, n'importe qui, n'importe ou, 
n'importe quand....' (Paul Vernois, La Dynamique theatrale d'Eugene 
lonesco, p.213). 
Time, as well as place, resembles a c i r c l e leading nowhere. 
The aforementioned i l l u s t r a t i o n from Jeux de massacre points to 
a profound paradox of t h i s e s s e n t i a l l y s t a t i c drama; s t a t i c i n i t s 
t o t a l lack of chronological development and anything approaching a 
denouement. Both f r a n t i c movement and immobility achieve similar 
e f f e c t s . Audiences are conscious of plays beginning at any one 
point and ending j u s t as abruptly. Kahler has referred to lonesco's 
plays as being situated i n an immobile present, and l i k e that presence, 
lapped i n darkness. What we often r e t a i n i s a certain image or 
serie s of images with l i t t l e or no sense of progression. Much of 
lonesco's theatre can be qualified as " t h e a t r i c a l " i n the manner 
i n which E r i c Bentley interpreted En Attendant Codot; a useful 
d i s t i n c t i o n i n th i s respect has been drawn by Hugh Dickinson: 
'To me t h e a t r i c a l i s anything which achieves i t s desired 
e f f e c t through performance; "dramatic" involves consequential 
action, that i s s i g n i f i c a n t change directed to some aim or end' 
(Eugene lonesco.'The E x i s t e n t i a l Oedipus', i n lonesco, edited by 
Rosette C, Lament, p.104). 
Thus the concept of c i r c u l a r i t y or what Doubrovsky has ca l l e d 
the phenomenon of "eternal return", which assumes various forms. 
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acquires significance. Stumbling-blocks i n the drafting of the 
end to La Cantatrice chauve resulted from the play's i s o l a t i o n 
from any concept of time and an impression of "perpetuum mobile" 
transmitted by the absurd nature of the subject-matter. I n Notes 
et contre-notes an account i s given of iiie two complicated and 
controversial versions, before the present ending was ultimately 
adopted. Every action i s orientated towards the close in Les 
Chaises i n which the couple's double suicide i s of secondary 
importance to their frenzied performance and the chairs 
themselves; i n effect a s t r i k i n g example of Bentley's i n t e r -
pretation of " t h e a t r i c a l " . The ending to Les Chaises was, after 
a l l , envisaged before anything else. But the dramatist's s k i l l 
here l i e s i n h i s exploiting the comic principle of the denial 
of the expectation of climax. To an audience accustomed for 
most of the play to bearing witness to i n t e l l i g i b l e dialogue 
between i n v i s i b l e guests, the entrance of the orator and what i s 
more axi individual of f l e s h and blood, makes a powerful t h e a t r i c a l 
impact. The playwight however i s not content with one deflationary 
punch. A secondary i r o n i c twist occiirs when the spectators, no 
sooner having adjusted to the changed situation must come to 
terms with a deaf and dumb "orateur". Abrupt disorientation 
takes place at the end of Le Maltre and Jeune F i l l e a marier, 
i f not so vehemently. Before the curtain f a l l s i n Les Chaises 
though, a long pause of silence ensues so that the l a s t scene 
may remain v i v i d l y i n our minds. Psychological, i f not actual 
physical encirclonent and claustrophobia, r e f l e c t lonesco's 
anathema towards totalitarianism, and much of his work can be 
considered i n the l i ^ t of a struggle opposed to such sensations. 
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At times, there i s j u s t a hint of c i r c u l a r i t y , as when Amedee 
the sceptic asks Madeleine: ' S i on s'en debgtrrasse, crois-tu 
que c e l a s o i t tellement u t i l e ? I I se peut q u ' i l vienne un 
autre i n v i t ^ , l a meme histore recommencera....'(Theatre 
G-allimard, V o l . i , p,295). Interchangeable, i , e . i d e n t i c a l 
scenes i n La Cantatrice chauve (scenes i v and v i , v i i and x i 
and v i i i and x respe c t i v e l y ) , Le Pieton de I ' a i r (pp.129-131 
and pp.186-188) and Macbett (pp.19-21 and pp.21-23, pp.9-12 and 
pp.67-71, as w e l l as pp.41-43 and pp.44-47) confirm Amedee's 
fears of rep e t i t i o n . Simultaneous scenes (jeux de massacre -
PP»53-59 and pp,60-64) perform the same function. But i f 
Am^dde ou comment s'en deljarrasser turns out to be inconclusive, 
Le Pieton de I ' a i r i s no l e s s open-ended; despite Berenger's 
f l i g h t and experiences of the apocalypse, everything on hi s 
return has been l e f t unchanged. Elsewhere, as i n Victimes 
du devoir and La Soif et l a faim, characters are condemned 
to Sisyphean tasks. I n contrast, Le Nouveau Locataire and 
Ce Formidable Bordell show us characters being l i t e r a l l y 
buried a l i v e . Perhaps the most memorable i l l u s t r a t i o n s of 
encirclement are to be found at the close of Rhinoceros, 
Jeux de massacre and Macbett respectively. A note of ^ b i t t e r 
irony at the end of the l a s t two i n p a r t i c u l a r : the l a s t 
l i n e of Jeux de massacre reads: 'Nous sonmes p r i s au piege 
comme des r a t s ' ( p . I l l ) w h ilst the f i r e rages and there i s no 
suggestion of a r i s i n g phoenix; at the end of Macbett, i n a 
play where the two warriors, Macbett and Banco, have been 
spending much of their time looking around for each other, 
Macol's accession to the throne suggests a cruel mockery of 
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Shakespearean ca t h a r s i s . 
C i r c u l a r plots are closely 
and v e r t i c a l planes i n many play 
dichotomy: 
combined with horizontal 
s i . e . an eros-thanatos 
Le dessin d'une pi^ce jn'est done pas -
ou n'est plus - de mener a son terme une 
i 
h i s t o i r e , mais de rendre intuitivement 
I 
perceptibles par une figuration symbclique 
I 
e t ordonn^e, l e s arche/'types oniriques 
communs a I'auteur et|aux spectateurs,,.. 
La representation t h 4 a t r a l e n'est alors 
que 1'expression, a l a f o i s multiple e t une, 
des ^lans impetueux d'un vouloir v i v r e , toujours 
renaissant et toujours de^u que I'auteur a 
d^couvert dans ses reves e t dont i l veut 
I I 
donner une conscience iqueisi physique au 
spectateur (Paul Vernpis, La Dynamique theatrale 
I 
d'Eugene lonesco, p .54-)» 
This was already manifest i n Victimes du devoir where the common-
or-garden t h r i l l e r plot, the pursuit of Mallot as the one supposedly 
I 
major intrigue begging solution; was replaced by an incoherent 
i 
structure composed of haphazard| sequences. But t h i s "natural" 
structure: 'cette absence de construction qui e s t une 
construction' (Notes e t contre-notes, p.129), was precisely what 
the playwright had been seeking| af t e r the aforementioned paradox of 
La Cantatrice chauve, i . e . an extremely l o g i c a l construction: 
Cette oeuvre n'a r i e n d'onirique. Les 
associations d'images, l e s mouvements 
du reve sont tout a f a i t differents. 
Dans l e s reves, i l n'y a pas de 
progression rigoureuse. On passe d'line 
image, l e s associations se font librement. 
E l l e s sont plus desordonnees apparemment; 
en r e a l i t e e l l e s doivent suivre un certain 
mouvement de I'ame, de I'etre d'une fa^on 
tres naturelle (Claude Bonnefoy, Entretiens, 
P.129) 
At the same time, ever since the iconoclasm of those early 
plays he has striven to reduce dramatic dialogue to a minimum. 
I n retrospect, the l a s t "act" of Tueur sans gages where Berenger 
appears face to face with the K i l l e r , has f a i l e d i n lonesco's 
view to become that supreme t h e a t r i c a l experience, despite 
widespread recognition of the uncanny tension i t evokes. I t does 
not represent l i t e r a t i i r e as close as possible to the experience 
of dreaming. S i m i l a r l y , on account of an over-emphasis on 
language i n scenes IV - V I I of Ce Formidable Bordell respectively, 
the stage events no longer accurately mirror the playwright's 
intentions. Interpolations on stage theory, a frequent occiirrence, 
are no l e s s a r t i f i c i a l : 'Je dis, que lorsque j ' e c r i s , j'essaye 
d'empecher l a pens^e discursive ou l a conscience diurne 
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d'intervenir, que je l a i s s e surgir l e s images autant que 
possible: c e l a n'est jamais tout a f a i t purJ' ( i b i d . , p.83) 
Of i n t e r e s t i n t h i s respect i s the space devoted to "images" and 
memories i n the play Tueur sans gages whilst the "nouvelle" 
bearing the same t i t l e , though likewise a transcription of a 
dream, ret a i n s a marked si m p l i c i t y and straightforwardness. 
More and more, i n the longer plays, there i s a p r o c l i v i t y to 
abstraction. I n Victimes du devoir, Le Roi se meurt, Le Pieton 
de I ' a i r , La Soif et l a faim and L'Homme aux v a l i s e s an 
a l l e g o r i c a l journey consisting of several disunited episodes, 
marking the evanescence of a persona or the search for true 
ide n t i t y , forms the cornerstone of the play's structure. Much 
of t h i s has ajid w i l l not cease to r a i s e controversy as to what 
extent the enigma of one individual's psyche, employed as a means 
of creating and sustaining tension i n each of the plays' situations, 
remains dramatically e f f e c t i v e , i n contrast to the alternative 
"plot" we have already noted. Long-drawn-out passages undoubtedly 
do occur, i n particular i n Act I I of Am^d^e ou comment s'en 
debarrasser and the f i r s t two episodes of La Soif et l a faim 
inspired o r i g i n a l l y by Claudel's Soulier de sat i n . These should 
however not make us oblivious of the complex challenge at hand: 
a recourse to objectiv i t y i n ar t a r i s i n g from the conviction that 
universal significance can be read into one individual's thoughts, 
passions and feeling (a discovery made on the occasion of the 
public's acknowledgement of La Cantatrice chauve). We are as 
swiftly j o l t e d out of our common-sense perception o f ' r e a l i t y by 
the contradictions inherent i n the structure of l a t e r plays; t h i s 
i n turn originates i n the opposition of feelings within and not 
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between individuals. Hence the externalisation of c o n f l i c t 
w i t h i n one character i n Victimes du devoir where the whole 
structure intermingles past and wouid-be present, i n Le Roi 
se meurt where the thoughts and feelings of Queen Marguerite 
and Queen Marie r e f l e c t the action taking place within Roi 
Berenger's head (Cf. Dubillard's Maison d'Os) and i n Le 
Piston de I ' a i r , a mixture of f a i r y - t a l e , nightmare and 
"saugrenu" reminiscent of the productions of the early 1950's. 
The enchantment of a dream episode i s invariably succeeded by 
a sense of anguish. As f o r the sequence of the various moods 
or "correspondences" i t i s as sign i f i c a n t as that occurring 
i n a normal state of subconsciousness; thus a rapid switch 
at the beginning of L'Homme aux valises from an apparent journey 
i n no man's land (scene l ) to b r i e f encounters w i t h various 
family members recalled suddenly from the past (scenes I I - v) 
to the " r e a l i t y " of the protagonist's search f o r concrete 
information. Not u n t i l page twenty-four does the audience 
receive a true source of orientation, l i n k i n g "Le Premier 
Homme" to a host of his antecedents: 'Je vois un grand trou' 
(L'Homme aux valises, p,24) 
Moreover, a measvire of the significaince attached to the 
dramatic potential of the disordered association of dreams 
can be found i n the aJialogy lonesco draws between his most 
recent play and preceding works: 
Un renouveau qui est peut-etre 
un retour vers Victimes du devoir 
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et mes premieres pieces dans L'Homme 
aux v a l i s e s l a construction est complexe, 
E l l e precede par retours en ar r i e r e , images 
e'clatees.. .Cette piece est fadte d'une serie 
de reves emboit^s l e s uns dans l e s autres et 
1'unite est donnee par l e personnage, toujours 
present sur scene, a l a f o i s temoin et acteur 
de ce qui se passe, mais aussi de ce qu ' i l 
fantasme. Egalement l e personnage est toujours 
present parce que dans m. reve on est toujours 
au milieu de ses fantasmes, de ses images et> 
parce que son aventure, s i onirique qu'elle 
paraisse, est d'abord une quete de s o i . 
(Eugene lonesco, Entre l a Vie et l e reve, p . l 7 l ) . 
So whether he resumes the pattern of complexity adopted i n 
Victimes du devoir or the rhythm of proliferation of his f i r s t 
plays, lonesco has permanently rejected conventional canons of 
plot based on almost sacrosanct laws of cause and ef f e c t . 
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Chapter Five 
USE OF LANGUAGE FOR COMIC EFFECTS 
I n t r a d i t i o n a l bourgeois theatre, as we have suggested, 
plot conveyed a note of c l a r i t y and assursince to the audience, 
leaving each spectator with a certain sense of superiority 
vis-a-vis the events on the stage. The same i s no less true 
of the role of language. We may point to Anouilh and 
G-iraudoux whose plays are readily i d e n t i f i a b l e depictions of 
bourgeois morality. Sartre and Camus, i n t h e i r t h e a t r i c a l 
output attempted to come to terms with the i r r a t i o n a l i t y of 
existence by making use of what appeared to them to be the 
only available vehicle, the language of r a t i o n a l logic. 
Breton and his disciples, on the other hand, had been eager 
to show tha t logic and common sense, and a l l t hat had been 
conventionally bracketed as "good l i t e r a t u r e " , mirrored but 
a f r a c t i o n of r e a l i t y . I n Nadja, r a t i o n a l logic had been 
qua l i f i e d as 'la plus haassable des prisons*.^ Although 
enough evidence can be foiind to support lonesco's theoretical 
acceptance of t h i s proposition, i t has never proved feasible 
i n putting pen to paper f o r the purposes of dramatic production -
hence the t o t a l f a i l u r e of Artaud's Les Cenci compared to the 
success of post-war playwrights. Not u n t i l the works of Beckett 
and lonesco d i d a revolution take place on the stage i t s e l f , 
when ;the spoken word i n i t s habitual form was t o come under f i r e . 
1. Andre Breton, Nadja, Paris, 1928, reprinted i n I965), p.135. 
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What disconcerted those f i r s t audiences of La Cantatrice 
chauve so much was a remorseless pattern of an t i - l o g i c . The 
zany nature of the dialogue i n the Martins' recognition scene 
and the subsequent information supplied hy the Maid t o t a l l y 
destroy the couple's hope of l o g i c a l deduction from the facts 
known to them. Senseless words take charge of parloiir game 
players who are emotionally and i n t e l l e c t u a l l y dead. The 
hresikdown of r a t i o n a l i t y may often be att r i b u t e d to a s p i r i t 
of irony and contradiction. I n t h i s respect, we should c a l l 
to mind M. Smith's description of Bobby T/atson's physical 
appearance (Th6Stre Gallimard, Vol.1, pp.22-23) or the 
teacher's ludicrous assumption i n La Legon that the difference 
between various languages can be explained i n terms of the i r 
s t r i k i n g s i m i l a r i t y , or the patron's t r i t e a l l i t e r a t i v e piece 
i n Tueur sans gages; 'J'ai un pSt^ de lap i n ^patant, c'est du 
pur pore' (Th6^tre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p.94). Occasionally, he 
goes beyond t h i s s p i r i t of anti-thesis and introduces a Surrealist 
proverb: 'On ne f a i t pas b r i l l e r ses lunettes avec du cirage 
noir' (Th^^ltre G-allimard, V o l . i , p.43) or a non-sequitur: 'Je 
te donnerai les pantoufles de ma belle-m^re s i tu me donnes l e 
cercueil de ton mari' (Hhittre &allimard, V o l . i i , p.94)» Another 
device to e l i c i t laughter i s the so-called experimental fable, 
such as Le Chien et l e boeuf i n La Cantatrice chauve which i s 
made to sound l i k e a plausible La Fontaine fable but then, i n 
i t s u t t e r lack of meaning, leaves the spectator i n a state of 
limbo: 'Quelle est l a morale? C'est a vous de l a trouver' (Theatre 
G-allimard, V o l . i , p.43)» Paradoxically, the nonsense t a l k 
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"succeeds" as a resul t of i t s own b u i l t - i n l o g i c ; refutation 
of what seems abundantly clear arises when logic i s extended 
as f a r as possible. As M. Lecuyer has observed i n his 
comprehensive l i n g u i s t i c study lonesco ou l a precedence du 
2 
verbe significanee,frequently precedes s i g n i f i c a t i o n . This 
gives r i s e to a number of aJiomalies i n the shape of permut-
ations i n Jacques ou l a soumission when Mere Jacques talks 
to her son: 'Ahl f i l s i n grat, tu ne te rappelles meme pas 
quand je te tenais sur mes genoux, et t'arrachais tes petites 
dents mignonnes, et les ongles de tes o r t e i l s pour te f a i r e 
gueuler comme un p e t i t veau adorable' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol. 
i> P»94)« Furthermore, accidents of language such as "egloge" 
and "mononstre" culminating i n the all-embracing "chat" correspond 
to the physical monsters the spectators actually see on the stage. 
I n Am^d^e ou comment s'en debarrasser, the present tense i s employed 
i n r e l a t i o n to a corpse. "Le bon sens" and any ra t i o n a l i z a t i o n of 
a problem, suggesting i t to be the key to i t s solution, receive a 
severe attack i n these plays. Mock arguments as to the d i s t i n c t i o n 
between African and Asian rhinos i n Rhinoceros and the controversy 
over the to r t o i s e and the sna i l i n Delire a devix (Theatre Gallimard 
V o l . i i i , p.202) are amongst marry parodies of lo g i c . I n his 
predilection f o r syllogisms, lonesco reminds us of Lewis Carroll: 
Un medecin consciencieux doit mourir 
avec l e malade s ' i l s ne peuvent pas 
guerir ensemble (Theatre &allimard, vol.i,p.21) 
2. This essay appears i n Cahiers Renaud-Barrault No.53, February, I966, 
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Les personnes polies meurent en 
s'excusant (jeux de massacre, p.83) 
Le Logicien au Vieux Monsieur: "Autre 
syllogisme: tous les chats sont mortels, 
Socrate est mortel. Done Socrate est un 
chat (Th^^tre &alliniard, V o l . i i i , p.25) 
This c h i l d l i k e naivete, as we shall examine l a t e r , can assume 
foreboding dimensions i n a s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l context where speakers 
suddenly f i n d iiiemselves i n the dangerous position of disproving 
nothing. Numerous dialogues, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the early plays, can 
be judged as i n d i r e c t confirmation of the Logician's remarks i n 
Rhinoceros about the absence of l i m i t s to the phenomenon of l o g i c . 
This comic device of purely verbal logic has also been amply 
exploited i n the comedian's lines i n A Resounding Tinkle as w e l l 
as some exchanges i n One Way Pendulum, both very close to lonesco 
i n mood. The author's words at the end of A Resounding Tinkle 
wMah summarise what lonesco, Beckett and other modern playwrights 
have been seeking to evoke i n various plays: 'The retreat from 
reason means precious l i t t l e to anyone who has never caught up 
with reason i n the f i r s t place. I t takes a trained mind to 
r e l i s h a non-sequitur' 
I n the whole debate between r a t i o n a l language and manifest 
evocations of the subconscious, we are treading on soft ground: 
3. N.P. Simpson, A Resounding Tinkle, (London, 1973)f p.74. 
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I t could be argued that a l l i r r a t i o n a l 
l i t e r a t u r e i s subversive, and that therefore 
a l l such l i t e r a t u r e i s important i n creating 
a climate appropriate to revolutionary social 
change. But i t could also be argued that a l l 
t r u e humaXL progress has been based on the 
c r i t i c a l use of reason; that no doctrines 
were more i r r a t i o n a l than those of Hitlerism; 
and that therefore any l i t e r a t u r e which exalts 
the i r r a t i o n a l at the expense of the r a t i o n a l 
i s fundamentally hostile to progress and thus, 
i n the long run, reactionary. lonesco uses 
the f i r s t of these arguments to j u s t i f y 
himself, and i t was also the argument I adopted 
i n t h i s essay; but his c r i t i c s who use the 
second argument have a strong case i n t h e i r 
favour. 
Notwithstanding such deliberations, meaninglessness i n 
La Cantatrice chauve prevails on a scale hitherto unknown to 
the post-war stage. Language, instead of acting as a cateilyst 
to psychological analysis and assuming a purely representational 
r o l e , has become an end i n i t s e l f . Not only does -the whole 
paraphernalia of existence p r o l i f e r a t e before the audience, but 
so do words. As Vannier implies i n his essay, we have now 
transcended i l l o g i c a l i t y f o r i t s own sake: 
2f. Richard Coe, 'Utopia and A f t e r ' , i n lonesco,edited by Rosette 
C. Lament, p.153* 
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fl.es qu'on refuse d'adopter l e mouvement d'une 
pense'e qui se cherche \ travers ses mots, 
ceux-ci deviennent des corps etrangers ou 
derisoires, et on oppose a un langage qui 
ne v i v a i t que par son intention signifiante, 
une rhetorique sclerosie qui n'est que sa 
caricature. I I s u f f i t pour cela de transformer 
ce langage en chose, absurde comme I'est 
toute chose des qu'on l a considere en dehors 
de son contexte humain.^ 
I n Notes et contre-notes, words are described as f a l l i n g 
l i k e stones. The p r o l i f e r a t i o n of language, more precisely of 
platitudes, characterises the hollowness and d u l l homogeneity 
of an alienated society to no less an extent than eggs and 
teacups. E. Melcher has provided the following d e f i n i t i o n of 
a cliche: '...the f a m i l i a r commonplace formula on which people 
can r e l y because i t gives a reassuring i l l u s i o n not only of 
meaningful thought but also of permanence. Like a l l r i t u a l , 
i t i s essentially a way of t r y i n g to explain and control the 
6 
unknown.' 
I n reproducing the axiomatic phrases of "La Me'thode 
Assimil" i n La Cantatrice Chauve to such a concentrated l e v e l , 
lonesco has shown how people can f i n d a thousand ways of saying 
5» Smjfi.Vannier, 'Le Langage et l a terreur', i n Les Critiques 
de notre temps et lonesco, p,59« 
6, li l i L l h Melcher, 'The Use of Words i n Contemporary French Theater', 
Modern Language Notes 77> 1972, 
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what amounts t o nothing - speech i s not controlled here 
p a r t l y by the w i l l and pa r t l y by the nervous system as i n 
r e a l l i f e , but by the l a t t e r source alone. This play has 
always been q u a l i f i e d by i t s creator as 'la tragedie du langage' 
(Notes et contre-notes, p.247)« Normal verbal interchange i s 
impeded here and much of what i s heard can be traced to what 
Heidegger has called 'la parlerie quotidienne' (Claude Abastado, 
lonesco, p.l90). Within the context of comic t h e a t r i c a l 
language, lonesco's success i n w r i t i n g t h i s play i s i n large 
measure due to his mastering the following problem: 'somehow 
the.phrase whose very essence i s meaningless significance 
should become si g n i f i c a n t without thereby becoming meaningful' 
(Richard Coe, lonesco, p.66). Pinter achieves a similar 
e f f e c t i n his trans^cription of incoherent everyday speech; 
para l l e l s might be drawn between lonesco's concierges and 
Rose i n The Room, or between p e t i t bourgeois t a l k and the 
down-to-earth-expressions uttered by Ben and &us i n The Dumb 
Waiter. Even i f lonesco's l a t e r plays appear on the surface 
to be more a r t i c u l a t e , the small t a l k persists. The mouthpiece 
of the " p e t i t e bourgeoise", f o r Vernois, i s to be traced to the 
figure of the concierge: 
La concierge par son langage se f a i t 
I'^cho multiple et renforce de l a vacuite 
de tout discours. E l l e s'exprime de maniere 
confuse, parataxique: e l l e accumule les 
associations d'id^es, les truismes, saute 
du coq V I'^iJie au gre de ses mouvements 
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egoistes ou d'e'lans de sa p i t i e f a c i l e . 
E l l e se complaxt en monologues au style 
debrid^, relache, incoherent. Sa 
spontaneite est conditionnee par 1'habitude 
et detenninee par des redactions imme'diates 
a une situ a t i o n toujours mouvante. 
(La Dynamiquetheatrale d'Eugene lonesco, 
p.250). 
Logorrhea "attacks" at the beginning of act two of Tueur 
sans gages and during much of Le Nouveau Locataire serve to 
confirm Vernois's thesis. Wherever a concierge makes an 
appearance, an unbalanced dialogue i n the t r a d i t i o n of true 
farce ensues. Her cliche-ridden v u l g a r i t y i s infectious. 
She stands f o r humanity a l l too prone to conceal i t s e l f 
behind a battery of "idees revues", too scared to come to terms 
with the fearfulness of real l i f e . Hidebound societies are very 
much i n evidence i n many plays. Apart from the concierges' 
patter, numerous remarks uttered by various crowds i n the 
opening scenes to Rhinoceros, Le Pieton de I ' a i r and Jeux 
de massacre respectively are cha r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y d u l l and stupid. 
The mad parlour game of La Cantatrice chauve i s allowed to 
continue elsewhere: t a l k i n g without thinking i n Les Chaises; 
'Bois ton t h ^ , slmiramis' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.1, p.l39). 
when there i s no tea to be had; r e p e t i t i o n ad nauseam i n the same 
play ( ' i l viendra', i b i d , p.173); vacuous remarks echoing Flaubert's 
"idees revues" i n Delire \ deux aJid La Jeune f i l l e a marier; a 
readiness to make generalizations i n Le Tableau ( l e gros Monsieur) 
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and La Jeune f i l l e a marier, and thus, on the part of the 
playwright, a means of undermining characters who i n f a i l i n g 
to express genuine thought v i r t u a l l y say nothing. Dialogue 
hardly ever advances the action, since simultaneity, 
r e i t e r a t i o n and a frequent chain of disconnected thoughts 
make up most of what i s said. When a w i l d beast gallops 
past the onlookers i n Rhinoceros, the event sets off 
commentary which i n many ways i s only too true to re a l l i f e , 
yet the irony l i e s i n the audience's expecting much more 
response to what has taken place. When no natural reaction 
i s forthcoming, a recurrence to nonsense language and 
highly a r t i f i c i a l excheinges becomes inevitable, as i n the 
"grammar lesson" i n the market-place i n Jeux de massacre; 
(pp.7-21). 
Troisieme homme, au quatrieme: I I n'y 
a pas d'avenir. 
Troisieme femme a la. quatrieme: Rien n'est 
a venir. Tout est a prevenir. 
Quatrieme femme a l a troisieme: Mieux vaut 
prevenir que gu ^ r i r . 
Quatrieme homme, au troisieme: Rien n'est 
vraiment preVisible. 
Troisieme femme a l a quatrieme: Rien n'est 
vraiment guerissable. 
Troisieme homme, au quatrierae: Pas meme l e 
previsible. 
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Quatrieme femme a l a troisieme: pas meme 
l e curable. 
Quatrieme homme au troisieme; Surtout pas l e 
previsible ne peut etre prevu. 
Troisieme femme: C'est surtout l e curable 
qui ne peut etre gueri. C'est du poison, 
( i b i d . , p.14) 
The accumulations of invective exchanged betv/een G-lamis and 
Condor i n Macbett i s i n no way distant from the mood of petty-
quarrelling and abuse prevalent i n lonesco's theatre. For most 
of the time, i t hardly matters who says what, f o r individual 
words and phrases carry l i t t l e weight and so, l i k e people and 
objects, they have become interchangeable. 
-Bonds can be established between logicians' quack philosophies 
and cliches on the one hand, and the most adverse kind of p o l i t i c a l 
ideology on the other. lonesco i s a f t e r a l l the c h i l d of an age 
i n which p o l i t i c s and the language of the mass media feed on 
platitudes f o r t h e i r very "raison d'etre". His plays, by dint of 
r i d i c u l e , constitute a vehement attack on those whose business i t 
i s to d i s t o r t genuine thought as a means of j u s t i f y i n g a l l manner 
of violence and oppression. Consistently victimised by language, 
mankind i s at the same time highly vulnerable to p o l i t i c a l 
manipulation. lonesco's c r i t i q u e i n t h i s respect found a s t a r t i n g -
point i n the s i n i s t e r humour of La Le^on. Formulae and tables 
reeled o f f by the teacher reduce l i n g u i s t i c and mathematical 
knowledge to the l e v e l of gibberish; p o l i t e exchanges t h i n l y mask 
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the i n s t i n c t u a l r e a l i t i e s l a t e n t i n a sub»text: 
Le Professeur: Sept et un? 
L'Eleve: Huit quater. Et parfois neuf. 
Le Professeur: Magnifique. Vous etes 
magnifique. Vous etes exquise. Je vous 
f e l i c i t e chaleureusement. Mademoiselle. 
Ce n'est pas l a peine de continuer. Pour 
1'addition, vous §tes magistrale. Voyons 
l a subtraction. Dites-moi seulement, s i 
vous n'etes pas epuisee, combien font 
quatre raoins trois? (Theatre &allimard, 
V o l . i , p.67). 
I n t h i s parody of the teaching process, nonsensical language 
assumes complete control of the situation, to the point of s t i f f i i n g 
a l l natural l i f e . What remains paramount i s the system: 
'I'arithm^tique m^ ne a l a philologie, et l a philologie mene au 
crime' ( i b i d . , p . 9 l ) . From the arithmetic lesson onwards, the 
dialogue serves simply to punctuate feelings of aggression and 
submissiveness. The pupil i s l i t e r a l l y murdered by words, i . e . 
i n t h i s context vocal forms of gesture; Abastado has written a 
propos t h i s play of 'le cours tout prepare' (lonesco, p.70) 
Marie alone triumphs f o r she does not l e t herself be confused by 
the meaning of words. Meaninglessness and paranoia are strongly 
evoked i n Jacques ou l a soumission, where a family sets r i g i d 
conditions of obedience t o a particular order by resorting to a 
r i t u a l recognition composed of absurd formulae. 
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I f the r i t u a l aspect of language i s abandoned as from 
the Berenger cycle of plays, i n what have generally come 
to be regarded as more ar t i c u l a t e dramas, the "ideological 
struggle" has i n t e n s i f i e d . I n terms of winners and losers, 
the dice are loaded against Berenger i n Tue\ir sans gages; 
the soulless a r t i f i c i a l i t y of the " c i t ^ radieuse" reinforced 
by Mere Pipe's demagogy and the dwarf k i l l e r reign without 
threat of a serious challenge. Coming face to face with 
inhumanity, every conceivable humanist argument and yearning 
to understand turns out to be f a t a l , and we can only conclude 
that the l a s t act i s i n i t s own way no less of a tragedy than 
the asinine dialogue of the Smiths and the Martins i n La 
Cantatrice chauve. The stage directions at the beginning of 
the l a s t "act" read as follows:- ' I I parle avec une eloquence 
qui d oit souligner les arguments tristement i n u t i l e s et p^rimes, 
q u ' i l avance' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p.164). The process 
of manipulation i s stepped up i n Rhinoceros; 'On s'apercevra 
certainement que les repliques de Botard, de Jean, de Dudsird, 
ne sont que les formules c l e f s , les slogsjis des dogmes divers 
cachant, sous l e masque de l a froideur objective, les impulsions 
les plus i r r a t i o n n e l l e s et v^hementes. Rhinoceros aussi est une 
tentative de "ddmystification"' (Notes et contre-notes, p.279)« 
To take the case of Jean f i r s t , his thinking bears a close 
s i m i l a r i t y to that of the common dictator. As f o r Botard, his 
trade-unionist jargon possesses an a f f i n i t y to the speeches of 
"I'orateur" i n Jeux de massacre (p.72) and Jacques i n Ce Form-
idable BordelI respectively; lonesco drew material from the 
minutes of trade union meetings f o r Rhinoceros. Of the aforementioned 
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three figures though, Dudard, despite his ultimately f a l l i n g 
i n t o the same net as the others, i s the most subtly de-
lineated. As a very conscientious worker, Dudard possesses 
a force of persuasion and a willingness to understand and 
resort to i n t e l l e c t u a l arguments. When the t h i r d act begins, 
he i s c l e a r l y meant to stand out as i n t e l l e c t u a l l y superior 
to Be'renger and i n his cold-blooded casuistry, he exploits 
the l a t t e r ' s sense of insecurity and reliance on i n t u i t i o n : 
Berenger a Dudard: "L'homme est superieur au 
rhinocerosI" 
Dudard: Je ne dis pas le centraltfe. Je ne 
vous approuve pas non plus. Je ne sais pas, 
c'est I'experience qui l e prouve. J'ai des 
scrupulesi Mon devoir m'impose de suivre 
raes chefs et mes camarades, pour l e meille\ir 
et pour l e pire,...Mon devoir est de ne pas 
les abandonner, j'ecoute^on devoir. (Theatre 
G-allimard, v o l . i i i , p.l03) 
We are reminded here of Madeleine's love of law and order i n 
Victimes du devoir: 'Que veux-tu, mon pauvre ami, l a l o i est 
n^cessaire, ^tant necessaire et indispensable, e l l e est bonne, 
et tout ce qui est bon, est agre'able. I I est, en e f f e t , tres 
agreable d'obeir aux l o i s , d'etre un bon citoyen, de f a i r e son 
devoir, de poss^der une conscience pureJ' (Theatre G-allimard, 
V o l . i , p.184). There i s l i t t l e doubt that Dudard i s cleverer 
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than Madeleine i n his sense of p o l i t i c a l , and moral j u s t i f i c a t i o n . 
I n attempting to iinderstand a phenomenon however, he f a l l s into 
the i n t e l l e c t u a l ' s trap of j u s t i f y i n g the most despicable of 
acts; what he lacks most i s simple human feeling and natursil 
emotional responses. B^renger on the other hand, l e f t alone 
with Daisy, adopts similar language to Dudard's i n declaring 
his love: 'Vivons notre v i e , soyons heureux. Nous avons le 
devoir d'etre heureux' (Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i i i , p.111). 
So i r r e s o l u t e had B^renger been e a r l i e r on that he had t o l d 
Dudard of his wish to see the Logician again. By the end of 
a good production of the play, and the same applies 
Tueur sans gages, we are l e f t convinced that Berenger's 
every move demonstrates either d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y the 
ideological force and the f u t i l i t y of opposition, rather 
than anything remotely approaching a heroic stance. 
The crescendo reached at the f i n a l curtain of Rhinoceros 
i s i n a sense not allowed to fade away i n subsequent plays. 
Words continually threaten to conquer the minds of those who 
manipulate them. The events of La Soif et l a faim, Jeux de 
massacre, and Macbett with t h e i r travesties of justice could 
be s u b t i t l e d by the second assessor i n Pie^ton de I ' a i r : 'Si 
l a j u s t i c e vous semble i n j u s t e , c'est parce qu'elle est 
equitable' ( i b i d . , p.l85). Kafka's The T r i a l l i e s close at 
hand. The f i n a l episode of La Soif et l a faim, apart from 
i t s blatant allusions t o the p o l i t i c a l aspects of Brecht's 
dramas i n the names Tripp and Brechtoll, deliberately makes use 
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of psychoscientific terms, i n particular "alienation", 
"desintoxication" and "traumatisme", to convey the force 
of a pa r t i c u l a r ideology. Simi l a r l y in-Impromptu de I'Alma, 
pedants' t a l k based on philosophical jargon and derived 
from a r t i c l e s i n Theatre Populsiire, Bref and Le Figaro 
dominates every exchange between the various "doctors"; 
Nicole's tirade i n Le Bourgeois &entil^omme was not 
dissimilar i n conception. A party l i n e i s vigorously 
enforced i n Jeux de massacre; 'Dans les circonstances 
exceptior]plles que nous vivons on a l e d r o i t et l e devoir 
d ' l t r e prudent et me'fiant. On a l e d r o i t et l e devoir d'etre 
provisl»rement, egoiste dans les moments graves' ( p . 4 l ) . Such 
a l i b i s f o r p o l i t i c a l k i l l i n g s make use of terms which are 
f a m i l i a r to audiences of Victimes du devoir, Tueiir sans gages, 
and Rhinoceros, to mention a few plays. P o l i t i c i a n s ' contradictory 
dogma r i v a l s the utterances of the Smiths and Martins i n i t s 
fundamental absurdity: 'Je ne promets pas l a disparition du mal, 
mais je promets que l a s i g n i f i c a t i o n en sera differente' ( i b i d . , 
p.41). Partjty l o y a l t y and p o l i t i c a l commitment are the f i r s t 
prisoner's thoughts on his departure at iiie end of the gaol 
scene. The crunch comes towards the end of the play i n the 
r h e t o r i c a l apology for cannibalism. Even i f matters do not reach 
such an extreme i n Macbett, the f u l l force of p o l i t i c a l parody 
i s evoked by Banco and Macbett as potential dictators making 
i d e n t i c a l speeches. Nor i s Ce Formidable Bordell without i t s 
own "rhinocerite" i n the shape of a revolutionary country i n 
scene X to be followed by a revolutionary hymn arousing aggressive 
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in t e r a c t i o n and f a i t h i n the "brotherhood of Maja", 
With respect to the sheer quantity of banal remarks 
axid various shades of p o l i t i c a l propaganda hitherto 
examined, l i t t l e doubt remains that commiinication of a 
kind subsists. I t i s j u s t t h i s seeming communicability 
between individuals however that acts as the greatest 
i l l u s i o n . Once everything has been strangled by the 
assumption of an a l l embracing rationalism, the essential 
truths of r e a l i t y , such as genuine altruism and love, can 
only be expressed i n d i r e c t l y by means of images, and language 
i n t h i s r o l e i s graded as a poor second: 'Les mots ne sont pas 
l a parole' (journal en miettes, p.lOl) • Coe has drawn attention 
to t h i s central problem, too: '....whereas i n the early plays we 
f i n d lonesco attempting to use language to express nothing, i n 
the l a t t e r ones vie f i n d him t r y i n g to express something with no 
v a l i d means of expression' (lonesco, p.llO). An awareness of 
the i l l u s o r y nature of a l l oral communication and the perennial 
gulf between spoken language on the one hand and thoughts and 
i n s t i n c t s on the other i s i n no way r e s t r i c t e d to an observation 
of the aforementioned aspects of language. Words are equally 
inadequate i n conveying frequently recurring dream experiences 
and a unique sense of amazement and second b i r t h known as 
" I ' i n s o l i t e " . Much has been w r i t t e n about oneiric elements i n 
the various plays, but t h i s i s p a r t l y to overlook that lonesco 
i s not a poet. I n La Cantatrice chauve (p,50), Mary's r e c i t a l 
of the S u r r e a l i s t i c poem "Le Feu" f a l l s on deaf ears as she i s 
s w i f t l y ushered out of the room, wh i l s t tlie dialogue between 
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Jacques and Roberts i n Jacques ou l a soumission, both i n a 
sense "poets" isolated from the rest of society, degenerates 
i n t o monosyllables. The very t i t l e s of the plays ( i . e . Jacques 
ou l a soumission, Vic times du devoir. Rhinoceros, Je\ix de massacre) 
imply that the scales are weighted i n favour of the forces of 
authority and repression. Associations of water (representing 
the colourlessness of everyday l i f e ) , f i r e (symbolizing the 
search f o r individual i d e n t i t y ) and l i g h t (meant as an i n t e r -
pretation of transparency and hope) f i r s t feature i n the "chat" 
episode i n Jacques ou l a so\imission and abound i n subsequent 
plays. Agnes'.s words towards the end of Ce Formidable Bordell 
could equally have well been said by Choubert, Amed^e i n th e i r 
revelations of an inner l i g h t or Berenger i n his honest naivete 
whilst contemplating the " c i t ^ radieuse" i n Tueur sans gages; 
Tout cela, toute cette tirade a un 
arriere-fond de b r u i t s et de vociferations. 
I I y a des centaines, i l y a des m i l l i e r s 
d'autres v i l l e s , des cites florissantes, des 
c i t ^ s epanouies, les unes plus belles que 
les autres. I I y a aussi beaucoup de lacs 
dans ce continent, I'eau est limpide et 
transparente et les montagnes qui les 
entourent sont immaculees.. Mais oui, c'est 
v r a i , puisque c'est dans ma tete. (Ce Formidable 
Bordell p.106) 
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Marie's affirmation of l i f e and her singular role i n 
defending Roi Berenger are similar i n mood: 'Plonge dans 
I'etonnement e t l a stupe'faction sans l i m i t e s , a i n s i tu peux 
etre;* sans l i m i t e s , a i n s i tu peux etre infiniment. Sois etonne, 
sois e*bloui, tout est estrange, indefinissable. Ecarte les 
barreaux de l a prison, enfonce ses murs, evade-toi des 
def i n i t i o n s L'eblouissement penetre les chairs et les 
03 comme un f l o t , comme un fleuve de lumiere eclatant. Si tu 
l e veux' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iv, pp,ifl-42). 
Owing to i t s r e p e t i t i v e monotony though, such language 
stands condemned sind loses much of i t s symbolic force. There 
are constant reminders i n lonesco's theatre of " l a boue ti^de 
des vivants" (ibid,,p . 5 l ) - what i s often lacking i s a penetration 
i n t o the cause of such a state of a f f a i r s . Even with the more 
balanced portrayal of women i n La Soif et l a faim, the p l i g h t of 
Jose'phine i n Le Pie ton de I ' a i r and a moving scene i n Jeux de 
massacre (pp.88-95), l i t t l e has altered the fate of man and wife 
by the penultimate scene i n lonesco's l a t e s t play: 
La Pemme: C'est l e cr^puscule. 
Premier Homme: Nous avons toute une 
carriere devant nous. Tu verras, demain, 
tout sera neuf. Je comprends maintenant, 
je te reconnais. 
La Femme: De temps en temps, rarement, t u te 
re v e i l l e s , dans cette vie ou tu n'as f a i t 
que dormir presque tout l e temps. 
- I l l -
Premier Homme: Je me r e v e i l l e en reve. 
Je ne m'endormirai plus dans mon reve. 
(L'Homme aux valises, p.96) 
Immediately following t h i s "Le Premier Homme", quite mute, 
resumes his "journey" condemned to i s o l a t i o n l i k e so many 
protagonists before him. Nor i s a profound sense of s p i r i t u a l 
fatigue, f s i i l u r e and i s o l a t i o n dispelled i n Le Pieton de I ' a i r 
where Marthe and B^renger, the l a t t e r betraying man's innate 
longing t o f l y , share a poetic conception of l i f e unknown to 
those closest to them, A brave attempt at interpreting the 
"anti-monde" i s made by Berenger: 
,Peut-etre pourrait-on avoir une vague 
id^e de ce monde quand on v o i t les tours d'un 
chateau se r e f l e t a n t dans I'eau, une mouche 
l a tete en bas au plafond, une ecriture de 
droite ^ gauche et de bas en haut ( c e l u i - c i 
peut etre repr^sent^ par un panneau avec des 
l e t t r e s majuscules qui s'enchevetrent), un 
jongleur, uxi acrobate ou les rayons du s o l e i l 
qui se refractent, se brisent, se desintegrent 
en une poussi^re de coul^eurs apres avoir traverse 
un prisme de c r i s t a l , pour se reconstituer, tu 
vois, sur ce mor, sur cet ^ cran, sur ton visage, 
comme une lumiere eclatante, unie (ie. Theatre 
Sallimard, V o l . i i i , pp.150-15l) 
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but as the play draws to a close a l l has been superseded by 
visions of an apocalypse recurring i n Le Roi se meurt 
(Theatre G-allimard, v o l . i v , pp.l7-19)» to the accompaniment 
of 'musique foraine, tristement "gaie"' (Theatre G-allimard, 
V o l . i i i , p.198). Marthe i s allowed the l a s t word: ' I I n'y 
aura peut-etre r i e n d'autre que ces petards.....cela s'arrangera 
peut-^tre... .peut-etre les flammes pourront s'e'teindre... .peut-
etre l a glace va fondre....peut-etre les abimes se rempliront,., 
peut-etre que les jardins....les jardins....' ( i b i d . , p . l9B). 
I n l a Soif et l a faim the omnipresence of a gaping void i s 
suggested by Jean's i n a b i l i t y both to describe Marie-Madeleine's 
features except i n pure abstracts and recount the occurrences 
throughout his long jovirney t o the "bonne auberge" (Theatre 
&allimard, Vol.iv.,pp. 109-113)* Like everything else words are 
subordinated to the implacable forces of transience and death 
and i n a l l t h i s , rhetoric and verbosity are out of place. Hope 
of immortality announced i n Le Roi se meurt: 'Que tous meurent 
pourvu que je vive ^ternellevjnent meme tout seul dans l e desert 
sans f r o n t i e r e s . Je m'arrangerai avec l a solitude. Je garderai l e 
souvenir des autres, je les re g r e t t e r a i sincerement. Je peux 
vivre dans I'immensite transparente du vide. I I vaut mieiiz 
regretter que d'etre regrette' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iv, p.42) 
proves f r u i t l e s s f o r Roi B^renger as well as f o r Jean i n La Soif 
et l a fairo and Le Premier Homme i n L'Homme aux valises. Apart from 
accepting the t r u t h w i t h simple honesty, as i n the moving scene 
between the elderly couple i n Jeux de massacre or i n certain 
exchanges towards the end of Le Roi se meurt,nothing can be 
achieved i n the way of counter-acting such a predicament. 
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Sentimentality i s uncalled f o r i n Roi Berenger's dialogue with 
J u l i e t t e : 'Tout ce qui va etre d i t par l e Roi dans cette scene 
doit etre d i t avec hebetude, stupefaction, plutot qu'avec 
pathetisme' ( i b i d . , p.48). Similarly, the stage directions 
pertinent to the "chat" tirade read: 'Cette tirade du chat 
do i t etre d i t e avec l e moins d'emotion possible; l e Roi doit 
l a dire en prenant un a i r plut o t d'hebetude, avec une sorte 
de stupeur reveuse, sauf peut-etre cette toute derniere 
replique qui exprime une detresse' ( i b i d . , p.60). Notwithstanding 
the r i t u a l s of monarchy and the love of superlatives, Roi Berenger 
on facing death compares himself to a pu p i l who has prepared nothing 
f o r his examination - such i s the mortal's common l o t . Once dead 
the name Berenger w i l l hardly figure i n a book amongst millions 
i n any one of a m i l l i o n l i b r a r i e s . Human speech i s perishable. 
Ce que nous avons a dire, i l faut 
l e dire tout de suite. A i n s i , on 
peut se f a i r e une place dans I ' h i s t o i r e 
de 1'expression. Nous n'avons qu'un 
seul mot a d i r e . I I sera enterre avec 
les millions d'autres mots, mais auparavant, 
i l se sera f a i t entendre. Si on ne se d^peche 
pas, l e mot n'est plus comprehensible, i l 
perd sa s i g n i f i c a t i o n , i l est d^passe, 
(Alexandre i n Jeux de massacre, p.36) 
Language i s ultimately j u s t an excuse, ' l i t t e r a t u r e ' 
(Theatre &allimard, Vol.iv,p .43)» as f i n i t e as any other part 
of human existence. 
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Behind the i l l u s i o n which i s " l i t t e r a t u r e " l i e s a deep 
threat to undermine the spoken word present at a l l levels 
of verbal interchange i n lonesco's plays so that a permanent 
c o n f l i c t ensues between language and i t s sole alternative, 
silence. To understand t h i s phenomenon, a d i s t i n c t i o n must 
be drawn between words per se and sound, and so doing, as 
Vannier has observed, we should i n t e r p r e t the teacher's 
remarks i n La Legon quite l i t e r a l l y : 'Si vous emettez plusieiirs 
sons a une vitesse acc^leree, ceux-ci s'agripperont les Tins aux 
autres automatiquement, constituant a i n s i les syllabes des 
mots, a l a rigueur des phrases, c'est-a-dire des groupements 
plus ou moins importants, des assemblages purement i r r a t i o n a l s 
de sons, d^nue de tout sens.....' (Theatre &allimard,Vol.i. 
p.77)» The protagonist of lonesco's l a t e s t novel Le S o l i t a i r e , 
at the same time the "Personnage" of Ce Formidable Bordell, 
u t t e r s similar thoughts: 'Souvent i l me s u f f i s a i t de r^peter 
assez longtemps et assez v i t e , l e mot cheval ou l e mot table 
jusqu'au moment ou l a notion se v i d a i t de son contenu, toute 
s i g n i f i c a t i o n disparaissant* (Le S o l i t a i r e , p.62)» Within the 
context of the various plays we have already pointed to several 
aspects of such a nonsensical condition. I t i s not enough that 
chairs and clocks assume the status of characters i n t h e i r own 
r i g h t , but characters' responses have to compete with a l l kinds 
of noise: 'A stage f u l l of empty yet "heavy" (tangible) noise i s 
c e r t a i n l y f u l l i n the l i t e r a l sense of the word. The shouting 
of the Martins and the Smiths, the Jacks and the Roberts i s i n 
no way d i f f e r e n t than Madeleine's coffee cups. The New Tenant's 
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f u r n i t u r e , or Roberta's eggs' (Richard Schechner, 'The Inner 
and Outer Reality', i n Tulane Drama Review V I I , no.3, p.197) 
Exterior r e a l i t y whether i t be an organic invasion as at the 
end of L'Avenir est dans les oeufs,street noises (Tueur sans gages), 
the melodic trumpeting of almost lovable creatures i . e . pachyderms 
i n the second half of Rhinoceros, movements of protest and 
revolution (Ce Formidable BordelQ or the hustle and bustle of 
port a c t i v i t y (L'Homme aux valises) continually encroaches on 
the central action. But even more pronounced i s the "noise" 
or silence emanating from the absence of anything worthwhile 
to say. Conspicuously, the stage-direction "silence" often 
emerges during a conversation between husband and wife; the only 
alternative to ta l k i n g i n t h e i r existence already strained by 
thwarted love. Although Les Chaises i s meant as an albeit pathetic 
plea f o r dialogue and mutual understanding, the reverse takes 
place. Elsewhere dialogues degenerate i n t o monologues, with 
at best one partner echoing the words of the other (e.g. 
J u l i e t t e and Roi Be'renger i n Le Roi se meurt (Theatre G-allimard, 
Vol.iv, pp.49-57) or Jean and Madeleine i n La Soif et l a faim 
(Theatre Gallimard, Vol.iv.pp.94-98). Much of the trouble l i e s 
i n a sense of anguish experienced by many characters, p a r t i c u l a r l y 
i n the longer plays, who are unable to come to terms with themselves 
since no word has been found to describe the Self.' I n Ce Formidable 
Bordell almost the e n t i r e play revolves around a mute lis t e n e r and 
his garrulous partners: 
Avec Ce Formidable Bordell je crois avoir 
i n t r o d u i t dans l e theatre moderne cette chose 
assez d i f f i c i l e : l e long monologue...Mon metteur 
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en scene Jacques Mauclair aussi, qui me 
d i s a i t : "Mais personne ne va resister a 
ces longues tirades, 5a ne ae f a i t plus." 
Contrairement a ce que nous craignions, l e 
public a ^ cout^ ces monologues; &race 
au monologue de l a piece j ' a i constate que 
le public pouvait a c c u e i l l i r , comprendre 
l a solitude d'autrui. Chaque personnage 
qui racontait son drame, ses problemes, se 
plaignait en f a i t de sa solitude (Eugene 
lonesco, Entre La Vie et l e r i v e , pp.109-110) 
From t h i s i t seems that the playwight succeeded here i n 
arousing what he had sought to do i n so many of his previous 
plays. Much of the time however language affords no solace. 
I f at best a long monologue i s met by silence, elsewhere 
mutual exchanges are r i d i c u l e d i n the guise of contrapuntal 
dialogues i n Rhinoceros (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iii,pp.24-28), 
sneering on the part of the dwarf k i l l e r i n Tueur sans gages 
(Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p.176,) applause by the monks i n 
La Soif et l a faim (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iv,p. 174) sardonic 
laughter from Macbett i n Macbett (p.47) or mere hysterics by 
the Personnage at the end of Ce Formidable Bordell Verbal 
exchanges turn i n t o soap opera ,in Macbett (ibid.,97-99) and 
Le Piston de I ' a i r (Thl^tre Gallimard, V o l . i i i , p.164) or ore. 
reduced to uncanny silence and grave looks Frere Tarabas and 
Frere Superieur i n La Soif et l a faim (Theatre Gallimard, Vol. 
i v , p.litB). Amongst the most powerful images i n lonesco's 
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i s the f i n a l part of Les Chaises. Here an old woman i s found 
echoing her husband's words and r e i t e r a t i n g them to a point 
when the supposed dialogue turns i n t o babble. A l l the studience 
i s l e f t w i t h i s a deaf and dumb orator t o t a l l y helpless and yet 
desperately needing to be understood by his fellow men. Set 
against t h i s i s the old woman's be l i e f i n laJiguage as a kind of 
salvation: 'C'est en parlant qu'on trouve les idees, les mots 
et puis nous, dans nos propres mots, l a v i l l e aussi, l e ja r d i n , 
on trouve, on n'est plus orphelin* (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i , 
p.139). Such a proposition i s cruelly refuted by the f i n a l scene. 
Though f a r from the elimination of spoken dialogue of Beckett's 
Actes sans paroles, lonesco's plays are nevertheless situated at 
the edge of a dangerous precipice. I n the ceaseless c o n f l i c t 
between sound and silence, the l a t t e r invariably wins, as an 
analysis of most plays' ending shows. Like Beckett's Watt and 
Berenger facing the k i l l e r , we are up against an impenetrable 
wa l l even i f we are reluctant to admit i t . Much of the time i s 
devoted t o the business of sheer survival. Iro n i c s i l l y reminding 
us of En attendant G-odot, the figure of the concierge i n Le 
Nouveau Locataire comes closest to suggesting what i s afoot: 
'Vous savez. Monsieur, une parole enj^^ne une autre et l e 
temps passe' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.ii,p.118) 
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Chapter Six 
EXPLOITATION OF PURE THEATRE FOR COMIC EFFECTS 
Les choses sont differentes s i I'on 
considere que l a parole ne constitue 
qu'un des ^l^ments du theatre: incarner 
des personnages, mais aussi materialiser 
des angoisses, des pre'sences i n t l r i e u r e s . 
I I est done non seulement permis mais 
recommande de f a i r e jouer les accessoires, 
f a i r e vivre les objets, animer les decors, 
concretiser les symboles (Notes et contre-notes, 
p.63). 
When language either reaches a state of disintegration i n t o 
sound or i s condemned by a flood of verbosity, the stage 
must l i t e r a l l y take over and "speak", lonesco's primary 
purpose i n w r i t i n g plays i s sifter a l l creative drama and he 
wishes f u l l y to exploit the comic potential of a three 
dimensional stags. When everything has been thrown i n t o 
balance, the enlargement of effects he promotes has l i t t l e 
i n common with l i t e r a r y language. Though the dramatist cannot 
f o r p r a c t i c a l purposes reduce a text to a bare minimum, he i s 
continually s t r i v i n g to evoke the supremacy of "images", the 
t r u t h of f i c t i o n as opposed to that of common-sense perception. 
I n terms of a t h e a t r i c a l performance t h i s supposes a return to 
the o r i g i n a l concept of theatre as a spectacle or r i t u a l with 
an aggressively visual and aural impact. The significance of 
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stage settings, the profusion and l a t e r the dearth of various 
paraphernalia, and the strengthening or replacing of the bonds 
of quasi physical contact on either side of the f o o t l i g h t s , so 
that at times stage action seems to physically encompass the 
auditorium^ are a l l nothing new or outstanding i n themselves, 
but a f t e r the i n s i p i d i t y of boulevard and commercial plays 
they serve to reaffirm the s p i r i t of genuine drama, 
lonesco's a r t of exaggeration or paroxysm, dependent largely 
on the fastidiousness of his stage instructions and t h e i r 
overall e f f e c t , i s j u s t taking t h e a t r i c a l conventions to 
t h e i r absolute l i m i t . I f we are to any extent to be j o l t e d 
out of our day-to-day complacency, then we must at f i r s t be 
confronted with a mirror of that "normal" existence. 
With a few notable exceptions including Tueur sans gages, 
l e Roi se meurt and Macbett, whenever the c i i r t a i n rises on one 
of his plays, our f i r s t impressions are deceptive, for we seem 
to f i n d ourselves i n a very f a m i l i a r kind of world, the stereo-
typed "salon" of boulevard theatre. The plays of the early 
1950's i n particular present us with nondescript rooms reminiscent 
of Zola and Becque, marked by an a i r of old age amd decrepitude. 
P i c t o r i a l i s m , i n the guise of the melodrama's convention of 
" l e tableau vivant", characterises the set at the s t a r t of the 
second act of "Rhinoceros". Later works, even though an abstract 
vagueness i s increasingly evident, are s t i l l for the most part 
rooted i n the world of provincialism and the "petite bourgeoise": 
the ugliness of the f l a t and above a l l the j a r r i n g street sounds 
as the curtain rises on the second act of Tueur sans gages. 
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the postman's sound i n Am^ d^ e ou comment s'en d^barrasser; 
caf^ and o f f i c e l i f e i n both Rhinoceros and Ce Formidable 
Bordell, damp claustrophobia i n the f i r s t episode of La Soif 
et l a faim; market a c t i v i t y i n Jeux de massacre, despite 
everything unmistakably French: 'La sc^ne represente une 
v i l l e , l a place. Ce n'est pas une v i l l e moderne, ce n'est 
pas une v i l l e ancienne. Cette v i l l e ne doit avoir aucun 
caractere p a r t i c u l i e r . Le style qui conviendrait l e mieux: 
entre 1880 et 1920. Jour de marche' (jeux de massacre, p.7) 
The noise and bustle of social a c t i v i t y noted i n the preceding 
chapter are rarely distant. Even i n the aforementioned 
exception, Le Roi se meurt the medieval and the modern are 
comically juxtaposed: 'salle du trone, vaguement d^labree, 
vaguement gothique' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iv,p.9), the 
f i r s t exchange between Roi Berenger and J u l i e t t e centres on 
the problems of central heating sind cleaning living-rooms. 
So though we are conscious of being situated w i t h i n a 
particular environment, an unfamiliar chord i s also struck. 
Analogous to the grammatically correct yet thoroughly specious 
language of La Cantatrice Chauve, to quote only one example 
amongst many, stage directions can turn out to be just as 
disconcerting, as i n Jacques ou l a soumission: 'Un tableau 
ne repre'sentant r i e n ; un vieux f a u t e u i l use, poussiereiix, au 
milieu de l a scene; une table de n u i t ; des choses indefinies, 
& l a f o i s estranges et banales, comme de v i e i l l e s pantoufles; 
peut-etre un canape defence'', dans un coin, des chaises boiteuses' 
(Theatre G-allimard, V o l , i , p.97). Jacques ou l a soumission i s 
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after a l l s u b - t i t l e d "comedie naturaliste", i n other words a 
parody of Zola. 
I t could be interpreted, and many commentators have already 
done so, that i n parodying Nat u r a l i s t and boulevard theatre 
lonesco's sole aim i s to launch an attack on the bastions of 
rationalism f o r i t s own sake. This remains a h a l f - t r u t h . 
Only i f the happenings on stage are seen to originate from 
our, would-be r a t i o n a l i s t daily l i f e can there be a suggestion 
of that which i s diametrically opposed to i t . Believing i n 
the fusion of organic and inorganic matter (e.g. the role of 
eggs i n L'Avenir est dans les oeufs), which are not only what 
they appear to be but also represent future generations, i n 
the constant to and f r o between l i f e and death he looks upon 
ordinary and extraordinary actions as running p a r a l l e l to each 
other, and his main dilemma i n w r i t i n g plays l i e s i n creating 
a genuine, non-verbal expression of the i r r a t i o n a l : 
Plus 1'action t r a d i t i o n n e l l e s'efface 
au p r o f i t de l a description d'^tats ou 
d'eVenements intimes qui ne s'exteriorisent 
pas dans des actions, plus l a d i f f i c u l t e est 
grande pour I'auteur de montrer ce qui se 
passe. I I en revient aux je\ix svirrealistes, 
pour mettre en evidence I'impuissance non 
evidente de I'homme; 1'exigence esth^tique 
d'un theatre suggestif et " t o t a l " a ete 
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realise a p a r t i r d'un etat de besoin 
fondamental: \ savoir l a d i f f i c u l t e a 
representer sceniquement une situation 
qui Bie permet plus de recourir a 1 'action 
n i au dialogue e x p l i c a t i f . (Hildegard 
Seipel, 'Entre r.^alisme et surrealisme', 
i n Les Critiques de notre temps et lonesco, 
pp.39-40). 
What Seipel refers to as "jeux surr^alistes" or the plays' visual 
language i s a r e f l e c t i o n of the playwright's deep-seated anguish. 
What he c a l l s "onirisme" takes place before us; the heart-beat of 
a dying man f i l l s the auditorium and causes the walls of the palace 
to shake i n Le Roi se meurt (Theatre G-allimard, Vol.iv, p.63). No 
W,F,0. or creature from outer space i s required, nor i s any attempt 
made at shocking audiences w i t h q u a s i - t h r i l l e r material, for our 
dai l y milieu alone provides enough sources of estrangement. lonesco 
i s not s t r i v i n g towards a reproduction of r e s i l i t y or verisimilitude; 
he seeks rather to evoke fundamental rhythms and essences. We are 
reminded of the theatre of Meyerhold and Apollinaire' s preface to 
Les Mamelles de Tir^sAcis; 'Quand I'homme a voulu imiter l a marche 
i l a cr^e' l a roue qui ne ressemble pas a une jambe, ZL a f a i t 
a i n s i du surre^'alisme, sans l e savoir'. 
Almost a l l the controversies lonesco has experienced with 
various producers stem from his longing to uncover the " f i c e l l e s " 
1, G-uillaume Ap o l l i n a i r e , Qeuvres poetiques^ texte e t a b l i et annote 
par M.Adema et M.Decaudin, (Paris, 1959), p,85. 
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of theatre and from his f i r m conviction that the grossly 
and grimly exaggerated can communicate a playwright's 
intentions much more d i r e c t l y than what remains prim 
i m i t a t i o n . Hence the decor i n many plays i s i n keeping 
with a theatre of paroxysm based on a rhythm of p r o l i f e r a t i o n . 
I n a German production of Les Chaises, the play i n lonesco's 
view l o s t a l l i t s desired appeal of a " b a l l e t fantastique", 
because the. producer refused to have f o r t y or more chairs 
carried onto the stage; the more chairs there are, the 
greater the profundity of the void i n the empty ballroom 
e f f e c t a f t e r the double suicide: ' i l ne faut jamais laisser 
parler les vieux en dehors de " l a presence de cette absence" 
'k laquelle i l s doivent se r e f ^ r e r constamment, qu'ils doivent 
constamment entretenir, embrasser, faute de quoi I'irrealisme 
ne pourrait etre sugg^r^ (car i l ne peut etre cree que par 
opposition permanente de ce qui est v i s i b l e ) ' (Notes et contre-
notes, p.264). The German producer had pandered to his 
audience's interests i n realism so that what was achieved i n 
lonesco's view at the performance was a "grand guignol", not 
at a l l what he himself was seeking to convey. Nor could Peter 
H a l l accept f o r his part the harmful and a l l too provocative 
note of exaggeration i n La Lepon and instead of f o r t y bargained 
f o r four murders a day. So great v/as the force of convention 
i n America that a producer there could not dispense with the 
need f o r a telephone i n Rhinoceros. Similar preoccupations 
about v e r i s i m i l i t u d e daunted Serreau too concerning Ame'ii^ e ou 
comment s'en de\>arrasser since he could not at f i r s t be persuaded 
to i n s t a l l legs measuring one and a half metres on the stage. But 
i f the play was to remain a true r e f l e c t i o n of the dramatist's 
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i n t e n t , the issue of length became cru c i a l ; on removing the 
corpse from the f l a t , Amedee i s seen to be tampering with 
the very substance of his common existence with Madeleine: 
'On doit avoir 1'impression que l e cadavre, dont on ne v o i t 
toujours pas l a tete et qui traane par Amedle, avance, maintenant, 
nettement, en direction de l a fenetre, entraone dans son depart 
toute l a maison et les e n t r a i l l e s de personnages' (Theatre 
G-allimard, Vol,i,p , 30 l ) . Matter i n the form of teacups, 
mushrooms or chairs invades the stage at such a hectic r a t e , 
that i t diminishes the significance of a l l other varieties of 
l i f e . Humanity i s reduced both to a mass of robot-objects and 
to a vacuum, what B^renger c a l l s 'im vide chaotique' (Richard 
Coe, 'La P r o l i f e r a t i o n ' , i n Les Critiques de notre temps et 
lonesco, p , 8 l ) . But objects do not simply invade the stage; 
they also dictate the rest of the action and enjoy a certain 
kind of autonomy i n Les Chaises and Amed^e ou comment s'en 
de^arrasser; 'C'^tait j o l i , l e theatre l i b r e l On d i s a i t i l est 
cinq heures et i l y avait une vraie pendule qui sonnait cinq 
heures. La l i b e r t y d'une pendule, ce n'est quand mSme pas §al 
Si l a pendule sonne cent deiix heures, j a commence a etre du 
2 
theatre!' Perhaps the most outstajiding examples of t h i s kind 
of oppression are s t i l l to be found i n his very f i r s t play: 
Mme Smith: Nous n'avons pas I'heure chez nous I 
(Theatre Galliinard, Vol.i,p .47) 
M. Smith: i l y a quatre heures 
que nous vous attendons. Pourquoi etes-vous 
venus en retard? 
2. Jean Giraudoux, L'Impromptu de Paris, quoted by Hildegard 
Seipel, 'Entre realisme et surr^alism^jin Les Critiques 
de notre temps et lonesco, p.37* 
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Mme et M. Smith s'assoient en face des 
d»s vis i te i irs . La pendule souligne les 
r^pliques, avec plus ou moins de force, 
selon le casl ( ib id . , p.33)» 
The doorbell ringing episode in La Cantatrice chauve, the movements 
of the clocks' hands during the telephone exchange scene in Im^dee 
au comment s'en deb arras ser (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i , p.247)j the 
to a l l appearances autonomous movements of the buffet and pictures 
in Le Nouveau Locataire (Theatre &allimard, Vo l . i i .p . l93 ) or the 
columns and trees in LePieton de I ' a i r are other well-knovm examples. 
Anything can happen once cause and effect cease to function. Much i s 
attributable to a basic principle of force: one thing on i t s ovm i s 
funny whilst one hundred things are in due proportion a hundred times 
funnier. Coakley puts i t somewhat differently: 'To ins is t upon the 
importance of things to the exclusion of a l l else; to subscribe, 
moreover, to materialism as the only code by which man must l ive i s 
to invite the comic disaster of the f i n a l scene of L'Avenir est dans 
les oeufs'.^ 
Whether i t i s called comic disaster or a mood approaching 
Pinter's comedy of menace, the threat of encroaching matter amongst 
other features takes place in an often claustrophobic atmosphere 
acting as a source of anxiety. Those clocks which go haywire also 
symbolize the passage of time and death. Ylhat we bear witness to 
3, James Francis Coakley, The Comic World of Eugene lonesco. 
A Study i^ ^ Dramatic Technique, p.101. 
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in nine cases out of ten i s a world closed in on i t s e l f 
akin to Pinter's single room and furthermore a microcosm 
of the total i tarian state. In this sense, Les Chaises 
provides an interesting yardstick with the rest of 
lonesco's plays. The play i s set in a room in a lighthouse 
on an is land cut off from the rest of mankind. Such an 
atmosphere of sequestration also predominates in the stud^ y 
in La Lejon, in Am d^^ e ou comment s'en debarrasser, in the 
third act of Rhinoceros where Berenger's room has been 
compared to Medusa's ra f t , in Le Roi se meurt which takes 
place "inside the head" l ike Dubillard's Maison d*Os»in 
Le Nouveau Locataire and more recently Ce Formidable Bordel! 
where at one point an iron curtain i s lowered hermetically 
sealing the speakers from external events. From such a 
milieu l i t t l e to no escape i s afforded. Even more 
disconcerting in view of this atmosphere i s a detail in 
some plays implying audience participation i n the proceedings. 
When the old woman in Les Chaises arranges the chairs with 
their backs facing the audience, this i s inviting us to 
participate in the whirlwind action in the sense of a theatre 
in the round. Again, owing to the installation of a window 
at the front of the set in Rhinoceros, we too become involved 
i n the "Chinocerite" process. Demagogues and a concierge 
address the street crowd a l ias the audience directly in Jeux 
de massacre (pp.72 and 77) and Ce Formidable Bordell (p.98) 
respectively. I n addition, a sense of c ircular i ty i s ccmm-
unicated by virtue of the actual form of the set. I f we 
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consider Les Chaises once more, the oppressive aspect of 
the empty chairs i s reinforced by the elaborate hemisphere 
suggestive of a maze and a graveyard. Particularly dramatic 
in a production of Le Roi se meurt i s the use of these 
round shaped thrones by virtue of the invading void in the 
closing stages: 'Le Roi est sur son trone. On aura vu 
pendant cette derniere scene, disparaitre progressivement les 
portes, l e s fenetres, les murs de l a salle du tr($ne, Ce jeu 
de decor est tres important' (Theatre G-allimard, Vol . iv , p.74)« 
In Le Pie ton de I ' a i r , c irculari ty i s suggested by a semicircle 
again, here in the form of a plateau bordered by a precipice and 
also by the s k i l f u l use of a back-drop: 
Pendant ce temps, l a toi le , avec les elements 
du decor qui seront indiques, defilera dans 
le sens de l a marche des Anglais. La famille 
Berenger marchera \ contrecourant de l a toile 
du fond ou fera semblant de marcher. A I'avant-
scene, les deux enfants joueront au croquet *a 
contresens de l a marche des parents anglais . . . 
er& 
1 v i e i l l e Anglais?.^ apparaissant avec l a 
2 : 
J 'e ta is dans un pays d'ou je ne pouvais plus 
s o r t i r , . , . J e n'avais jamais eu envie d'en 
sort ir , J ' a i eu tellement peur. Je ne voyais 
plus que les murs partout autour de moi . , , . , 
Ce n'est pas de ne pas sortir qui est grave, 
c'est de savoir qu'on ne peut pas. (Theatre 
Sallimard, Vol . i i i ,p . l39) . 
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Later on, Berenger and Marthe w i l l be cycling around and 
above the stage, one clockwise and the other anti-cloclcwise; 
such a movement i s in a sense repeated and intensified in 
the f i n a l scene of L'Homme aux valises where the great 
bal let - l ike activity of numerous characters going round 
and round in c irc les several times affords a glimpse of 
isolation and depth close to the whirlwind of Les Chaises. 
The amphitheatre set used for the Tripp and Brechtoll episode 
at a performance of La Soif et l a faim at the Comedie 
Frangaise, made up of circular cages evokes the same effect, 
as does Macbett; 'Le metteur en scene et l e decorateur I'ont 
instinctivement compris qui ont inscr i t leur de'cor - des 
remparts grisatres - dans une serie de cercles concentriques, 
transformant ce fort nordique en une sorte de cul de basse-
fosse. Le c i e l meme apparaxt lointain, incertain, vertigineux 
et comme ferme sur lui-meme' (Paul Vernois, La Dynamique thiatrale 
d'Eugene lonesco, p.270)» When the despot i s ultimately cornered 
by a human forest, the stage directions read as follows: 'En 
r^al i t^, c'est tout le d^cor qui devrait venir pesamment 
encercler Macbett' (Macbett, p.lOO), 
Besides introducing us to a world of cancerous 
multiplication and claustrophobia, lonesco makes active use 
of other devices to evoke three-dimensional space, part fa i ry -
tale and part nightmare. Employing relatively few props and 
stage lighting to i t s f u l l potential are in themselves means 
of visualizing dramatic action though these present their own 
problems. On the one hand, in the abnormally large corpse and 
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mushrooms in Am d^^ e ou comment s'en debarrasser or "the enormous 
judge in Le Pieton de I ' a i r , something strange and unsettling 
i s at hand, rather l ike Artaud's "presences interieures" or 
what he called "I'impr^vu objectif": 'Un autre exemple serait 
1'apparition d'un etre invertebre, f a i t de bois et d'e'toffe, 
cr^e de toutes pieces ne re'pondant a rien et cependant 
inquietant par nature, capable de reintroduire sur l a scene 
un petit souffle de cette grande peur metaphysique, qui est 
a l a base de tout le theatre sincien' (Paul Vernois, La Dynamique 
theatrale d'Eugene lonesco, p. l55)« We have advanced one step 
beyond the world of marionnettes. "L'iraprevu objectif" amongst 
other things does away with the recourse to proliferation or 
bulk of matter. Thinking in particular of a performance of 
Le Pieton de I ' a i r , lonesco once remarted: 
Avec l a machinerie, on est plus 
tranquille, Les problfemes sont 
simples. I I faut que l a technique 
soit au point, c'est tout. Pour 
creer une ambiance de non-realite 
ou de surrealit^, d'angoisse profonde, 
de reve, c'est beaucoup plus d i f f i c i l e 
et i l faut une grsinde subtil ite car cela 
tient a tres peu de chose, un geste, un 
objet quelconque, a l a fois banaYet 
etrange. (Claude Bonnefoy, Entretiens, 
p.118). 
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With a technically perfect representation of magic on 
the stage in Le Pieton de I ' a i r , he i s interested in 
the playful quality of baroque illusionism and 
entertaining the audience as i f they were at the 
c ircus . This play had after a l l presented at the 
onset as much of a challenge as the' f i r s t three-act 
production: 'Comment fa ire du theatre avec Le Piston 
de I ' a i r , avec un bonhomme qui s'envole, des histoires 
que racontent des gens qui passent au l ieu qu' i l y ait 
des confl its simples et pre'sents? C'est cela qui m'a 
tente* ( i b i d . , p.73). Problems arise though in Rhinoce^ros 
which can be interpreted in two ways. I f the metamorphosis, 
i t s e l f a fa iry-tale convention, i s physical and seen to 
take place, i t arouses a comic response whereas the converse, 
an inner "moral" change, can turn the play into a disturbing, 
blackish experience; of the alternatives, the latter i s more 
d i f f i c u l t to bring off successfully. Likewise, much figur-
ative power i s gained when neither matches nor chalk nor 
a knife are used in La Le^on, or a means can be found of 
dispensing with the presence of a k i l l e r in Tueur sans gages 
(Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p . l 6 2 ) and in Macbett (p.89) where, 
as in the Shakespearean original no actual portrait i s required 
in the banquet scene. Another d i f f icul ty emerging from the 
use of props occurred during rehearsals for Victimes du devoir 
where the playwright was at a loss to solve the problem of 
Choubert's ascension unt i l Mauclair hi t on the idea of placing 
nothing more ihan a table and two chairs . As for the descent 
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into the depths of his memory a l l that was demanded of ihe 
actor playing Choubert was a single movement in combination 
with a ray of l ight . By dint of the greatest simplification 
of staging and the clever use of lighting Mauclair's set 
possessed a direct force of suggestion. The trend in later 
plays, and one need only refer to the "insolite" scene in 
Ce Formidable Bordeli.(pp,65-68), l i e s in the use of fewer 
and fewer props. 
A restrict ion in the number of props results in the 
playwright's lajring greater emphasis on stage movement. 
As can partly be observed from the preponderance of stage 
directions, great significance i s attached to the use of 
mime, as well as movement and gesture, in many ways the 
quintessence of pure theatre. The indelible memory of the 
Punch and Judy shows lonesco as a boy regularly used to 
attend, his significantly influenced his dramatic output, 
not only with regard to the aforementioned puppet characters 
but also as a means of dispensing with the spoken word. 
Burlesque and "grand guignol" effects are realized by the 
age-old tr ick of "turning down the sound on a television 
set": interest in scene V I H of La Cantatrice Chauve i s 
centred on l isteners' reactions as the f i r e chief mimes the 
pseudo fable "Le Serpent et le renard"; the imagination i s 
allowed free reign in the Mere Pipe episode in Tueur sans 
gages for she i s seen but not heard; similarly in Le 
Pieton de I ' a i r as the roaring of "the plane's engines drowns 
the dialogue between Josephine and her uncle. I n Jacques 
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ou l a soumission mime assumes an added importance; 
Le jeu n'est pas, dans Jacques ou l a 
soumission, le contrepoint du texte. 
Les gestes des personnages au debut, 
leur fagon d'apprecier les charmes de 
Roberte et surtout l a danse obscene 
autour du couple enlac^ sont des 
scenes mim e^s ou le dialogue, quand 
i l existe, est sans importance; le mime 
supporte alors l a signification de l a 
piece. Le mime dans l a scene de 
se'duction devient m^ me une me'tamorphose. 
(Claude Abastado, lonesco, p.78). 
Running paral lel to the main action i s a "second play" in the 
wings: 'Les grands-parents sont en dehors de 1'action, De 
temps en temps, le vieux veut chanter; l a v i e i l l e , donner un 
conseil . Entre temps i l s dansent, miment vaguement 1'action' 
(Theatre G-allimard, 7 o l . i , p . l l 2 ) . Such a play i s doomed to 
fai lure i f the actor's mimic performance i s found wanting. 
I n referring to the rec i ta l of adverbs in Les Salutations one 
figure aptly summarizes the actor's challenge in much of 
lonesco's theatre: '1 spectateur, dans l a sa l le : C'est wn. 
pre'texte pour un jeu d'acteurl' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i i . 
p.291). A single minute of mime at the beginning of Delire 
a deux; 'Jeu sans paroles - promenade de I'homme, toilette 
de l a femme' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i i , p.201), i f managed 
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well , can l i t e r a l l y speak volumes for the archetypal 
bourgeois couple's existence which has remained a 
permanent feature in a l l the plays. Movement and gesture, 
as we have suggested are of as equal importance as mime 
in lending expression to inner emptiness and absurdity. 
Much can without doubt be attributed to the legacy of 
writers of farce. A frequent gulf between words and actions 
as well as the breakdown of 1he normal apparatus of cause and 
effect, i l lustrated by the removal men in Le Nouveau Locataire 
"tripping over" the chalk l ines on the floor, make a vehement 
impact on the senses. Le Personnage testing the soundness 
of his own four walls in scene V I I I of Ce Formidable Bordell 
resembles an astronaut in a state of weightlessness. Visual 
puns, for instance the butterfly catcher i n Macbett (p.50) 
or the unexpected appearance of a Japanese woman in L'Homme 
aux val ises (pp.75-76), serve to intensify comic incongruity. 
The world of marionnettes i s again brought to l i f e in the 
variations on the hide-and-seek game: Juliette on addressing 
her monarch in Le Roi se meurt; (Theatre Gallimard, Vol . iv , 
pp.25-6) Berenger's head jerks during a press interview at 
the beginning of Le Piston de I ' a i r make nonsense of the 
dialogue: the axitics of Alice and "Le &ros Monsieur" in Le 
Tableau (Theatre &allimard, Vol . i i ,p .260) . Other'scenes are 
endowed with repetitive, r i t u a l i s t i c features: teeth chattering 
in La Cantatrice chauve; (Theatre G-allimard, Vol . i ,pp . l9 -2 l ) ; 
sword-play in Macbett, (pp.9-27); and drinking in Ce Formidable 
Bordell (pp.29-31)• Nor i s there anything arbitrary about 
music-hall features or ceremonial dances: ' . . . . . t o u t ceci est 
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devenu une sorte de ballet pesant, les mouvements etant 
toujours tres lents' (Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i i , p . l 9 6 ) . An 
I ta l i an version of La Cantatrice chauve ending in a 
"bagarre-ballet" was found quite acceptable by lonesco. 
Paral le ls have been drawn between the choreography of 
Jacques ou l a soumission and the "turquerie" episode in 
Moli^re's Le Bourgeois gentilhomjne. In I96I , the f i r s t 
version of Le Roi se meurt was entitled Argument pour tin 
ballet when the king danced with the allegorical Princess 
of Death. Much of the evocative power of Les Chaises, 
essentially a fantastic ballet set to a waltz tune, 
disappears i f the actors concerned are unable to carry out 
anything less thaJi a gymnastic performance; small wonder 
that camera close-ups in a television adaptation of the 
play turned out. to be irrelevant in the whirlpool of act ivity . 
Something close to gymnastics i s demanded of the actors in 
Am d^ee ou comment s'en d^barrasser (Theatre Gallimard, Vol.1 
p.292) as they dodge the corpse's advancing bulk. L i t t l e 
separates gymnastics from the fun of the circus in Le Pie^ton 
de I ' a i r (Theatre Gallimard, V o l , i i i , p » 1 7 l ) . Josephine and 
the English people are described as 'des spectateurs de 
cirque' ( i b i d , , p . l7 l ) watching Berenger's acrobatic feats -
nowhere else has so emphatic an attempt been made to transcend 
the l imits set by the prosceniiim arch. Yet hectic stage 
movement, ballet or circus numbers a l l represent an undeniable 
proclivity to "fun and games" and the playfully gratuitous. 
Again and again, whether i n terms of a straight "jeu" such 
as in Le Pieton de I ' a i r ("jeu de perruque) or the conjuror's 
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tr ick in Tueur sans gages when Edouard reveals ihe contents 
of his black bag, a "guignolade" after ttie manner of 
L'Impromptu de I'Alma and Le Tableau, or movements 
backwards and forwards across the stage, he has constantly 
attempted to gain comic theatrical effects without recourse 
to the spoken word, recall ing to a sensitive audience the 
lost charm of silent movies. 
I t would be erroneous though to take into account 
sources of purely comic capital and overlook both the 
violence inherent in the "guignol" and the interlocking of 
different sketches and situations in individual plays. 
Without doubt, potentially tragic events are often 
neutralized. When there i s nothing remotely connected 
with tragic heroism a note of ambivalence i s suggested. 
This may result from the situation of a particular sketch 
such as the melodramatic "scene de gaiete folle" lasting 
one minute in Jeux de massacre as salt i s rubbed into the 
wound in the fonn of a blazing inferno succeeding a plague, 
or in Tueur sans gages, in what i s in effect a Punch and 
Judy show at a tense moment in the play when the audience i s 
half expecting Berenger to reach his goal: 
Le Second Agent de police, en haut, 
que I'on ne voit toujours que jusqu'a 
l a ceinture, tourne l a t^te et bouge son 
baton "k gauche" "a droite", "tout droit". 
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"en arriere" a gauche en avant"; gestes 
symetriques de Berenger, sur place; le 
Soldat f a i t de meme avec son bouquet de 
f leurs . Le Vieux Monsieur f a i t un mouvement 
pour a l ler vers l a gauche, puis vers l a droite, 
puis tout droit, en arriere, en avant. (Theatre 
Gallimard, V o l . i i , p . l 5 l ) . 
Again, just before the end of Rhinoceros, Berenger. feverishly tries 
to imitate the sounds of pachyderms. Not only sketches at crucial 
stages i n an individual p l ^ however retain an equivocal note, 
A mixture of sadism and ridicule pervades the mood of a play 
within a play in Victimes du devoir when after Choubert's drowning 
scene^ Madeleine and the policeman, in their attempts to draw the 
former back to the supposed advantages of daily social l i f e , 
cut a ludicrous f igure. I n the Tripp and Brechtoll episode 
in La Soif et l a falm the audience feels cut off from the 
plight of Jean, for isdiat predominates in these scenes i s the 
stage spectators' response to the gruesome sadism being enacted 
before their eyes: 
Chaque groupe s^par^ment, tandis que 
1'autre ne bouge pas, approuve par des 
applaudissements rythm^s, aux moments 
cruciaux, par des mouvements col lect i fs 
rythmes aussi, par des mimiques appro-
prices, les paroles de Tarabas adressees 
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a I'un et 1'autre des prisonniers. 
Jean participera par sa mimique, 
avec angoisse, a ce double jeu. I I 
ref letera l a passion des deux 
prisonniers. Sa mimique contraste 
avec 1'attitude alternativement 
approbative des deux camps de spectateiirs; 
i l exprime done 1'angoisse des deux 
prisonniers. (Theatre G-allimard, Vol . iv , 
p.158). 
Ambivalence characterizes the whole of Les Chaises, acclaimed 
as a comic "tour de force", i n which mime, though not providing 
a substitute for language, creates each guest's existence vihlle 
conversely alluding to the old couple's dashed hopes and 
i l lus ions , their every movement belying what we have been 
led to believe about their hapRy married l i f e . Part of the 
dilemma l i e s with "games" or mechanisms getting out of hand. 
I n the same way as matter proliferates, certain actions are 
triggered off by often subconscious st irrings. What betrays 
the teacher's intentions more than any malignant remarks in 
La Le^on, and long before the f i n a l rape and murder, i s his 
subconscious rubbing of hands and the lascivious gleam in his 
eye. Fun and games assume a gruesome quality in the torture 
scene in Victimes du devoir; the uncanny mixture of savagery 
and playfulness i s emphasized at the end of the play by the 
unexpected intervention of the lady who unt i l that moment 
had shown total indifference to the proceedings. Jean's 
Sisyphean task at the close of La Soif et l a faim, besides 
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reminding us of Choubert, the policeman and Nicolas, acts 
as a continuation of an ear l ier process: 'Frere Tarabas sort 
avec Iflucuvette, pour revenir avec d'autres serviettes, tandis 
que Jean boit et mange goulument, intensement. Les Frires se 
prCcipitent tout le temps, assez comiquement, pour remplir 
les re'cipients et continuer de servir Jean. Mouvement rythmique' 
( i b i d , , p,l if6), Macbett's downfall springs as much from the 
sexual play during the execution scene as from any other factorj 
'E l l e (Lady Duncan) continue de compter en faisant du pied a 
Macbett et du coude d'abord d'une fa^on discrete, p i i s d'une 
fagon de plus en plusi^j jusqu' a en devenir excessive, grossierement 
inde'cente. 
Macbett s'^carte un peu, plutSt gene et confus au debut, puis 
ce'dant, se laissant fa ire avec un melange de p la i s ir et de 
timidite, deja complice' (Macbett, p.38). The sexual overtones 
are reminiscent of the evocations of repressed personality in 
the old woman in Les Chaises (Theatre Gallimard, Vol,i,pp.l50-152) 
and Madeleine in Vic times du devoir (Theatre Gallimard, Vol. i ,p,195). 
At the same time, such scenes show with what s k i l l and economy 
the dramatist exploits simple stage actions and rhythm. I n more 
and more plays, lonesco has discovered lighting to be a powerful 
visual complement to stage action. In addition lighting introduces 
a third dimension. Actors are after a l l meant to move as we do 
from sunlight or moonlight into shadow and to fee l the surface of 
the earth beneath their feet; the playwright i s always striving to 
evoke a certain "etat d'Sme": ' . . . l a liimiere n'est pas uniquement 
1'expression des reves de beatitude ou des profondeurs voilCes du 
moi mais aussi un moyen de communication, les sortileges de 
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I'envoute etant inseparables de jeux de lumiere qui 
"tissent" une atmosphere \ i laquelle peu de spectateurs 
restent insensibles' (Paul Vernois, La Dynamique theatrale 
d'Eugene lonesco, p.147). Lighting, in particular intensely 
bright l ighting, can lend the figure on the stage an apparent 
a ir of unreality. Very often though, stage lighting suggests 
the dull and often unbearable neutrality of day: "grisaille" 
as Jacques ou l a soumission begins, and after the seduction 
scene; the pale l ight of the opening scene of Les Chsiises 
reappears after the double suicide; a greyish light 
predominates i n Victimes du devoir; the introduction of the 
las t "act" of Tueur sans gages reads: 'Les projecteurs 
eclairent les deux personnages d'une lumiere blafarde, le 
reste est dans l a pe'nombre' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l . i i , p . l 6 2 ) . 
A greyish fog prevails at the end of Le Roi se meurt and in 
Jeux de massacre, whilst the stage directions to the second 
episode of La Soif et l a faim read: 'Terrasse; elle a I ' a i r 
suspendue dans le vide, C ie l sombre. A I'arrivee de Jean, 
le c i e l se de'gagera, cela sera une lumiere, sans ombre et sans 
so le i l ' (Theatre G-allimard), Vol . iv , p. l05) . A tenuous 
boundary exists between everyday l i f e and a nightmare, but 
given the i n i t i a l situation i t i s the electrician's task not 
to upset the balance and produce something horrif ic and quite 
foreign to the playwright's purpose. Such i s the case in the 
flashback scene in Am^ de^ e ou comment s'en d^arrasser with 
Am d^ee I I and Madeleine I I ; ' . . . i l faut encore signaler que 
I'on doit eviter, dans toute l a mesiire du possible que 
Madeleine I I et Amedee I I aient 1'aspect d'ectoplasmes; pour 
ceci , pas d'apparition dans une lumiere fantomatique, mais 
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dans cel le normale, de l a scene, le jeu de Madeleine I I 
et d'Am d^^ e I I , doit etre tres naturel dans le non-
naturel, dans I ' i r r ^ e l : ' (Theatre Gallimard, Vol . i .p.285). 
The drabness of the f l a t with i t s closed shutters i s vividly 
contrasted with the brightness of the starry night, once 
Am d^^ e brings himself to drag the bulk of the corpse into 
the street, but no extra-terrestrial light or further note 
of exaggeration i s included: 
La lumiere, les jeux de lumiere, ne 
semblent pas seulement venir de l a 
fenetre, mais d'un peu partout: . . . , . 
i l faut que le metteur en scene, le 
decorateur, le specialiste de I'eclairage, 
tiennent bien compte de ceci: 1*atmosphere 
de l a chambre des e'poux change un peu de 
caractere evidemment, maas toutefois, 
I'horrible et le beau doivent coexister. 
( ib id . , p.298). 
Related to this i s a blackcloth of silhouettes. They assiime 
absurd and grotesque features as in the various shapes of 
building construction being cast onto the back wall in L'Homme 
aux val ises (p.32) and iJie row of guillotines in Macbett (p.36). 
From a simple point of depart\ire, a lesson, a Swiss production 
of La Le^on made the play into nothing short of a vampire sketch. 
Bearing this in mind, lonesco's interest in Shakespeare's Macbeth 
i s just i f iable on the basis of the witches' scene along, and i t s 
evocative play of l ight and shadow. 
- l a -
Whilst silhouettes and various shades of grey t r a d i t i o n a l l y 
suggest ajnbivalence i n themselves, a hroad range of other colours 
i s exploited. Reds and greens also make iJieir contribution. 
I f grey evokes a d u l l sadness, red suffuses something approaching 
a note of tragedy. I n many episodes, especially i n the longer 
plays, red dominates, as i n Josephine's nightmare t r i a l i n Le 
Pie^ton de I ' a i r ; 'Lueurs rouges et sanglanted (Theatre G-allimard, 
V o l . i i i , p . l 9 0 ) . The same i s true of 'beau c i e l rouge, c i e l 
tragique' (Macbett, p.16) and the flames shooting up from the 
family dwelling i n L'Homme aux valises (pp.l2-15). Visual 
and oral effects are as central, i f not on occasion even more 
so, than stage actions; such i s the case i n the aforementioned 
b a t t l e scene i n Macbett; 
Scene vide quelques minutes. On doit jouer 
beaucoup sur l a lumiere qui vient du fond 
et les b r u i t s qui-mais a l a f i n seulement-
seront transform^s en une sorte de musique 
concrete....il faut que les decors, les 
lumi^res, les b r u i t s jouent longtemps. Les 
eclairages, les b r u i t s divers ne doivent pas, 
surtout vers l a f i n , r i v a l i s e r avec l a 
vraisemblance. Le r S l e du decorateur-
e'claireur et cel u i du bruiteur sont i c i 
t r ^ s importants. ( p . l 6 ) . 
No evocation of an ' ^ t a t d'^e' i s possible without due allowance 
being made f o r the duration and l i g h t i n g i n any one episode. Red 
l i g h t i n g i s conventionally associated with destruction and tragedy 
but there are wide-ranging overtones. I n Jacques ou l a soumission. 
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images f i r e and water are equated with intense sexuality. 
Despite the setting sun, the t r i a l scene with the gallows 
and the hangman i n Le Piston de I ' a i r (Theatre G-allimard, 
V o l . i i i , p . l 8 8 ) , where Josephine comes face to face with 
"L'Horame en blanc", i s described as "cauchemar et salon". 
Distant July 14th festive music qualified as "derisoire" 
( i b i d . , p.191) i s juxtaposed with exploding firework 
crackers and a red sky, and even i n the aftermath of the 
apocalypse Berenger has born witness t o , hardly any change 
i s noticeable: 'Le soir tombe sanglant, des coups de petard 
se font entendre suivis de breves lueurs rouges. Musique 
foraine, tristement "gaie"' (ibid.,p.198). Such sad gaiety 
proves as great a source of bewilderment as a foreboding 
sense of i s o l a t i o n and s t e r i l i t y acting v i r t u a l l y as 
accomplice to Bei"enger's ambush and subsequent death: 
Plus tard, dans l e fond, l e s o l e i l couchant, 
rouge ^norme, mais sans ^ c l a t , L''eclairage 
ne vient pas de l u i Puis, on pourra, 
par exemple, de nouveau f a i r e apparaxtre 
des murs, les rapprocher en couloir, a f i n de 
donner 1'impression que B^renger va etre pris 
dans un guet-apens; l a lumiere ne changera 
pas: c'est l e cr^puscule, avec un s o l e i l 
roux que I'on apercevra....un crepuscule 
fige'. (Th^^tre &allimard. Vol,ii.pp. 155 and 159). 
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Even death i t s e l f i n the guise of a corpse, 
can be shown to have a certain a t t r a c t i o n : 
Un certain temps, i l n'y a plus que 
l a musique, puis, soudain, l a scene, 
qui ^ t a i t devenue presque completement 
obscure, s'/claire, d'une lumiere verte, 
pas d^sagreable; au debut, cet eclairage 
ne porte ftsa que sur une partie de l a 
sc^ne, venant de l a charabre du mort, 
Madeleine:.,,.Cette lumiere vient de sa 
chambre (Bas)« C'est bien de chez l u i , 
Am^die, toujours bas: Ce sont ses yeux 
qui e'clairent,.. .On d i r a i t deux phares,. 
Tant mieux, ce n'est plus l e peine d'allumer 
l a lampe..,.Sa lumiere est plus douce. 
(Theatre Gallimard, V o l . i . p.293) • 
Sinister and pleasurable moods prevail above a l l i n b r i g h t l y 
l i t scenes. I t has become a commonplace to draw parallels 
between intensely b r i g h t l i g h t i n g i n lonesco's theatre and the 
forces of transparency Eind freedom he so condones i n contrast 
to "chosisme". No clearer example of t h i s can be found than i n 
the opening of Tueur sans gages. And rather l i k e clocks and 
other paraphernalia of existence l i g h t i n g assumes the rol e of 
"character" i n i t s own r i g h t when an intense blue and white 
between them starkly monopolise the stage forming a s o l i t a r y 
wordless composition of l i g h t . The brightness of the restaurant 
scene i n Ce Formidable Bordell (p.65), exceptional i n an othervd-se 
dark play, r e f l e c t s an "etat d'ame" on the verge of 
transcending r e a l i t y . Euphoria, which i s often related 
to " I ' i n s o l i t e " , could not be conveyed i n Choubert's 
resplendent seclusion on reaching the siMmit of Mont Blanc 
i n Victimes du devoir or i n the c h i l d l i k e fantasy of a 
Douanier Rousseau i n the opening scene of Le Pieton de 
I ' a i r ( c f . scene IX of L'Homme aux valises) were i t not 
f o r the electrician's s k i l l s : 'Cette maisonnette, ainsi que 
le paysage d ^ c r i t ci-dessous doivent donner une ambiance de 
reve....Tout est en pleine lumiere, sans penombre done, sans 
t u l l e , etc dans l e fond, sur l a droite, les premieres 
maisons toutes blanches et tres ensoleillees, d'un s o l e i l 
d ' a v r i l Le c i e l est tres bleu et t r ^ s pur' (Th^^tre 
G-allimard, V o l . i i i , p . l 2 l ) . Not only are these memorable 
scenes on t h e i r own but they open out onto new dimensions i n 
the plays concerned. Bright blues and whites, l i k e reds and 
greens, are suggestive of a t w i l i g h t zone or no mein's land 
between l i f e and death. An impression of immense space 
similar to the i n t e r i o r of a large G-othic cathedral should be 
conveyed i n Les Chaises and the brighter the l i ^ t becomes, 
with each new a r r i v a l u n t i l a crescendo i s reached with the 
entry of the Emperor: 'par l a porte ouverte, on n'apergoit que 
l e vide, mais t r ^ s puissante, une grande lumiere envahit l e 
plateau par l a grande porte et les fenetres qui, a I'arrivee 
de I'Empereur, egalement i n v i s i b l e , se sont fortement I c l a i r e e s . . 
Lumiere maximum d'intensite mais lumiere f r o i d e , vide' 
(Theatre G-allimard, Vol.i,p.267). That same coldish bright 
l i g h t , announcing the oncome of a void and death, shines as 
Amidee leaves his f l a t and as the curtain rises on Tueur sans 
fiS'Ses; «Le bleu, l e blanc, l e silence, l a scene vide doivent 
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creer une impression de calme etrange' (Theatre G-allimard, 
Vol . i i , p . 6 3 ) . During the period Berenger has f i n a l l y l e f t 
the earth i n Le Pieton de I ' a i r , a dazzling l i g h t enhances 
the landscape, with the adjunct: 'une sorte de c i e l . ou de 
vide bleu' (Theatre G-allimard, V o l , i i i , p . l 7 3 ) , The end of 
scene XV of Ce Formidable Bordell rec a l l s the "decor de 
lumiere" of Tueur sans gages f o r i n both cases two physical 
characters are subordinated to a t h i r d - abstract, s t e r i l e , 
continuously changing and invading the stage. Only s l i g h t 
hope of saJ-Vation i n the broadest sense i s granted to the 
"emprisoned" protagonists at the end of La Soif et l a faim 
and Ce Formidable Bordell respectively i n the form of 
bluish t i n t s of l i g h t projected on to a back wall. I n a 
chapter dedicated t o La Legon i n Notes et contre-notes 
(p,257)» a reference i s made to l i g h t i n g EIS a determinant 
of burlesque and tragic moods i n the play. TJhat cannot be 
determined either i n La Legon or ihe rest of lonesco's 
theatre, whether i n r e l a t i o n t o bright or subdued l i g h t i n g , 
props or any other factor i s that precise moment of a change 
of mood, f o r ambivalence i s i n t h i s context a perennial 
matter. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
I n conclusion, we may note that a mastery of stagecraft 
alone has made only contributed i n part to t h i s playwright's 
success. Widely acknowledged with Samuel Beckett as a leading 
exponent of the avant-garde, he has l i k e the farmer retained 
an admirable consistency of thought and feeling i n his works 
long a f t e r the furore of the 1950's subsided. I f he has been 
classed as conservative and reactionary by his c r i t i c s , i t i s 
as a r e s u l t of the strength of.his convictions i n man's 
inhumanity to man and the loss of s p i r i t u a l and metaphysical 
values a r r i v i n g i n the wal<e of the technological revolution. 
Despite the popularity of transcendentalism and drug-taking, 
more often than not associated with a seedy background of 
commercial interests, most of us have l o s t the capacity to 
r e t i r e i n t o a corner and meditate on the whys and wherefores 
of our coming int o the world. Modem society (whether i n the 
communist or c a p i t a l i s t "camp" i s immaterial) has become 
that primordially p o l i t i c a l epoch envisaged by Spengler i n 
The Decline of the West (1918-1922), a work referred to i n 
Present pass^ pass^ present (pp.151-152), whilst the surveillance 
equipment i n Orwell's 1984 i s uncannily close. The essence of 
1 
lonesco's address to the crowds at the Salzburg Festival i n 
1972 betrays an unmitigated pessimism and confirms the fears 
and scepticism late n t i n those early l i t e r a r y a r t i c l e s i n 
Rumania. Simultaneously though he would be the f i r s t to 
acknowledge, as a non-philosopher, the mundane tenor of his 
thoughts. 
1. Eugene lonesco, 'Facing the Inferno', Encounter, No.5, 
November 1972, pp.3-6. 
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As for the theatregoer, he i s not d i r e c t l y affected 
by the playwright's ideas as such but rather by the manner 
i n which he exploits the immediacy of the t h e a t r i c a l 
experience to express his attitudes. This has been 
understood by both Beckett and lonesco i n t h e i r deliberate 
r e s t r i c t i o n of subject-matter. The great paradox of iJie 
age of mass media l i e s i n the absence of anything new 
to w r i t e about so th a t , a l l along, these "classical" 
dramatists have been w r i t i n g the same play. Instead of 
drawing crowds w i t h ihe popular themes of commitment and 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n , they have resurrected the age-old concept of 
theatre as a form of therapy: 'Au f a i t que je me d^charge de 
mes toxines en les ^crivant, c'est-X-dire en les jetant hors 
de moi?' (journal en miettes, p,129)» Theatre is not 
designed to preach or improve man's l o t : 'Un dramaturge se 
borne a ^ c r i r e des pieces, dans lesquelles i l ne peut 
q u ' o f f r i r un t^moignage, non point un message didactique, -
un t^moignage personnel, a f f e c t i f , de son angoisse et de 
I'angoisse des autres, ou, ce qui est rare, de son bonheur; 
ou bien i l y exprime ses sentiments, tragiques ou comiques, 
sur l a v i e ' (Notes et contre-notes, p,14l), Jean-Louis 
Barrault, one of lonesco's favourite producers, conceives 
of the t h e a t r i c a l experience as an extension of the natural 
d u a l i t y i n l i f e between one's own inner self and the image 
one continually projects towards others i n one's dealings 
with them, a game between the i l l u s i o n of appearances and the 
t r u t h . Again and again, lonesco has shattered the i l l u s i o n of 
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representational a r t by means of exaggeration and parody 
on the one hand, and a styl i s e d form interpreting dramas 
and visions on the other. At a technical l e v e l , and his 
practice i s often superior to his theory, he has overthrown 
t r a d i t i o n a l demands of p l o t , character and stage setting yet 
kept withi n the boundaries of the proscenium arch i n the 
process. A c h i l d - l i k e s i m p l i c i t y and healthy lack of 
t o t a l seriousness characterise his work, r e c a l l i n g the 
an t i - i n t e l l e c t u a l i s m of Dylan Thomas: 'The bigger the f o o l , 
2 
the better the poet.' 
But t h i s should not cloud our perception of the permanent 
dilemma to reconcile irony and detachment with a large measure 
of genuine feeling i f not a degree of s e l f - i d e n t i f i c a t i o n with 
certain characters (not by chance are the protagonists of the 
major plays i n some capacity w r i t e r s ) . This dilemma, or 
c o n f l i c t , or s p i r i t of contradiction i s found to be indispensable: 
'The ultimate 'angoisse' of lonesco's own experience i s at the 
same time iiie source and ^mainspring of his awareness of the 
comic' (Richard Coe, lonesco, p.80), And although reservations 
must be made f o r parts of an audience at any individual performance, 
the dramatist's wrestling with h i s divided self does produce a 
c o n f l i c t of emotions within the onlooker - an in d i r e c t acknowledge-
ment of the continued a t t r a c t i o n of his plays both w i t h i n and 
beyond the f r o n t i e r s of France. For such plays, l i k e those of 
2. John Weightman, The Concept of the Avant-&arde, Explorations 
i n Modernism (London, 1973),p.27, 
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Beckett, Pinter and Durrenmatt, both r e c a l l past traditions 
and also best translate the i r o n i c mood of the contemporary 
age, when we casually discuss the impending holocaust over 
a cup of coffee: 
present comic incongruity raised 
to traigic proportions and effecting i n 
the audience tragic involvement i n the 
tragic feelings of p i t y and t e r r o r . 
Because of the intense r e a l i t y of theses 
dramas and because they do raise fundamental 
questions, the mixture of feelings they 
produce i s nearer to the old tragic 
emotion than that of contemporary plays 
of solely tragic intention Waiting 
f o r G-odot and The Chairs are both 
funny and t e r r i b l e . 
3. Colin Duckworth, Angels of Darkness. Dramatic Effect i n the 
Plays of Samuel Beckett with Special References to lonesco. 
(London, 1972),p.95. 
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